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Mk4 Golf gets full JDM-
inspired makeover 

plus a fully-built 
R32T motor 

to boot!
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FOUST &FURIOUS
Top Gear USAʼs Tanner Foust hits Formula D in a 900bhp LS7 V8 Passat.

Controversial, much?  

OLD-SKOOL RALLYE
Nu-WAVE ENGINE

Iconic Golf Rallye gets APR-
prepped 2.0-litre TFSI motor

SUPERCHARGED
Mk1 Golf 16v

The original hot hatch gets even hotter
thanks to a supercharged 16v motor
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Badly Dubbed
While Tanner Foust’s bonkers LS7-powered 900bhp
rear-wheel-drive Passat has been causing all sorts of
upset on drift forums, with people pissed beyond belief
that somebody dared to enter a ‘Euro’ into their
beloved Formula D series, we didn’t doubt for one
minute (VW motor or not) that the majority of you guys
would embrace it with open arms in the same way we
did. How could you not? Okay, we had to jump through
more than a couple of corporate hoops to secure the
story but we’re sure you’ll agree the feature Neil Hunt
has written, along with the incredible photos our trio of
snappers bagged, are a breath of fresh air. We know
most of you have been enjoying the recent run of true
performance VWs we’ve been featuring but we wanted
some nu-wave stuff to mix it up as well. Unfortunately a
lot of the big-power newer cars tend to all be a bit
‘samey’ but thankfully that’s certainly not the case with
Tanner’s Passat. Read all about it on p8.
Despite the serious lack of factory RWD VWs (air-

cooled excluded) we have still featured a bunch of
Veedubs converted to RWD recently and we’ve got a
few more up our sleeves, too. So why are people going
to so much effort to build RWD cars from vehicles that
original left the factory in FWD configuration? Any ideas? 
I think the whole FWD, RWD or 4WD debate is one that
will always raise its head with petrolheads, especially
when at their local boozer. Which is best? Well Formula

One and drag racing would imply RWD is the ultimate
way to propel a car from a standing start either around
a circuit or in a straight line, given the right conditions.
But then you only need to look at world rallying or
rallycross to work out that if you’re attempting to drive
a car over mixed road surfaces in varied weather
conditions then 4WD is king, right? Why, then, have
some of the most fun and involving road cars of all
time, including the original hot hatch (the Mk1 Golf GTI)
been pulled along by their front wheels? Having owned
and enjoyed all of the above, I can honestly say there is
no outright winner. It really does comes down to
conditions and, in most cases, your own personal
preference. Many consider 4WD to be safer, which
obviously it is, but others will call it boring. With 99% of
entry-level production cars coming in FWD you’d have
to say that’s pretty idiot-proof, too. And while high-

powered RWD cars (especially those with no driver
aids) car be fun, in the wrong hands RWD can be
disastrous. And am I the only one that’s always taken a
perverse pleasure in seeing so many Mercs, BMWs and
Porsches abandoned in the snow come winter? It’s
probably not because I despise RWD, though, but
rather the owners of said cars!

At first drifting looks really hard but many claim it’s
not. I must admit after so many years in 4WD and FWD
cars I did lose my confidence in RWD cars for a short
period. A morning tyre testing with Yokohama at
Snetterton circuit many moons ago in a Caterham, still
slightly fragile after the previous night’s launch party,
soon got me back on track. After handling one of those
things hungover, a 900bhp Passat will seem like a walk
in the park. Maybe! 

Elliott Roberts, Editor
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Top Gear US host and adrenaline junkie, Tanner Foust, is back in Formula
Drift but this time he’s tearing up the back wheels of a 900bhp Passat.

Words: Neil Hunt   Photos: Larry Chen, Louis Yio and Alex Bucur
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Y
ep, you read that intro correctly: it’s
a VW drift car. We sure didn’t think
we’d ever put ‘VW’, ‘drift’ and
‘Passat’ in the same sentence in
PVW. There’s a lot of explanation

needed here. But before we hear from the big
man himself the first question is, how do you get
a FWD family saloon to hang its normally-
mundane ass out beyond 60 degrees with
billows of Nitto tyre smoke pouring from them? 

We’ve got to be honest, our first thought was
that to create a Passat as lairy as this it would
have been easier to take a race car-style tubular
chassis and bolt a custom fibreglass Passat
replica body on top of it, drag car or NASCAR
style. But after years of working (and winning)
with Papadakis Racing, Tanner Foust’s Rockstar
Energy Drink team was keen to reignite the old
relationship to create something really rather
special in engineering. You’ll be surprised how
much of the original Passat has been used in
building such an outrageous sideways monster.

The car started out as a bog-standard 2015
Passat before it was torn down by the team at
Papadakis Racing. The biggest deal of the build
is under the bonnet. While it would have been
cool to use a VW motor, the true American

Formula Drift (FD) way had to be using a V8 for
big, reliable power. We’re guessing, and there’s
no official line here, that to make 900bhp from a
factory VW motor you’d need a whole world of
tuning, critical cooling and on-the-edge
performance from a forced induction motor.
But, with many podium places already being
bagged by the legendary Chevy LS V8, it was a
no-brainer. At not much over 400kg it’s light,
powerful and insanely reliable. And if and when it
does need fixing, parts are practically available
at Walmart. Despite this, the use of a V8 for the
Foust Passat has caused controversy amongst
both VW fans and drifters. Cries of ‘why not use
a W8?’ and ‘couldn’t VW have modified a 4Motion
drivetrain to create RWD?’ are all over the drift
forums. Arguments rage as to the potential
merits of using four-cylinder TFSI power from
VW’s WRC programme or whether anything VW
make would be good enough for Formula Drift.
What do you think? Can it still be a hardcore VW
with a Chevy motor? By slotting in the now-
legendary Chevrolet LS-series V8, big power
was guaranteed and it meant the team at
Papadakis Racing knew the motor could handle
being slung across a drift circuit without
temperamental hissy fits. Keeping it simple

means better chances of podium places. 
For optimum weight distribution the FD boys

want as much weight at the back of the car to
counterbalance the weight of the engine up front
and to give the most neutral handling for
progressive drifting. To demonstrate, Tanner
shows us in through the back doors of the
Passat (which actually open, unlike most drift
cars) to see the battery, the 200bhp nitrous
system and the cooling radiators located where
the back seats used to live. The radiators have
two giant fans bolted to them which run all the
time to draw cool air in through the vents where
the rear quarter windows would have been. The
air is then pushed out of the meshed section of
the bootlid. Papadakis Racing has created a
cooling system that not only cools the rads but
also helps draw some of the insane tyre smoke
out of Tanner’s cockpit, through the car and out
the back so Tanner can still see when he’s
hangin’ it.

Under the rear end of the Passat everything is
all custom, though, transforming a FWD family
saloon into a pro-level Formula Drift racer. Gone
is the boot floor and rear panel, instead a tubular
space frame chassis creates new pick up points
to mount the suspension and rear diff. The front

10 Performance VW
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This is the most

you’ll have 
unique Passat

No ‘snapper hanging out the boot of the
car’ type shots here; when you’ve got

big sponsorship budgets to play with you
can afford a proper camera car! Can we

have a Porsche rig car too please?

ever heard
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The legendary

was a no-brainer
Chevy LS V8

Dub Details
ENGINE: 450 cubic inch (7.3-litre) LS7 V8 motor,
custom motor mounts, custom 8-to-1 sequential
collector manifold, AEM 320-litre fuel pumps and
200bhp nitrous system, Odyssey PC925 battery,
AEM Infinity 10 engine management, GP
Motorsports mil-spec wiring, rear radiator
conversion, RWD conversion, G-Force four-speed
dog-box transmission, Tilton Engineering three-
disc clutch, Driveshaft Shop driveshaft
CHASSIS: KMC wheels 8x17” (front) with 255/40
Nitto NT05 tyres, 10x18” (rear) with Nitto NT05
295/40R18 tyres, custom-built front and rear
subframes, hubs and suspension with RS*R
coilovers, Afco brakes
EXTERIOR: Modified Passat panels, custom wide-
body kit using modified Rocket Bunny parts, APR
swan-mount rear wing with lateral stability fins,
body wrap by Spin Imaging
INTERIOR: Formula Drift-spec chrome-moly steel
roll-cage, Tilton Engineering 600 Series pedals,
Plex SDM-500 dash display, Recaro seats,
Schroth harnesses and Sparco steering wheel

Above: We love how the Passat still utilises the
stock VW dashboard inside, not that there’s much
else from the factory in there! Right: The 7.3-litre

LS7 V8 and 8-to-1 header in all its glory
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end is similar, creating engine mounts for the
450 cubic inch (7.3-litre) motor and 
G-Force four-speed gearbox. And then there’s that
manifold. Oh man, that manifold. What a work of
art. AEM has created a one-off set of tubes to
rival a church organ and it looks like a drunk
octopus at a disco. Every one of those header
pipes takes the gases from the head and through
their tuned lengths, draws them into a single
collector box and feeds into the exhaust system.
It’s rare to see an 8-into-1 manifold: normally the
eight branches feed into four, then two, before
often going into two exhausts. You can imagine
how hard it is to get eight tubes of fast-flowing
gases into one pipe efficiently. It’s like having
eight lanes of fast moving motorway traffic all
merging into one lane. However, if you make
each lane of the motorway fractionally different in
length and all the traffic is travelling at the same
speed, they all get there at slightly different
times, meaning a smooth flow as they all slot in,
in sequence. Brilliant. And if you’ve got a second,
just trying searching for this Passat on YouTube
and have a listen to just how nuts this V8 sounds
because of this manifold; a typical lazy Yank V8 it
ain’t. It’s more crazed F1 sound than big-block
Chevy. Tanner says: “This is certainly the most

unique Passat you’ll have ever heard!”
Papadakis Racing know that for reliable power

this motor won’t need to be hauled out and
rebuilt every race and, due to other
commitments, Tanner won’t be campaigning
every round this year anyway, sadly!

The LS7 is fed ridiculous amounts of fuel
from a 320-litre fuel pump and the motor is kept
in check with AEM 10 engine management. 

Tanner has driven drifters with all types of
engines over the years as the trends varied
from turbos, superchargers and, now, normally-
aspirated with nitrous. Years ago he was an ice
driving instructor so driving through the side
windows has always come more naturally than
using the windscreen.

It took the dedicated team at Papadakis Racing
an entire winter season to develop Tanner’s
Passat and we’re starting to see why. The big man
knew it was one thing to build a RWD VW drifter;
it’d take a team he knew and trusted to create a
car that could potentially win. Of course, the boys
had to adhere to the carefully laid out FD rules that
mean a full roll-cage, only their strict suspension
and steering geometry rules and, of course, the
highest level of driver protection including a fully
plumbed-in fire extinguisher system. 

While Papadakis Racing was busy building the
car, Tanner was doing what he does best: going
fast and having fun. He’s previously won the
2007 and 2008 Formula Drift championships (in
his Rockstar 350Z) and you’ll have no doubt
seen him smashing it at X Games and in a Polo
Rallycross racer. What you won’t have seen him
in is most of the Fast and Furious films and as a
stunt driver in countless box office blockbusters
such as Dukes of Hazzard and Need for Speed.
Oh, and he’s Top Gear USA’s Jeremy Clarkson
(without the fisticuffs!). You might have seen
Tanner trying to teach James May how to
master a Rallycross car a few weeks ago on UK
TG. He’s a pretty big deal in Rallycross, being
the first US racer to compete in the European
Championship, since 2011 after he left drifting.
Tanner went on to smash it, winning the Global
Rallycross championship twice. Last year he
jumped, spun and powerslid the Marklund-
prepared WRC VW Polo. This crazy four-cylinder
TFSI motor delivers 560bhp through all four
wheels, taking only two seconds to reach
60mph from standstill when it can grip on
gravel, mud and Tarmac. For 2015, Tanner will
compete in four rounds of the European
RallyCross championship, starting at Kent’s

Tanner won’t be competing in every round of the Formula Drift 
season due to other racing commitments and, of course, his TV
work too. When he does, though, you know we’ll be watching!
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Lydden Hill and then going on to Canada, France
and Spain. Over the Pond, this year we’ll see
Foust in the driving seat of the new VW
Motorsport Beetle in the GRC (Global Rally
Cross), running a four-cylinder motor and
delivering very un-Beetle-like acceleration,
rivaling that of F1 racers. 

Tanner may have only been away from
Formula Drift for a few years but he reckons,
apart from the switch to a much more powerful
normally-aspirated engine, quite a lot has
changed: “The rules have changed, which
previously allowed us to get plenty of weight as
far back as we could in the car. We’re now using
a ton more power (probably about 50% more)
and the electronics are more sophisticated now.
Compared to five years ago, most drift cars are
using at least 20-degrees more steering angle
for insane slides. Since I’ve been away, I’ve come
back to the same tracks and because of the way
the cars have changed, the lines through the
bends are nothing like what I remember.
Whereas before I could score well for speed,
now it’s not taken into account with the judges:
that was my secret weapon back then!”

With both the front and rear subframes being
custom-built for the Passat, it meant the team at
Papadakis Racing could set the stance exactly
they way they wanted to get it to really perform.
The wide-track stance comes courtesy of
everything VW being junked in favour of tubular
suspension arms, custom RS*R coilovers and
rose-joints at every mount for precision handling.
Even the hubs are custom-spec. But with a track
as wide as this, and running 10s on the back,
the factory executive Passat body didn’t stand a
chance of containing the wide track stance, and
so it was off with all the exterior panels before
they were heavily modified to contain these
staggered KMC rims (10x18” rear, 8x17” front).
You’ll see the Passat is running over-fender
arches. Unsurprisingly, look down TRA Kyoto’s
application list and you won’t find Rocket Bunny
arches for the B7 Passat. Papadakis took the
closest it could find and made them work for the
saloon body.  

Drop into the Recaro race seats and hints of
being in a business saloon are limited to just the
dash. Everything else is out-and-out race car,
with the insane levels of driver protection the

first thing you notice. Dominating the interior is
what has to be the world’s most blatant
handbrake that controls the hydraulic rear
brake, essential for any drifter to coax that steer
from the rear. Like many of the specialist
components in Tanner’s Passat, the handbrake
handle has been 3D printed. 

As the 2015 Formula Drift season kicks off,
we can’t wait to see a VW hangin’ it with the big
guns. Some people will no doubt say Tanner’s
drifter isn’t a true VW because of that V8 motor
and custom chassis setup but then what
Formula Drift car is close to a factory model?
One thing’s for sure, Tanner Foust will be the big
name on everyone’s lips as he makes a
welcome return to entertaining the crowds. And
could that be exactly the point the haters are
missing: this is entertainment. While you’re
watching two drifters rubbing fenders side by
side at crazy speeds in clouds of tyre smoke at
silly sideways angles, does it really matter that
this isn’t a VW-powered racer? What matters is
that VW has the balls to get stuck in, and in
choosing the least likely car to do it in, that’s
pretty cool in our eyes. We love this thing ●

it’s definitely one of the

cars I’ve ever driven!more powerful drift
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60 Seconds with Tanner Foust: 
We grabbed a minute with Tanner to find out what he thought of
being involved with VW and why the hell they chose a Passat in the
first place:

PVW: What excited you about running a VW in a sport traditionally
dominated by Japanese marques?

TANNER: I think the VW Passat is a great looking car and we wanted
to do a build that was fun, unique and versatile in terms of use. 

PVW: So you like a challenge then?

TANNER: Although not ideal for drifting due to its longer wheelbase
(relative to competitive drift cars), the Passat is definitely refreshing
to see on the grid at Formula Drift. In Japan there is an equal
amount of emphasis put on the exterior as well as performance and
that’s what makes drifting so unique and fan--friendly. 

PVW: It’s nice to hear there is still a nod to those original Japanese
trends and you guys have decided to do something a little bit
different to the norm.

TANNER: C’mon, who wouldn’t want to see a four-door 900hp car
slide around?

PVW: How does the Passat compare to other drift cars you’ve driven?

TANNER: It’s been a long time (five years) since I drove a purpose-
built drift car and the sport has progressed so much from driving
style, judging and the cars themselves. The Passat is different and
very unique but then again every drift car I’ve driven was always
more technologically advanced. 

PVW: It’s not like you’re going to struggle for power then?

TANNER: Let’s just say it’s definitely one of the more powerful drift
cars I’ve ever driven!

PVW: Apart from the Passat, we know you compete in a bunch of
other VWs, too, right?

TANNER: Aside from competing a few rounds of Formula Drift this
year, I also compete in the FIA WRX series (in the Polo) and the
RedBull Global Rallycross series in the US, driving a Beetle. 

PVW: What about on the street? Do you drive a VW?

TANNER: You bet. On the road, I personally drive a Mk7 Golf GTI and
a 2014 Touareg TDI.

Left: Round one didn’t go too 
well for Tanner and the team with 
the car taking quite a big hit whilst in action.
And talk about being in the right place at the
right time to get the perfect photo, too!
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19” £879  20” £1200
Available in Silver or
Gunmetal/Polished Face

    ISPIRI ISR12
19” £879  20” £1200
Available in Silver, Matt Black
or Gunmetal/Polished Face

.com
The SMART way to buy Alloy Wheels...

01233 503006
OPEN: 9:00 A.M. - 5:30 P.M. MON-FRI (CLOSED SAT & SUN)
EMAIL: SALES@RIMSTYLE.COM            WEB: WWW.RIMSTYLE.COM

    BBS CH-R
18” FROM £1339  19” FROM £1499  20” FROM £1739
Available in Black, Silver, Satin Anthracite or Gloss Anthracite

1000’s
OF WHEELS IN STOCK
READY FOR SAME DAY DESPATCH

The LARGEST
UK selection of 
EURO wheels
View the full range online...

FOLLOW US...

Search for ‘rimstyle’

    BBS CH
17” FROM £899 (Silver) 
18” FROM £1099
19” FROM £1279

    BBS RX-R
19” FROM £1449  20” FROM £1659
Available in Black/Polished, Silver or Limited Edition Gold!

    BBS CS
Prices From: 17” £649  18” £839  19” £1009
Available in Black, Anthracite or Brilliant Silver

(Available a 4 and 5 stud version)5 STUD SHOWN

4 STUD SHOWN 5 STUD SHOWN

    GENESIS VIP
18” £1000  19” £1156
20” £1392
Wider rears available

    GENESIS VOLT
17” £770  18” £888 
19” £1040  20” £1324
Various colours available

    GENESIS DRIFT
19” £1172  20” £1448 
Available in Satin Black &
Silver with Stainless Rim

    GENESIS SPYDER
18” £1032
Wider rear wheels
available

    GENESIS STAR
18” £888  19” £1040 
20” £1324  Available in 
Satin Black or Silver

    CVR-LINE STREET
18” £1040  19” £1136
20” £1452
Features Stainless Rim

    CVR-LINE MESH
18” FROM £1032
Available in Silver or Black
with Stainless Steel Rim

    MAM MT1
19 x 8.5” £1180
Real Chrome 

    MAM A2
18” £610  19” £722
Available in Graphite
Grey or Silver

    MAM RS2
17” £541  18” £610
19” £722  20” £978 
Various colours available

   MAM 11
18” £703 19” £836

Various colours available

    SCHMIDT TH-LINE
13” 3pc. FROM £1205  14” 3pc. FROM £1345 15” 3pc. FROM £1395
16” 2pc. FROM £1295  17” 2pc. FROM £1455  18” 3pc. FROM £2275

(Split-Rim - 2pc. and 3pc. Versions)
    SCHMIDT 
MODERN-LINE 1pc.
15 x 8.0” £525
Available in Silver & Black

    SCHMIDT
MODERN-LINE 1pc.
16” FROM £725
Wider rears available

    SCHMIDT 
MODERN-LINE 3pc.

16” FROM £1495

    SCHMIDT MYSTIC
17” £885  19” £1345

Various colour options available

    CADES JADIS
15 x 7.0” £373
Sticker Bomb version
also available 

    CADES TYRUS
17” £417  18” £499
19” £567
Available in Silver & Black

    CADES BERN
15” £339  16” £383  17” £441  18” £499  19” £591
Range of colours available - Silver, Black and Gunmetal

    CADES EROS
15” £339  16” £383

Standard Colours:
Silver / Black / Gold

   CADES ZEUS
17” £479 18” £537

Advertised prices are correct at time of going to print. E&O apply. ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

    BBS CX-R
19” £1279  20” £1519 
Available in Black/Polished
or Anthracite/Polished

  BBS CK
18” £839  19” £1009

    CADES APOLLO
19” £591
Available in Bronze, Matt
Black or Silver

EXCLUSIVE
TO RIMSTYLE

    CADES EROS
ENVY (Green)

15” £339

    CADES EROS
SPARK (Blue)

15” £339

    CADES EROS
STEALTH (Black)
15” £339  16” £383

    CADES EROS
ICE (White)

15” £339

    CADES EROS
CANDY (Pink)

15” £339

  BBS XA
18” £1039  19” £1229

20” FROM £1439

    BBS SR
16” £499  17” FROM £599
18” FROM £709 
19” FROM £949

    BBS VZ
(18 x 8.0” 5x112 ET44 Only) 
Silver £679
Satin Anthracite £729

18” VERSION

15” VERSION 16-17” VERSION13-14” VERSION

    ISPIRI ISR5
19” £879  20” £1200
Available in Silver, Matt Black
or Satin Anthracite

     ISPIRI CSR4
18” £729  19” £925

    3SDM 0.05
16” £489  (Cup Version)
18” £639  19” £825
UK’s LARGEST Stockist

BEST SELLER BEST SELLER

BEST SELLER

    CADES TORA
18” £499  20” £871
Available in Silver, Black
or Matt Gunmetal

    CADES VIENNA
17” £441 
Classic spoke style for all 4 Stud VW fitments

   CADES DRIFT
19 x 8.5” ONLY £529

Perfect for VW Golf Mk5 / 6 / 7
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    DARE NK1
18” £455  19” £729  
Also available in
Gunmetal/Polished Face

    AXE EX18
18” £486  19” £614
Comes in Silver or Matt
Black/Polished Face

    AXE EX15
18” £486  19” £614
20” £698
Wider rear wheels available

    AXE EX12
18” FROM £486  Wider rear wheels available

    RONAL LS
15 x 7.5” £539

4 Stud fitments only

    RONAL R50 AERO
16” £630  18” £795

    RONAL R10 TURBO
15” £499 Black/Polished
15” £629 Fully Polished

    ATS CUP
15 x 7.0” 4x100 ET20 £499
18 x 8.0” 5x112 £842
Europe’s only 15” stockist

  ROTA FLUSH
15 x 8.0” £495 

    ROTA KENSEI
15 x 8.0” £495 
Various colours available
for 4 stud fitments

INSTANT FINANCE AVAILABLE - Apply Online Today...
We offer 3 different finance packages giving you the option to pay for your order over 12 Months, 24 Months
or 36 Months. Applicants must be over 18 years of age and in Full-Time employment. Subject to credit approval.

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE FROM
OUR PREMISES
Situated in a prime location in Ashford (Kent), 
our extensive premises offer superb warehouse 
& mail order facilities. Housing our large wheel 
& tyre stock, we can process your order for 
same day despatch in most cases.

MAIL ORDER
We offer a superb FAST Mail Order service 
whereby we can deliver your new Alloy 
Wheels & Tyres direct to your home or 
place of work. Not only do we cover the 
UK & Ireland, but also Channel Islands.

ONLINE STORE
Rimstyle.com features the most advanced
vehicle fitment checks to ensure that
your looking at wheels that correctly fit
your vehicle. We have thousands of
wheels & tyres to order online 24/7.

STOCK HOLDING
We endeavour to hold in stock the 
latest wheel designs, with thousands 
of wheels in stock! We also hold all the 
popular tyre sizes and brands, so we 
offer quick turnarounds on packages.

.com

PAYMENTS
Whether you order online or by
 telephone, all payments are 
100% secure with no risk to 
yourself. All your details are kept 
strictly confidential.

Minimum 10% Deposit Required - APR 19.5%

WE SELL TYRES TOO...
We stock all of the leading brands ready to
fit straight onto your new wheels to biuld up a ready
to fit package. With loads of brands to choose from 
you can tailor your package to suit your requirements.

  ROTA RM200
18 x 9.5” £864

Also available in White

    ROTA D154
16 x 8.0” £558

    ROTA GRID DRIFT CUP
15 x 8.0” £495  
16 x 8.0” £558
Comes in Bronze, Silver or White

PRICES SHOWN ARE FOR 4x ALLOY WHEELS.
FITTING KIT included FREE OF CHARGE

Tyres also available, see online or call for details.

WHEEL & TYRE PACKAGES AVAILABLE...
We can offer complete wheel and tyres packages, with the tyres fitted and 
balanced - ready to bolt onto the vehicle. (prices online or call)

FREE FITTING KIT
With every set of wheels we supply
a fitting kit free of charge - Includes 
Wheel Bolts/Nuts and Spigot Rings if required

    DARE LP-5
18” £429  19” £525  
Available in Matt Black
Silver/Polished Face

    LENSO RS-5
15” £348  16” £402
17” £455
Various colours available

4 COLOURS
TO CHOOSE FROM

    LENSO D1-R
15” £377  17” £541
18” £695
Various colours available

  LENSO KZA
15 x 8.0” £392 

4 Stud Only

  LENSO SPEC-B
17” £455  4 Stud Only

   LENSO SPEC-C
15” £348  17” £455 

4 Stud Only

    AXE CS LITE
19” FROM £552
Superb choice for 
modern day VAG’s

    AXE EX10
18”  £486 Optional wider rear
4 colours available...

    AXE EX2
15 x 7.5” £305
The ultimate retro wheel

    ROTA GT-R
18” FROM £720
Various colour options
available

    ROTA GRID
17” FROM £549 
18” £792  19” £864
Various colours available

    ROTA RM100
18 x 9.5” £864 
Great for wide cambered
setups on airbags 

  ROTA OSMESH
15 x 8.0” £495 

18” VERSION

15” VERSION

    LENSO BSX
15” FROM £399  16” FROM £459  17” ON OFFER FROM £459
Wider rear wheels available on selected colours and sizes

(Silver / Black / White / Red / Gold - all with Polished Rim)

    AXE EX1
18” £456  19” £554
Selection of colours all
featuring a deep dish!

    AXE EX2
15” £305 Deep, euro & wide, 
the perfect recipe!

    AXE EX8
15 x 8.0” £305 All Colours
18” FROM £594 Hyper Silver or Hyper Black only (not pictured - viewable online)

(Matt Gunmetal / Matt Black / Red / Yellow / Orange / Silver / Lime Green / Gold)
BEST SELLER

BEST SELLER

    FOX FX004
14” £260  15” £299  
16” £339  17” £369
18” £419

   FOX FX1
14” £260  15” £299
16” £339  17” £369

   FOX FX005
15” £299  16” £339
17” £369  18” £419

  RIVA AVS
16” £359  17” £395  

18” £439  

    RIVA DTM
17” £395  18” £439
Available in Silver or
Gloss Black

   FOX MS005
19” £499

Wider rear wheels available

   FOX MS006
14” £260  15” £299  16” £339

17” £369  18” £419

   FOX MS007
17” £369  18” £419
19” FROM £499

    CALIBRE VINTAGE
16” £442  17” FROM £444  18” FROM £507
Comes in Silver, Black or Gold with Polished Rim

    CALIBRE PRO-7
15” £285  17” £374 
Light-weight motorsport
styling. 

    CALIBRE ASKARI
17” £398  18” £474

    CALIBRE ECLIPSE
15” £326  16” £357

4 Stud Only

    CALIBRE MOTION 2
15” £294 17” £374  18” £446
Also available in White

     CALIBRE RETRO-STAR
15” £351

4 Stud Only

   CALIBRE CC-S
18” £507  19” £609
Super Concave!

   CALIBRE FRICTION
17” £398  18” £491  19” £572
Features BLUE milled spokes

    TEAM DYNAMICS 
PRO-RACE 1.2
15” / 16“ / 17” / 18“

    TEAM DYNAMICS
IMOLA
17” £456  18” £528
19” £616 

    TEAM DYNAMICS 
PRO-RACE 3
15” FROM £443  
17” FROM £555

    TEAM DYNAMICS 
MONZA-R
15” £340  16” £398
17” £432  18” £512

     ZITO 935
18” £480  19” £616
19” £756
Various colours available

     INOVIT FORCE
15” £281  16” £325  17” £368
18” £436  19” £533  20” £635

    INOVIT KE10
17” £359

4 Stud Only

    INOVIT SPEEDY
19” £619
New concave design

    WOLFRACE BAYERN
17” £410  18” £504 
Also strong enough for
Transporter T4’s & T5’s

    WOLFRACE SCORPIO
17” £362  18” £408 
Classic 5 spoke design
with a twist!
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Make your Golf Vagtastic and fit  
Polybush for consistent steering 
geometry at any speed.

Polybush 44M front wishbone bush 
reduces the understeer often seen 
with rubber bushes. The low friction 
bush rotates in its housing allowing 
full wheel articulation. No need for 
grease, just fit and forget.

  Controlled suspension 
movement

  Improved turn-in  
and stability

 Confident ride

 Excellent longevity

  Easy to fit without  
additional equipment

  Safer, more predictable 
cornering

 Reduced MoT costs

 Prolonged tyre life

 Absorption of vibration

 No squeaks or rattles

44AX for superb noise damping  
and vibration absorption. The easy 
to fit bush allows maximum traction 
during cornering whilst resisting 
lateral beam movement.

Avoid nasty shocks, fit 44CR to your 
shock absorbers – manufactured to 
original hardness, they’ll feel like new 
OE but will outlast them by far. 

44DG top mounts for outstanding
shock absorption and comfort. Use as
standard or remove the 5mm washer
to get that bit lower. Either way,
superb handling is the result. How
low can you go? With Polybush
you choose.

44J for optimum steering geometry.
The extra contact area of the bore
spreads the force and reduces the
chance of deflection under heavy
load. Fit and forget for exceptional
performance and longevity.

E xch angeE xch ange Eng i n e sE ng i n e s
BBuilt for peace-of-mind. Built to perform. Built to last.

With over 40 years of engine-building experience between them,
our team of engineers know their craft very well. They assemble

each engine for you as if they were building it for themselves.

TTHEHE EENGINENGINE SSHOPHOP
Specialists in Volkswagen and Audi Engines

Unit A2, Darenth Works, Ray Lamb Way, Erith, Kent. DA8 2SP
Telephone: 01322 350022 • Fax: 01322 350032 • Email: info@theengineshop.info

Website: www.theengineshop.info

PETROL ENGINES

We are also able to supply parts from O.E. suppliers. Because of our
re-manufacturing operation we hold large stocks of 

engine parts which are available for sale at a discount price.

PERSONAL CALLERS ARE WELCOME!
Enjoy a cup of coffee in our airy,

clean,modern premises. You are also
welcome to phone us for free helpful

technical advice concerning your VW.

A full machining
service is also
available for

home rebuilds.

We can arrangedelivery/collectionto/from any UK mainland address;from £40 eachway.

DIESEL ENGINES

All our engines are fitted with:
Reground crankshaft, new main bearings and big end bearings, new

pistons and rings, new valves and valve guides,
new hydraulic camfollowers, all new oil seals and gaskets.

Diesel engines fitted with new cylinderheads (except PD range)
All supplied with a full written warranty

1600D/TD
1700D
1900D/TD
1900tdi
1900tdi pd
2400D up to 1995
2500tdi T4
2500tdi T5

1400 16v up to 2003
1600 8v up to 1991
1600 8v from 1995
1600 16v up to 2003
1800 8v up to 1991  
1800 16v up to 1991
1800 G60
1800 20v Turbo
2000 8v
2000 16v
2800/2900 VR6 12v
2800 VR6 24v

£799
£649
£649
£799
£699
£999
£799
£1299
£699
£1099
£2190
£2295

ALL PRICES INCLUDE

VAT

Prices are subject to
change without prior

notice.

£1299
£1399
£1349
£1299
£1295
£1395
£1695
£1999

10
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INTRODUCING

RACINGTEAM HOFMANN 
Allow us to introduce to you RacingTeam Hofmann.
For those who aren’t already familiar with the
German brand, RacingTeam Hofmann is the
brainchild of Peter Hofmann who over the years
has become the go-to guy for rare, special or
unique wheel parts and accessories. According to
Mark Ikeda, front man of RacingTeam Hofmann’s
UK arm, Peter was the first to offer stainless steel
rims, hochenglanzverdicten (which translates as

glossy compression polishing), ceramic polishing
and basically, the world of rare and special wheel
parts on a commercial level. Mark tells us that he’s
been buying BBS parts and accessories from
Peter for over ten years now, including the 20”
BBS E88 wheels that most UK showgoers will
remember from his own red StlllStatic-slammed TT
RS. Put simply, if you’re looking to build up a very
special set of BBS or Ronal Racing wheels, or any

split-wheel for that matter, RacingTeam Hofmann is
the company to talk to. It can do everything from
supplying a set of step-lip dishes or a set of zero
lip dishes, to sourcing and building up a complete
set of wheels from the ground-up as well as
providing powdercoating, wet painting, polishing of
all types, straightening and diamond turning
services too. Head over to www.racingteam-
hofmann.de to find out more information. 

Hot off the press, Introducing highlights
our new favourite things of the month…
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What’s New?

STINK BUG 
Car interior smelling a bit nasty? Too many 
pre-show McDonald’s breakfasts stinking the
place up? Not a fan of shower gel? Well then
what you need is a can of Meguiar’s Odor
Remover in your life. It’s a single use deal that
essentially works with your recirculated air
system to totally refresh your entire interior with
lovely ‘new car scent’. A price tag of just £10
and the www.meguiars.co.uk web address is all
you need to know. 

RED KNOB 
Black Forest Industries has added a rather
awesome new red gear knob to its range.
Similar in specs to the black leather ones we’ve
brought to your attention before, the new ones
are just as heavy-weight, feature the same BFI
crest design, look just as cool, are just as well
made and feature perforated red Alcantara for
that motorsport feel. Want one? Hand over
$169.99 to the nice people at
www.blackforestindustries.com

RECCE RUN 
Rota Wheels UK has just launched its latest
design, the 17” Recce, a lightweight ten-spoke
design that mixes Rota’s own Titan wheel with
the turbofan-style outer from the RM100. The
Recce comes in 8x17”, in 4x108 ET40, 4x100
ET35 and 5x100 ET42 in white or silver
finishes, and a full set will come in at just £660
with more finishes and sizes becoming available
soon. Ride your internet unicycle towards
www.rarerims.co.uk or call 01363 777007.

OMEX ITBS
Omex is one of the leading manufacturers of
engine electronics for race series and niche
vehicle manufacturers and for over 15 years now
Omex has also been developing engines and inlet
systems to enable complete ‘turn-key’ package
supply. Omex has just released its own in-house
designed and manufactured throttle bodies, the
new DCOE/DHLA manifold compatible ITB setup.
Currently there are off-the-shelf setups available

for Ford and Peugeot engines but more
manifolds are currently in development. The ITBs
feature; two-step wall thickness design, allowing
the highest precision where it is needed by the
throttle plate, and the lowest weight everywhere
else, billet aluminium machined levers and
linkages, a large volume one-piece aluminium fuel
rail with various end fittings and a protective
coating on all parts, including non-stick coatings

of all billet aluminium parts for longevity. They
also boast stainless steel fittings and adjusters,
OEM specification throttle position sensors for
proven reliability and easily accessible adjusters.
You can buy them as a complete kit or as
individual parts but for reference, Omex say a
typical kit will come in at £1072.80. Go to
www.omextechnology.com or call 01242
260656 for more info. 

20 Performance VW
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HEY JERRY 
The Jerry Can could well be the ultimate
petrolhead symbol; from its introduction way
back in the 1930s during WW2, right through to
modern-day drag racing, there’s been something
iconic and kind of cool about the classic metal
Jerry Can. Well now you can get a travel case in
the shape of one thanks to the good people at
www.wheel-whores.com. The cases measure in
at 47cm by 35cm by 16cm and feature a super-

practical side-opening design, sturdy feet so it
won’t fall over, a quick-release butterfly lock,
telescopic handle and two sets of duel polymer
wheels for easy use. They are made in Europe,
are airport-friendly (we checked on the way to
SEMA last year!), are made from powdercoated
0.9 sheet steel and are available in red, military
green and gloss black, and all for just £99. Head
over to www.wheel-whores.com for more.

VAG NATION  
Sunday 14 June, Lebbeke in Belgium and
www.facebook.com/pages/vag-nation are the
three things you need to know if you want to
attend a really cool European show this
summer. With a real focus on quality over
quantity, the VAG Nation guys know how to put
on a great event and with entry costing just 10
and attractions like a Win a Car raffle, it’s a
great show that’s well worth checking out.

BILLY CLUB
Own an Audi S5 quattro? Heard about Bilstein’s
enviable reputation for making top-level coilovers
but upset that you couldn’t fit its all-singing and
all-dancing B16 models to your car? Well you
don’t need to be sad anymore, because you can
now do exactly that! 

Thanks to precision-machined threaded steel
bodies, the Bilstein kits offer 20mm of ride
height adjustment from a lower starting point,
which equates to a drop of between -10mm and 

-30mm on the S5’s already lowered chassis and
each damper unit has ten steps of adjustment,
with bump and rebound being changed together
in a carefully pre-set ratio. They’re TÜV
approved, of course, come with a 12 month
warranty and cost £1729.20. Sound good 
Audi S5 quattro owners? In fact, why are you 
still reading this? Get on to www.bilstein.de or
call the UK office on 0116 2478930 to order
some… now!

Got a product, service or offer you want our readers to know about?
Email pvw@unity-media.com with all the details and we’ll make it happen
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REVOLUTION SOAP  
Auto Finesse say that its Revolution wheel soap
was designed as a maintenance wheel wash for
previously sealed wheels in mind that don’t
require heavy spray cleaners or decontamination
products such as Iron Out and Imperial at every
wash. It’s completely safe to use all wheel
finishes, from powdercoated through to polished,
anodised and chrome too. It costs £9.95 and
you can get yours by hopping on your internet
camel and riding over to www.autofinesse.co.uk

€
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What’s New?

CONNECTS2 X
Allow us to introduce the CTKVW09, the latest
OE integration solution from Connects2.
Designed for the Mk7 Golf, the unit allows you to
fit a double-din head-unit while still incorporating
the capacitive touch buttons. By fitting the
Infodapter interface the unit syncs up with your
steering wheel controls, warning chimes, parking
sensors, climate control and more. It’s priced at
£249.99 and you visit www.connects2.com or
call 0845 257 5588 for more information.

TORQUE PRO 
Here’s a neat little app that could save you a lot
of money if you enjoy keeping an eye on how
your car is performing behind-the-scenes.
Torque Pro uses data from the OBD2 port from
your car (OBD2 Bluetooth adaptor sold
separately) to supply real-time information to
your Android phone.

Using the highly detailed GPS trackers found
in modern phones, you can accurately record 
0-60mph times, power output and even

determine fault codes from the car’s computer.
What’s more, you can also overlay this
information over live video from the phone’s
camera. We reckon this could be great for 
when you are out on a track and want to see
how each aspect of your car is performing at
any given time. 

Torque Pro costs just £2.95 from the Google
Play store and you can find out more by heading
over to www.torque-bhp.com

T5+1=T6 
The replacement to VW’s ever-popular T5 van
has been announced, the T6. There will be four
diesel engine-specs and two petrol engine-
specs, all 2.0-litre in capacity, there will be a
4Motion version and, of course, it’s packed full
of all the tech that you would come to expect.
We were going to moan about the fact it looks
awfully similar to the T5 but then, seeing as VW
has sold what seems like roughly 17 billion T5s
over the years, it clearly knows what’s popular!  

MIRROR FINISH
Everyone likes carbon fibre, don’t they? Well,
Euro Car Parts certainly thinks so and is getting
in on the act with these rather cool mirror
covers. Made from OEM mirror cases and
wrapped in real carbon fibre, they look the
absolute business and are sure to look great on
anything. What’s more, with prices starting at
just £276, they’re a whole lot cheaper than
other ones we’ve seen out there. For more, type
www.eurocarparts.com in your web browser. 

22 Performance VW

RENOWN WHEELS
Looking for a new steering wheel? Renown's
style exudes a classy, vintage feel, with an
understated OEM+ touch. These wheels are
made from 6061 aluminium for superior
strength and light weight, and feature genuine
leather and suede. Available with a variety of
finishes and stitching colours, there’s a Renown
wheel to complement any interior. Place your
hands at ten and two on your browser and steer
towards www.renownusa.com 
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Got a product, service or offer you want our readers to know about?
Email pvw@unity-media.com with all the details and we’ll make it happen

HRE WHEELS
HRE has just released the RS1M wheel range
and we think if you’re looking for a new set of
wheels for your nu-wave Dub you have got to
check them out. 

Six designs are available (pictured is the 13-
spoke RS103M and the five-spoke RS102M), all
of which are available in diameters ranging from

19-22” and widths of 8-13”. Each wheel is 
built-to-order and there are nearly infinite fitment,
colour and finish options available for the
ultimate custom-tailored wheel buying
experience. Center-lock fitments are also
available. Fire an arrow through the target of
www.hrewheels.com to find out more. 

KULTUR CLASH 
US brand Counter Kultur is one of our favourite
apparel brands for the simple reason that it
produces cool products that just, well, look
awesome! Check out some of our picks from its
latest additions to its range of T-shirts which all
come in at $21.95. Do your thing over at
www.counterkultur.com to get yours.

T5 DROP 
T5 owners listen up. ST Suspensions’ coilovers
have pre-set damping for perfect handling
straight out-the-box and they offer height
adjustment of 35-65mm on the front and 30-
65mm on the rear of the T5, perfect if you’re
looking to improve looks and performance in
one go. They’re made by KW too so you know

the quality is good. A set costs £799 all-in and
they’re suitable for the following models from
01/2003 onwards: VW Bus T5/ Multivan/
Transporter (7HC, 7HCA, 7HM, 7HMA, 7HK,
7J0), 2WD, 4WD, including face-lift, front axle
clamp fitting. Visit www.kwautomotive.co.uk or
call 0870 990 7536 to find out more. 
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Competition

Terms & Conditions No employees of Unity Media, StillStatic, mbDesign or any other associated companies may enter. Entrants must be aged 18 years and over. There will be only one winner.
Product prize is only offered for those cars/models for which the product is designed. We reserve the right to disqualify any entrant for any reason and without notice in accordance with the competition
rules. If you wish to enter this competition without a Facebook account, please email your entry to pvw@unity-media.com using ‘StillStatic in the subject line. Closing date for entries is 10/08/15.

How to ENTER
Winning couldn’t be easier; simply head on over to the ‘StillStatic’ Facebook page (www.facebook.com/stillstaticuk), like the

page, find the competition on the timeline, then comment with the model, year and spec of your car including any modifications.
Finally, share the post. We’ll choose the winner at random after the closing date below. Good luck!

24 Performance VW

Win a set of

wheels!

W
e’ve teamed up with the good
people at mbDesign to offer
one lucky reader the chance
to win a set of its awesome
LV1 cast wheels for their car.

A free set of wheels, how cool is that? And not
just any old wheels either, a set of brand-new
box-fresh rollers from mbDesign, one of the
coolest German wheel brands out there who is
this year celebrating its 20th anniversary. 

If you’ve been to a UK or European show over
the last couple of years then you will have

probably seen cars rocking mbDesign wheels, in
particular StillStatic main man Simon Sweetland
on his awesome black Mk6 GTD. In fact,
StillStatic is the importer of mbDesign wheels
and it’s the Northampton-based company who
we’ve teamed up with to offer one of our readers
the chance to win a set of mbDesign’s latest
single-piece cast wheels. 

The LV1s measure in at a modern car-friendly
8.5x19” ET45 in a 5x112 stud pattern and are
available in black, silver, matt gold or grey
polished finishes. And if you win you get to

choose what finish you want! Based in
Gelnhausen, Germany, mbDesgin prides itself on
what it produces being of the absolute highest
quality, whether it is a set of stunning cast
wheels like these ones on offer here or its
exquisite three-piece designs.  

You don’t need us to tell you that a set of
LV1s will look the business on any nu-wave VAG
car, so why not make it your car and enter our
competition? Go on, do it! After all, what could be
better than a brand-new set of awesome wheels
for absolutely nothing? Exactly! ●
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A quick recap of Stage 1 and 2 highlights how a
selection of choice parts have enhanced the
car’s ability to breathe thanks to a virtual lung
expansion, with the addition of a full custom
Vibrant GESI High Output Sports Cat and
exhaust system, Vibrant 3” downpipe, Vibrant
12,800 air-to-air intercooler and open funnel air
filter, but this month we turn up the wick as
Darkside Developments prepare the car for 
the mighty power hike we are due to see at
Stage 4, when a whopping new uprated turbo
takes centre stage.

The first major upgrade this month, however,
is somewhat of an unsung hero in the VW tuning

COLD CALLING
Gather round children and welcome to the third installment of BTN Performance’s Project Mk5 Golf GTI turbo build, a car
which the turbo specialist is going to be giving to one of you lucky ladies or gents in around about three months time!
Words: Joel Newman   Photos: Various

PRoject: Golf | PART 3/5
I n  a s s o c i a t i o n  w i t h  P e r f o r m a n c e  V W  m a g a z i n e

world, but an addition that single-handedly helps
to reduce inlet temperatures and suppress
detonation on turbocharged motors. For our
money it’s a vastly underappreciated and
underused upgrade and one which, for just
under £300, you should all consider. Sourced
directly through BTN Performance, AEM’s Water
Methanol injection kit is a rather trick bit of
cooling technology that allows owners to
increase boost pressure and advance ignition
timing without the need for high-octane fuel.

This rather clever bolt-on system utilises a
progressive controller, which bases injection
flow on manifold pressure using an on-board

MAP sensor to ensure the requisite amount of
water/methanol injects at all points along an
engine’s power curve. This ensures that all the
air reaching the intake system is vastly colder
than the ambient air temperature and is a great
way to curb excessive heat build up, which as
we have established in the earlier stages, is a
massive contributor to power loss. 

The hardware is relatively simple, featuring a
one gallon tank to carry the water/meth mix, a
pump to, well, pump said fluid, and an intelligent
controller that features large, turn-resistant
knobs to easily set accurate start and full
activation points. That means a progressive

STAGE 3

AEM water injection should show
gains here without any additional
tuning, but will really come into its
own once turbo upgrade is in place 
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build up and an increase in delivery as the 
revs rise.

After some very careful thought, Darkside
decided the simplest solution (which is often the
best solution) was to fit the one gallon tank
inside the boot, with a pipe connected to the
supplied pump housed within the front wheel
well. This pump is then plumbed in pre-
intercooler, so the system is geared up to spray
a fine mist of water and methanol through an
injector nozzle into the air intake system en
route to the turbocharger. 

Amazingly this simple off-the-shelf solution
can yield gains of up to 20bhp, and just as

importantly, offers guaranteed improvements in
engine efficiency. If you have ever driven your
car in colder climates or during the winter
months and noticed an improvement in power
delivery then you can connect the dots. 

So if your car doesn’t live at the top of a cold,
snowy mountain, or in Scotland, then AEM’s
water/meth kit represents a welcome addition
to any turbocharged motor’s arsenal. For the
price there are very few modifications that can
come close.

The next issue that needed to be addressed
and pre-empted during Stage 3 is that of
compressor surge, another killer of turbocharged

engines. In essence, when the throttle is applied
on any boosted engine, pressure within the
system builds, and the second you lift off or
close the throttle the throttle plate on the engine
shuts. As such the pressurised air in the intake
system is trapped and a pressure wave is forced
back into the compressor. 

Stalling or halting the movement of the turbo
causes stress, in addition to the fact that once
slowed, when the throttle is reapplied you’re
assured of turbo lag while momentum builds
again. Not the optimum setup for responsive
and linear power delivery on any project car, let
alone one belonging to the gurus of blowers.

AEM’s Water Methanol
injection kit is a

rather trick bit of
cooling technology

On top of the water
injection, a trio of AEM
gauges have been
installed this month to
keep the driver in check 
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Dub Details (So Far!)*
2006 Mk5 Golf GTI
ENGINE: 2.0-litre TFSI with NGK
Platinum spark plugs, Vibrant 12,800
FMIC (rated for 350bhp+), Vibrant
Open Funnel air filter, 2.5” aluminium
tubing, 2.5” BTN silicone tubing.
Vibrant GESI High Output Sports Cat,
3” Performance downpipe, Vibrant
central silencer, Vibrant Performance
back box, twin 3” rolled tailpipes for
GTI Bumper, AEM water/methanol Kit,
Turbo Smart blow off valve, BTN
Vibrant Vacuum Block
INTERIOR: AEM Gauges (Air Fuel,
Water Temp, Boost), Awesome GTi
Dash Pod
*All BTN Performance-sourced

To solve the problem, a Turbo Smart
Kompact VAG Blow Off Valve has been called
into action and slotted within the confines of the
engine bay, preventing compressor surge and
reducing wear on both the turbocharger and
engine. Specifically designed for the 2.0 TFSI
engine and unlike the standard OEM plastic
valves that use unreinforced diaphragms (which
are known to crack under increased boost
pressure), it runs o-ring sealed pistons which,
coupled with billet construction, give it the ability
to handle over 30psi of boost!

Fitting is relatively straight forward, with the

option to plumb the unwanted air either directly
back out into the big wide world or back into the
system, known as recirculation. In this case
Darkside has opted for the latter and to send
the air to atmosphere. 

Finally, a smattering of brand-new AEM
gauges (and who doesn’t love gauges?!) were
popped in to keep the lucky winner of this car up
to speed with all that is going on under the
bonnet. As you can see, they haven’t been
haphazardly splashed up the A pillar either.
Beauty is in the detail, as is evident with all
aspects of this project, and as such a rather

pretty pod has been mounted on top of the
dashboard in which seamlessly sit three dials
that keep a check on air/fuel ratio, water
temperature and boost pressure. These are
going to all become a lot more important after
next month’s update!

For those that are unclear, in order to run the
blow-off valve and the various new instruments,
Darkside Developments also needed to fit a
Vibrant Vacuum Block. This allows for a
consistent vacuum from a single source that can
be distributed to six outlet ports and is essential
if you want to get your gauge game on.

STAGE 3 PARTS

AEM water/methanol kit
AEM gauges (air fuel, water temp, boost)
Awesome GTi dash pod
Turbo smart blow off valve
BTN Vibrant Vacuum block

Water injection tank hides neatly
in the boot and to the untrained

eye looks like a washer bottle

Here and below:
Water/meth
controls hidden
away but easy
to access
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THE ONE-STOP SHOP FOR ALL YOUR PERFORMANCE TURBO NEEDS Visit us at Tunerfest

Brands Hatch
TOTAL TURBO POWER

FOR ALL YOURFOOR AALLL OOUYOURRUR

www.btnperformance.com

Cut out and keep the token below to be in with
a chance of winning the BTN Performance Golf!
There are five tokens to collect in total.

NEXT TIME
Remember to check back in next month as BTN’s
GTI is about to get power crazy with the biggest
predicted hike in performance yet. The question
is, who is going to be the lucky owner? If you’re
reading this, it could well be you…

PRoject: Golf

Token 3/5
Full Terms & conditions Plus entry 

information will be available in part 5.
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�VISIT The MINI SITES for
more info and updates!

�RESULTS
Last month the car produced a rather healthy
247bhp on the dyno and this month… drum roll
please… with the addition of the AEM Water
Meth kit doing its thing, the car has managed to
produce an awesome 260bhp – a leap of 
a very impressive 13 ponies without any
additional tuning.

STAGE 3

STANDARD

STAGE 1 STAGE 2

www.btnperformanceprojects.com

www.performancevwmag.com/competition/



The APR difference.
www.goapr.com
www.goapr.co.uk
www.goapr.eu

60 
STAFF

10,000+
HARDWARE & SOFTWARE

400+
WORLDWIDE DEALERS

78,000 ft 
PERFORMANCE CAMPUS

2
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AMD Tuning    01708 861 827 – www.amdtuning.com – Essex

Autohaus Edinburgh   0131 448 0006 – www.autohausedinburgh.co.uk – Edinburgh

Automotive Solutions   0191 586 4148 – www.richard-martin.co.uk – Peterlee

Awesome*   0161 776 0777 – www.awesomegti.com – Manchester

BD Performance    01978 758 598 – www.bdperformance.co.uk – Wrexham

Big Fish Tuning   01642 918 566 – www.bigfishtuning.co.uk – Stockton-on-Tees

EcoTune    0141 882 4669 – www.ecotune-scotland.co.uk – Glasgow

Gwent VW    01633 281 222 – www.gwentvw.co.uk – Newport

KMS Motorsport   01942 829 828 – www.kmsmotorsport.co.uk – Wigan

Regal Autosport   02380 55 8636 – www.regalautosport.com – Southampton

Revolution    0191 461 9200 – www.revolution247.com – Tyne & Wear

RH Tuning    01752 344 414 – www.rhtuning.co.uk – Plymouth

Ricci Concept    01482 322 446 – www.ricci-concept.com – Hull

Simon Green Motorsport   07771 392 993 – www.simongreenmotorsport.com – Cambridge

S-Line Automotive    01233 625 408 – www.s-linemotorsport.co.uk – Kent

Tuningwerkes     0208 681 0208 – www.tuningwerkes.com – Surrey

VRS Northampton   01604 705 247 – www.vrsnorthampton.com – Northampton

8 Ball Tuning     0845 548 8801 – www.8balltuning.com – Inverness

0017170808 868611 828277 –– wwwww.w.amamdtdtununining.g.cocomm –– EsEssesexx

01013131 444488 00000606 –– wwwww.w.auautotohahaususededininbuburgrgh.h.coco.u.ukk –– EdEdininbuburgrghh

01019191 585866 41414848 –– wwwww.w.ririchcharard-d-mamartrtinin.c.co.o.ukuk –– PePeteterlrleeee
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D
uring my 15 years or so working as
a motor journalist, having lost count
of the amount of company profiles
I’ve had to endure, I’ve got to admit
these glorified guided tours can at

times become a bit, dare I say it, tedious! This is
probably why over recent years we have
become a lot more selective about the
companies we do choose to visit. Having
recently travelled nearly 4000 miles west to visit

APR in Alabama, US, though, it’s safe to say we
knew we were on to a sure thing even before we
arrived at its incredible reworked premises just
outside the town of Opelika. While we were
expecting big things from the world-renown
super tuner, and had even been teased with the
promise of some wheel time with the recently
finished Stage 3 Mk7 Golf GTI (read the full road
test next month), we weren’t expecting to get
thrown the keys to this pair of supercar-slaying

oddballs as well. Perhaps ‘oddball’ is a little bit
harsh. Individually the two cars both have a
purpose and deliver in spades, but parked next
to one another outside APR’s extremely
impressive HQ, they’re chalk and cheese. 

Now I appreciate you may be questioning why
the hell we chose to throw this pair together in
the first place. What could ever come of testing
a stripped-out, big-power hot hatch against a
remapped super saloon? Well, both cars are
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While they may be worlds apart in appearance, APR’s
infamous Mk6 Golf MaxR and Stage 1 tuned Audi RS7

both share an appetite for slaying supercars!

Words: Elliott Roberts   Photos: Marcus Sweeney-Bird at CGFilm.tv

T H E  R A W  A N D
T H E  C O O K E D

actually quite evenly matched out on the open
road, as we discovered during the time we
spent with them, but boy do they deliver in
completely different ways. They are also the
perfect demo vehicles to showcase just how
vast and varied APR’s capabilities as a tuner are.
From a one-off, balls-out VW Golf tuned to the
max to a remapped super (more like hyper)
saloon that will rip your face of with such speed
and yet grace that you won’t actually realise

what’s happened until your brain’s had chance to
catch up, APR has it covered.

If you read our company profile last month
then you’ll be aware we flew out to the States
with Mark Ash from Awesome (APR UK) and had
a hell of a time checking out the recently
extended facility. Highlight of the trip though
was getting to spend some serious time behind
the wheel of these two mind-bending motorcars. 

When it came to who was driving which car

first, for some reason I was automatically drawn
to the light, nimble and extremely lairy-looking
Golf MaxR, which kind of matched my general
persona. As for the heavy, slightly lardy Audi
RS7… yeah, Mark took that! Joking aside, on
paper the Mk6 appeared to offer everything I
could ever possibly want from a fast road Golf,
while the RS7 promised to be the ultimate
company car for any company director. Did both
deliver though? What do you think?   
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it feels like a
one-off that vW
itself produced
at Wolfsburg
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coilovers and camber plates topped of the
chassis mods, offering adjustable height and
damping functions, although later on a rear cage
was also fitted as things got really serious!

With regards to power delivery and traction,
APR had that covered, too. By installing an
upgraded Haldex control unit this enables the
chaps to run three different modes to suit their
driving mood: ‘Eco’ mode is clever and basically
reduces torque transfer while cruising but will
still engage the system if it detects you have
entered a traction control situation; ‘Stock’
mode (as the name implies) operates in a
similar way to how it would run from the
factory; ‘Race’ mode sends virtually maximum
torque transfer to the rear wheels during
acceleration or when you’re driving the car
seriously. Although we didn’t get to sample the
car on track, APR claims Race mode also
reduces understeer greatly on the circuit and
the results are more predictable when pushed
to the limit as well.

Due to the amount of track time planned, APR
also decided to fit a tailored LSD to the MaxR,
although commented that this is not always
necessary if your R is going to spend most of
the time on the street. A DXD clutch, lightened
flywheel and VWR short-shifter were also fitted.

Initially the Mk6 R retained its regular
bodywork but the livery itself was pretty in-yer-
face. We loved the matte black tyre tread that
ran the full width of the roof and continued down
the hatch and hood. As the project gathered
momentum, power increased and more track
time was planned, the team decided the car
needed a full-fat body to match its performance
and motor, which is when the aero kit was
drafted in. The kit itself comprised of a GRP
louvered bonnet, rear wing, front bumper and
lower spoiler (with new venting), two GRP wider
front wings (modelled around the flares found on
the World Touring Car SEAT Leons), and a pair
of rear arch extensions. In theory the package
would allow for a wider track to improve traction
and grip, more downforce, plus additional
cooling for the juiced up motor.   

When it came to the power unit, APR classed
the upgrades as Stage 4 (you can usually only
purchase modification packages up to Stage
3+), which in itself sounded pretty impressive

before we even knew what it entailed. For
starters the head’s intake and exhausts ports
were ported in-house at APR, which would allow
significant increase in power across the rev
range. The factory inlet manifold was also
modified, having the port flaps removed. 

Uprated rods and pistons were also fitted,
while the APR Balance Shaft Delete was also
utilised, which it claims frees up a few additional
horses and prevents the worry of it failing at any
stage (which it’s seen happen in the past). 

While the engine was out and in bits the guys
also balanced the crank for good measure. The
piece de resistance, however, was the Garrett
GTX2867R, which was new at the time but has
since earned quite a reputation on the two-litre
and offered the best all-round solution for this
application. Over the next couple of years the
car continued to evolve while doing the rounds
at events with APR and BFG, usually with one of
its pro race drivers at the wheel. What you
actually see in these photos and what we were
lucky enough to sample during our visit is the
culmination of all the testing and development.
From a bone-stock Golf R with around 240bhp at
the wheels to a flame-spitting, wide-arched
terror that can deliver the best part of double
the original power output and thanks to the
modified Haldex control and new Beta software,
launch better and harder than most hatchbacks
you’re ever likely to come across. 

Obviously the guys could have gone even
further with the car. They could have stripped
more from inside, and easily achieved more
power, but that would have gone against their
original plan. Despite the crazy credentials, you
can still get in this car, push the button and it
will start first time every time, the clutch is a
little bit fierce on initial take off (a bit on or off
style), however, you soon get used to this. 

The car itself is just so well engineered, so
well bolted together. While extreme it can still be
driven hard on a daily basis, retain reliability,
driveability and, if you’re sensible, still deliver
good gas mileage. It doesn’t feel like a modified
car, it feels like a one-off that Volkswagen
themselves have produced at Wolfsburg and if
that’s not enough to convince you these guys
know a thing or two about tinkering with
VW/Audis then I don’t know what will.

Project Max R
APR has a history building some great demo
cars to showcase its off-the-shelf products but
every couple of years it comes out with a balls-
out vehicle that shows what happens when, well,
the R&D guys get to go a little bit wild. 

In the past it has worked closely with VW and
a number of brands to create some simply
breathtaking cars, which further emphasise it’s
passion for the VW brand and the modified
scene. These guys may be extremely serious
about producing the best, most proven
hardware and software packages on the planet
but they also like to let their hair down and have
some fun in the process.

The project itself arrived back in early 2012
and started life as a brand-new, bone-stock,
black Golf R. The concept behind the project
began many months earlier, though, when APR
and the bigwigs at BFGoodrich came up with
the concept to build the ultimate daily-driven
Golf R, documenting every step as they went. If
you’d like to see the project in its entirety (it’s
pretty comprehensive) then search for the
dedicated ‘BFGoodrich MaxR’ page on
Facebook. If you’d like to know what the final
version of the car was like to drive, then you’re
in the right place! 

The project itself was aimed to show people
how far many of APR’s products could be
pushed and exactly what benefits could be
gained. For example, right off the bat the team
fitted TT RS suspension uprights, which are not
only stronger and lighter (around 4lb each side),
but allow you to lower the Golf and not ruin the
geometry (as the TT was always intended to run
lower from the factory). It’s this type of OEM+
goodness that separates APR from many other
tuners, those purely interested in chasing power
figures regardless of what the stock chassis is
able to cope with. In fact, a lot of the project
was focused on tuning the chassis to cope with
the extra power and really optimise the killer
Mk6 platform. APR worked closely with VW
Racing to not only develop engine and gearbox
mounts that would benefit this project but also
be made available for its customers. Many of
the factory bushes were upgraded along with
the control arms, which were replaced with
modified VAG items supplied by Harding
Performance (APR Australia). VW Racing
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Conclusion 
To say that MaxR is my type of car is an
understatement. In fact, I can’t remember the last
time I jumped out of a car that I wanted to own so
much as this. I love the fact you feel you can
abuse it and it will take everything you can throw
at it and make you look (and feel) like a god in the
process. One minute you can be an absolute
hooligan in it, the next you can just pootle around
Driving Miss Daisy-style. In fact, now the car is
kind of retired in APR’s lobby, we think the guys

If you can get your
hands on 100-octane
race fuel then you
have 728bhp on-tap 

APR RS7 Stage 1
Compared to MaxR, APR’s Stage 1 RS7 is a
pussycat. What am I saying, it’s king of the
f**king jungle (pardon my French). Honestly! 
Despite being an incredibly luxurious piece of kit
and a killer-looking machine (hell, it should be for
best part of £85,000) it’s the performance
figures that steal the show every time the stock
Audi RS7 is reviewed, and rightly so! A 0-60mph
dash of around 3.4 seconds and an 11.6sec
quarter-mile blat is beyond rapid for any out-of-
the-box, bone stock road car. Hell, it’s the stuff
supercars are made of but a two-ton super
saloon? It’s no wonder your average motor
journalist or petrolhead is left scratching their
heads as to how Audi achieved such mind-
blowing results in the first place. While the twin-
turbo 4.0-litre V8 with 560bhp and 516lb ft of
torque was always going to be a hint, this is still
an incredibly large slab of metal to be propelled
at such warp-factor speeds. APR isn’t like most
normal mortals though. Its initial reaction was
‘how we can improve on that?’ And we’ve got to
admit, knowing how well forced-induced cars
take to a simple remap, we weren’t far behind
them in the curiosity stakes. 

On paper, it might just sound like a simple
flash of the ECU but obviously there’s far more to
it than that. The R&D that goes into effectively
reprogramming the brain of a car as
sophisticated as this is ridiculous. Not as

ridiculous as the results though. On the 93-
octane programme you’re looking at 674bhp and
700lb ft of torque, plus 0-60mph that drops to
3.1 seconds. If you can get your hands on 100-
octane race fuel then you have 728bhp on-tap
(744lb ft) and a sub-3 seconds dash to 60mph!  

The silly thing is this ridiculously large,
incredibly powerful car is so easy to drive fast.
Even with all that power and acceleration you
can pretty much launch it with one hand on the
wheel and it will just deliver the goods, time and
time again, without any fuss or torque steering
you into the nearest tree. Not only is the smooth
power delivery testament to the flawless APR
software but also that crazy acceleration
wouldn’t be possible if it wasn’t for the incredibly
strong and competent Quattro four-wheel drive. 

The best part about all of the above is that
the time it takes to transform your super saloon
in to a genuine supercar-slayer is less than an
hour! There’s no need to remove bits or make
any physical modifications to your OE ECU. The
new software file is simply flashed through the
OBD-II port. Okay, the £1999.80 price tag is
slightly more than a generic four-pot ECU flash,
but with double the amount of cylinders and two
turbos the research and development involved in
developing this software is far greater. And if
you’ve got £85k to spend on your daily ride then
an extra £2k probably won’t break the bank.

should ship it to Europe so we can do the rounds
in it and perhaps put our own spin on the exterior?
Who’d like to see this thing cruising Lake
Wörthersee in 2016? Just a thought…

As for the RS7, well don’t get us wrong, just
because the car has all the creature comforts
you could ever wish for in a luxury sedan (yes,
even pop up tweeters that spring up from the
dashboard like something out of a friggin’
spaceship) and delivers all that power in a

smooth and progressive fashion, it still feels
fast. Very, very fast! Audi’s R8 used to be
referred to as the supercar you can use on a
daily basis but forget that, we’d take an APR-
equipped RS7 all day long. It’s faster, more
refined and even has room for your friends, the
kids and a boot full of shopping; what more
could you ask for? ●

CONTACT: APR (goapr.co.uk or goapr.com)   

Stage 1 RS7 does a sub-3 second dash to 60mph and
10.3 sec standing quarter at 133.5mph on 100 octane
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A Rallye Golf, in Minnesota? A Rallye with a tuned 2.0-litre TFSI engine taken from an
APR race car? The whole thing built in just 90 days? Aaron Stehly’s got it sorted.

Words: David Kennedy  Photos: Si Gray

MINNE-SORTED
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TFSI motor swap was made
all the more easy by the

use of a Q-Peng swap
harness, which is designed

with plug ’n’ play in mind 
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container before it leaves his base in the UK and
it’s legal to be imported, he can bring it over and
handle all the importation at the other end. 

Anyway, back to Aaron’s story: “Orchid Euro
was selling space in its March container last
year which sparked my interest. I wasn’t looking
for a car at the time, but I was feeling the itch
and didn’t want to rush my Mk1 project,” he
explained. “I called Jamie and at first he seemed
hesitant to say yes to a random guy calling and
asking for space. I guess he must get a lot of
people asking him to find cars and then not
going through with! But after chatting for a while
we realised we both had similar interests and I
explained that I was serious about him doing a
full-blown importation for me.”

Once he got the green light to go ahead,
Jamie got to work firing Aaron links to cars he
had found including one to this car, which was
on eBay. “After a few emails with the dealer in
England and a bank wire transfer to a foreign
account for a vehicle I had never seen in person,
the real adventure began,” Aaron remembered.
“Needless to say I was nervous, I had never met
Jamie and the car was with a seller that I had
only talked to on the phone once. It didn’t help
that I was halfway across the world either!”

Before we get too deep in to the story of how
Aaron came to own a Rallye in Minnesota –
somewhere about as far from the Rallye’s
homeland in Europe as it’s possible to get – let’s
get some back story on our man Aaron here. “I
grew up going to the race track with my
parents, some of my fondest memories are
from those days,” he explained. “I fell in love
with VWs as a result of getting in to racing at 17
years old; my uncle and I did our race licences
and we went for this little red Mk1 GTI. Needless
to say it taught me how to work on cars as it
was broken more often than it competed!”

As for road cars, one of Aaron’s favourite
builds he’s done is the AEB-swapped Mk1 GTI
back in the early ’00s, a car that took inspiration
from Shaz Chughtai’s car on our cover back in
PVW 11/03. “I’ve always loved the Mk2 and
everyone knows the Rallye is the ultimate Mk2,”
Aaron smiled. “It took 12 years for the timing to
be right to buy one and get it imported legally.
Originally I wanted the Rallye to be a fun and
simple car so I wouldn’t rush my Mk1 build… but
that plan didn’t last too long!”

In the end the import process took longer
than either Jamie or Aaron could have expected;
namely getting it through the US’ notoriously
strict customs. Still though, some good came
from the nine month delay while the car was
DOT certified (made US legal with lighting
changes etc) as it gave Aaron plenty of time to
start buying new parts for the car he still hadn’t
even seen yet! BBS wheels, Recaro seats and a
Hella steering wheel were all sourced and
tucked up safe in his garage waiting for the car
to be released in to the US. 

“When I finally got my hands on the car I was
over the moon. I was so happy I couldn’t believe
it was finally my car after so long,” Aaron
remembered fondly. “Although, like a lot of
Rallye owners, after driving it a while I found
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‘W
ould you be interested in
featuring my buddy
Aaron’s Rallye in the mag?’
the message on my phone
read. The sender was

Jamie Orr, owner of Orchid Euro, world traveller
and a good friend to boot and he was halfway
through his week at H20 International in
Maryland, Ocean City last summer. ‘It’s not an
out-and-out show car but it’s really nice. We
imported it and Aaron put a TFSI in it a few
weeks before the show then drove from
Minnesota to be here with it,’ the message
continued. There’s no need to go deeper in to
my iMessage history to find out what I texted
back, the fact that you’re looking at Aaron’s car
right now tells you all you need to know about
how the rest of our conversation played out.

As it turned out, Aaron Stehly and Jamie
hadn’t known each other long and it all started
when Aaron spotted a post by Jamie on
Facebook. For those who don’t know, Orchid
Euro is Jamie’s day job, and it’s unlike any day
job we’ve ever heard of! Put simply, he travels
the world tracking down rare, unusual or just
plain old hard-to-find VW parts and imports them
back to the US. One month he might be digging
through a parts bins in deepest, darkest
Germany, the next he might be in China seeing
what he can salvage from the bizarre world of
China’s OEM VW line-up. A special part of Orchid
Euro’s resume is that it can import a vehicle
back to the US too. 

So far Jamie has imported plenty of cars from
the UK and Europe although our favourite has to
be the Mk1 swallowtail he drove back from
Sweden, via MIVW, to the UK which was shipped
to the US. There’s a whole range of cost options
to consider but to put it at its most simplistic; if
Jamie can get the car in to his shipping
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We’d normally rip somebody
for such a smug mug shot,
but in this case we’ll let
Aaron get away with it. We
will definitely not mention
the sketchy shades!

myself unimpressed with the stock G60 (here,
here! ~ Ed). I wanted it to go faster so I called
up Bahn Brenner and ordered every part the
company made for the G60,” he added. The
58mm pulley, camshaft, ECU program, new
injectors and head work all came together to
give the 8v motor more power, but a lack of
power wasn’t the only issue: “It fought me every
step of the way that engine,” Aaron groaned,
“then it finally exploded once and for all in July
last year and that was the end of it.”

Deciding that he didn’t have the patience or
the inclination to tinker with the temperamental
nature of the G-Lader, Aaron knew he had to put
something different in the Rallye for him actually
to be able to enjoy the car again. 

“I really like that VW went from the VR engines
to the 2.0T in the new Golf Rs as I’ve always
liked turbo engines over the six-pots,” Aaron
explained. “Seeing Kevin McDougal’s Mk2 TFSI
at H20 in 2011 and having a well sorted,
perfectly functioning race car to steal an engine
from… the decision made itself really.”

Wait, who just has a race car lying around to
take an engine from? Well, as it turns out, Aaron
had just such a thing! “I had developed a
relationship with APR back in 2008 when I was
racing VWs,” Aaron started. “I had won a
National Championship and was moving up in to
a faster class with a Mk5 GTI and seeing as APR
ran the professional VW team in the US, I got in
contact to seek out advice and support.” 

As it would turn out, the Director of
Motorsport at APR at the time must have seen
something in our man Aaron here and worked
out a deal to not only sponsor and help build it
but provide everything allowed in the rule book
from APR’s shelves to make the car competitive
too. “Eventually I was given a chance to race
with APR in Grand-Am and became friends with

many of the team,” Aaron smiled. “So with those
relationships still in place it was a no-brainer to
use my APR-fettled TFSI engine in the Rallye.”

And so, just 90 days before H20 last summer
the G60 gave up the ghost once and for all and
Aaron had a choice: fly out to the show in
September without a car again or lock himself in
the garage and do his best to build something
special. “The first thing I did after I did my
research was speak to the guys at Q-Peng over
in the UK who produce and sell a plug ’n’ play
loom conversion kit for the TFSI engine (PVW
09/13),” Aaron explained. “I’m horrible with
wiring, I get confused just looking at wiring
diagrams so when I learned that Q-Peng sold a
kit that would take care of my biggest worry, I
knew I’d be able to do the swap. The quality of
the loom and how well it installed was simply
amazing, I cannot give enough praise to that
product I have to say.”

Aaron reports that the most difficult part of
the swap was essentially the most basic one;
getting the new motor to fit in the Rallye’s bay
correctly. “Where the turbo is located makes it
hard to get a stock mount to line up and the
chassis leg fouled the charge outlet pipe,” Aaron
remembered. “Everything on that side had to be
modified or built from scratch.” 

The engine itself runs a nice list of goodies
taken from its racing days: an APR fuel pump
and follower, a K04 turbo, Audi S3 injectors and
of course, APR software. “I made the 2.5”
downpipe, the mounts and the charge pipe
myself,” he remarked proudly. 

Just 90 days and a 200-mile test drive later,
Aaron set off for the 1200 mile trip to Ocean
City, Maryland for H20 and the car performed
without a hitch. Turn up in a Rallye at a 
American show and you’re pretty much
guaranteed to draw a crowd, something Aaron
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it represents a mix of VW history

take on OEM+ with a new-age

Dub Details
ENGINE: 2.0-litre FSI Turbo from ’06 GTI, K04 turbo, APR fuel pump, Audi S3 injectors, Forge
Motorsport diverter valve, hand-built stainless V-band downpipe and Remus exhaust, stock Rallye
intercooler with hand-built charge pipes, Q-Peng 2.0 TFSI swap harness with APR K04 ECU
programming and mobile interface, OEM Syncro drivetrain, ABS Delete with full Stainless AN
brake lines, Black Forest Industries engine mounts
CHASSIS: 8x16” and 9x16” BBS RS wheels, FK Konigsport coilover suspension
EXTERIOR: Porsche Script handles, Happich pop-out windows and Rallye specific trim
INTERIOR: Mk2 Power Recaro seats retrimmed to Rallye spec, Hella Sport three-spoke steering
wheel, Mk5 accelerator pedal and matching covers, VDO boost and oil pressure gauges, full
Polk Audio MM speakers and 10” subwoofer, Polk Audio five-channel amplifier, red Euro-spec
seat belts
SHOUT: Jamie at Orchid Euro for the endless help importing my dream car, Grant at APR
Tuning, Adam at Black Forrest Industries, Jack Enos for helping me build all of my cars, Ben at
Q-Peng, Mike and Tristen at Further Performance, Mike at Polk Audio, Perfect Metal Refinishing
for the stellar wheels and Si Gray for taking awesome photos! 
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did with ease over the H20 weekend last year. 
“It might not be the flashiest or the fastest car

ever but it represents a real mix of VW history
with a new-age take on OEM+ I reckon,” he
smiled. “I think people mainly appreciate the
simplicity of the build anyway.” 

With classic 16” BBS RSs under the arches,
Mk2 electric Recaros retrimmed to Rallye
specifications and a subtle audio setup inside,
the rest of the car is wonderfully subtle and
completes the package perfectly. That’s not to
say our man Aaron here has done all he wants
to do with his Rallye, far from it in fact. An Audi
TT 225 has already been broken and its six-
speed ’box and Haldex four-wheel drive system
are now sitting in the corner of Aaron’s garage,
while a pair of Peloquin differentials, a GT2871
turbo and Wilwood brakes are all on his hit list to
purchase, not to mention some suede for the
interior. Could it get any better? “Well I’m also on
the hunt for a set of vintage magnesium
motorsport BBSs that’ll work with the car, and
maybe one day if I’m lucky I’ll find a set of
classic Compomotive Turbos for it.” 

You would think that little lot would keep
Aaron pretty busy for some time to come but
remember, the Rallye was always meant to be a
side-project while he worked on his Mk1. “I have
set my heart on accomplishing the level of build
that the MIVW crew in Holland is known for so it
might be a few years before it’s done,” he
explained. “It’s a classic American hot rod-
inspired build with a lot of subtle touches that I
don’t think you see in the VW scene.” 

Couple that in with the ‘ice racer’ Mk1 Golf
20v we saw him putting together on Instagram
over winter, and whatever other projects he’s
got hidden away up there in Minnesota, all we
know is we don’t think this is the last time we’ll
be hearing from Mr Stehly… ●

Other than Hella steering
wheel and additional
gauge, interior is left 
totally stock. Or is it? 
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A great day out for all Volkswagen enthusiasts!

SUNDAY 28 JUNE 2015

VEHICLE ENTRY*   Adults £10 Children £5

Call 01590 612888 | Trade 01590 614614

£1 handling charge on non-online purchases     *T&Cs apply, see website for details

beaulieuevents.co.uk

ALL VW MODELS WELCOME
PEOPLE’S CHOICE AWARD

Entry Includes all Beaulieu attractions: 
National Motor Museum, Palace House & Gardens 

Beaulieu Abbey and World of Top Gear
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SHED YOUR LOAD
Having had a blast at Northern Ireland’s Dubshed event last
year we were always going to return. But was this year’s show
as good as last year’s? There was only one way to find out…
Words: Elliott Roberts   Photos: Gordan Irvine

Y
ou may remember we popped our Dubshed cherry last year
and we haven’t stopped banging on about how good the event
was ever since. The scene in Northern Ireland really struck a
chord with us and reminded us just how friendly the modified
water-cooled scene can be when you take away the politics

and trophy-chasing. So it was inevitable we’d return but could the 2015
show deliver the same feel-good factor that we loved it for last year? 

The guys at Club GTINI had really gone out of their way to welcome us
across the water last year and put on one hell of a bash in the process but
it was the friendliness of the show-goers and those displaying their cars
that really drew us back. Whereas we chose to drive out to Dubshed in
2014, this year we decided to take the somewhat easier option of flying.
While it’s a great road trip and the ferry crossing is a giggle (so long as
you book a cabin to get 40 winks), unless you’ve got a car worth showing
at Dubshed then we’d say hop on a jet every time. Not only is it
considerably cheaper, it’s much quicker, too. We flew from Gatwick to
Belfast City (which is just a 15-minute ride from the show) and it cost us
around £150 per person (return). The flight itself is just an hour-and-a-half
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28-29/03/15
DUBSHED

KING’S HALL
BELFAST, NI

Harry Boness
brought his Lupo
over from the UK

Jack Hogg’s 
prize-winning 
OEM+ A4 was stunning
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Warwick
French’s
flawless A3
never fails to
draw a crowd 
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and we arrived in Northern Ireland where our chariot (a white M Sport 4
Series BMW) awaited. Big thanks to Hayley Barrett and her partner in crime,
Bexx Richens for the lift and usual guided tour of the city before dropping us
at the familiar Kings Hall venue.  

The key to success for most good shows is when enthusiasts run them
and there’s no shortage of VW nuts behind GTINI, with many of the guys
displaying their own hard work inside the main hall. Dubshed was billed as
NI’s largest car show, so naturally it attracts the best of the best modified
VW metal from both Northern Ireland and Ireland. However, it also draws in
people from over here on the mainland, as we discovered last year when we
reached the ferry. It’s hard to believe now that it’s in its sixth year that this
full-blown show started out as just a low-key club event. We appreciate
bigger isn’t always necessarily better but in this case the guys seem to have
the balance pretty much spot-on.  

Like Ultimate Dubs over here, Dubshed is effectively a day-and-a-half long,
with doors opening Saturday afternoon at 14.30 until 18.00 and then a full
day of shenanigans Sunday (not to mention a night of partying on Saturday
care of the Kleen Freaks team, which we’ll get to later…). The Kings Hall
venue itself is perfect for a car show with the main modern ‘hall’ being
surrounded by a number of older ‘sheds’, which helped break things up and
hid all manner of surprises. 

We didn’t envy the job of the GTINI organisers on the Saturday trying to
keep on top of all the cars rolling into the main hall and surrounding areas.
As the first major show on the calendar many major builds were being
debuted after a long winter behind closed doors. The NI modified car scene
in general has received some bad press in the past for being a little behind
the times and ‘Max Power’ in its styling but we can honestly say the quality

Autostrada Monza-shod 
Mk2 was one of our favourite 
old-skool rides at the event
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of the majority of the cars we saw was well on par with the rest of Europe.
Okay, there was still a bit of sketchy airbrushing here and there and some
hints of rat-look but it would be boring if all the cars looked the same. And
remember, not everybody takes this scene as seriously as perhaps you do.
Some people are being ironic with their cars (or at least we hope they are),
which is often overlooked by some. 

Unfortunately (or fortunately depending on how you look at it) there
seemed to be less cars hopping on the ferry from England this year
(probably due to the increased ferry costs) but there were still some
stunning English cars there from the likes of Harry Boness’ (ex-PVW cover
Lupo), Steve Fraser’s Mk6 GTI (on yet another new set of Rotiforms), Kat
Giles’s constantly evolving Mk5, plus Doug ‘Trix’ Flockhart flying the flag
for Scotland.

In terms of local cars, Adam Hamill’s killer Up (from Portadown) was one
of our favourite cars from Ultimate Dubs this year and to get to see it close
up on home turf was worth the visit alone. With its bulging BBS mags, crazy
stance (thanks to Rayvern Hydraulics) and race-spec interior we couldn’t
resist summoning residence PVW snapper Steve McCann to arrange a shoot
with Adam for the week following the show, so be sure to look out for a full
feature on this quirky little chariot in the not so distant future.  

The flat red Audi A5 belonging to Ryan McCall of Design RMC featured a
killer air-ride install to demonstrate what the guys from Lisburn (who are
official Air Lift stockists) are capable of. Not so long ago a lot of the NI lads
claimed they would have to travel across to the mainland if they wanted a
decent install but not any more with companies like RMC able to cater for
their every need. 

It was great to see a few of the larger traders travelling across the water,

Nial O’Dowd’s 
Cayman on hydros and

Rotiforms… us, jealous?!
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too, including VW Heritage, Dubkorps Europe and Gepfeffert UK (with two of
its demo vehicles), who lined-up alongside the likes of Kleen Freaks, I Love
Bass, Paintworx, Wheel Whores NI, etc.  

Jack Hogg’s black B8 Audi A4 TDI (which bagged Best Audi A4/S4) was
the ultimate in OEM+ right down to the 20” Forge Wheels RS Design rims
which were actually split-rims with hidden hardware but on first impression
looked like over-sized factory hoops. According to Jack they’re the only set
in the UK, too. Watch out for a full feature on this car in the coming months. 

In terms of wheels, Rotiform is still continuing to dominate the show
ground, especially in terms of nu-wave rolling stock, although there were a
number of other tasty-looking wheels display from the likes of Brada, VIP
Modular, Vossen and 3SDM. We loved the carbon-clad BBS LMs on the
Gepfeffet RS3, Work Meister S1s on the B5 Audi wagon on the I Love Bass
stand plus the oh-so-concave Rotiform LHR Monolook splits on a certain
blue B7 A4.  

Of the non-VAG metal on display we particularly loved the blue BMW 1
Series on Paintworx’s stand plus Niall O’Dowd’s slammed Porsche Cayman
which we first spotted at Ultimate Dubs a few months prior! 

There was plenty more to see other than just water-cooled VWs including
an air-cooled line-up and static retro BMX display, which made a refreshing
break from the water-cooled selection, as was the ‘scrap a Jap’ car
smashing, Vortex Tunnel, race simulators and radio controlled car racing
(outdoors) and drifting (indoors).  

As per last year, the award ceremony was really well organised and each
prize was awarded with a shot of the car in question being displayed on a
screen behind, which makes the ceremony a lot more involving and
interesting for those watching. 

This awesome
A5 belonged 

to Ryan McCall
of Design RMC 
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When it came to top honours in the show ’n’ shine it was Matt Donnelly’s
incredible Karmann Ghia that won over the judges. To be honest, we think if
the majority of people could have chosen just one car to go home in then
Matt’s tastefully modified Ghia would’ve been the one. Totally stunning and
perfect in every way, it was great to see an air-cooled car taking home ‘Best
of Show’ despite the amazing selection of water-pumpers on display. 

One final highlight of the weekend for us was the party put on Saturday
night by Mike and the Kleen Freaks crew at Box Nightclub giving everybody
not only the chance to let their hair down and have a boogie but also get to
chat and have a drink away from the cars. With the VIP room being
dedicated to Dubshed goers and tunes provided by Ministry Of Sound, it
was a clearly going to be a killer night but I’m afraid that’s all we can reveal
as what happens at the Box stays in the box. 

So will we back for the third time next year? What do you think? We’ll see
you there… ●

SHOUT: Dubshed: www/gtini.com/dubshed
Kleen Freaks: www.kleenfreaks.co.uk

Matt Donnelly’s
awesome Karmann

Ghia not only won
‘Best of Show’, 

it won us over, too! 
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3SDM
0.04

8.5x18”, 9.5x18”,
8.5x19”, 10x19”

3SDM
0.08

9x20”, 10.5x20”,
10.5x20” Deep

Concave

AUTOGLYM Price
Super Resin Polish from £9.67
Perfect Bodywork Kit £19.79
Shampoo Conditioner from £5.49
High Definition Wax Kit £40.96
MEGUAIRS Price
Gold Class Shampoo from £7.99
Polish £10.00
Quik Wax £10.00
DA Power System £59.99
DODO JUICE Price
Born To Be Mild from £8.95
Protective Wax from £5.95
Basics of Bling Spray £7.96
Buff Daddy £99.95

Lowering Suspension Coilovers Anti Roll
Springs Kits From Bars

CORRADO £125.00 £259.96 £395.00 £275.00
GOLF £75.60 £247.01 £395.00 £275.00
SCIROCCO £145.00 £358.06 £445.00 £134.65
UP! £130.50 - £445.00 -

We stock a huge range of suspension products.
Call or go online for details and the best prices.

Jetex Scorpion Milltek
CORRADO £355.22 -  -
GOLF Mk1 £216.84 - COMING SOON
GOLF Mk2 £230.48 - £662.08
GOLF Mk3 £313.64 - -
GOLF Mk4 £298.90 £391.76 £411.64
GOLF Mk5 £403.18 £449.10 £450.14
GOLF Mk6 £475.50 £596.70 £581.40
GOLF Mk7 £533.76 £674.10 £711.71
LUPO GTi - £389.36 -   
POLO (6R) GTi £439.21 £494.10 £535.06
SCIROCCO (New) £494.41 £466.61 £479.64

Remaps 
from £238.80

Intakes
from £358.00

We stock a huge selection of cleaning, polishing
and detailing products and accessories. Call or
visit www.demon-tweeks.co.uk for details.

•   No mechanical or  
   technical skill required.
•   Manufacturer’s lifetime 
   guarantee.
•   Smoother driving.
•   Faster response.
•   Better acceleration.
•   Safer overtaking.
•   Insurance options.
•   Supplementary warranty.

Non turbo from £249.00
Turbo petrol from £399.00
Turbo diesel from £399.00

Available in
polished alloy or
anodised black

To suit FSiT and TFSi
engines

Intercoolers from £396.90
Induction kits from £299.00
Blow off valves from £64.19

Check our website or ring for
a huge range of Forge
Motorsport parts.

Ca
ll 
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r d
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ls

GOLF Mk1/Mk2 £655.50
GOLF Mk4 2WD £655.50
GOLF Mk5 £701.10

WE HAVE
THE LOT!

PERFORMANCE

WHEELS AND TYRES I SUSPENSION I BRAKES I FILTERS I TUNING I BUSHES
All prices quoted are from and inclusive of VAT

FINANCE
AVAILABLE

NOW

FULL
RANGE
ONLINE

FREE 2015
PERFORMANCE
CATALOGUE
RING NOW
0906 250 1581

Calls to 0906 numbers cost 50p per minute at all times. (Calls should last no longer than 11/2 minutes).
OR VISIT US ONLINE FOR YOUR FREE COPY

All major credit cards accepted and Paypal transactions. Cheques, postal orders or bankdrafts made payable to Demon Tweeks. Goods despatched on express carrier service £8.70 or economy carrier service £7.50 

PICK YOURS
UP NOW!

Follow us

MEDIA CODE: NZ149A

75 Ash Road South, Wrexham Industrial Estate, Wrexham, North Wales, LL13 9UG

www.demon-tweeks.co.uk 0844 375 4431 0844 375 4602
Low rate call. Lines manned 8.30am - 5.30pm, Monday - Saturday

SALES ORDER LINE: WHEELS TYRES AND EXHAUSTS:

PO
PU

LA
R 

SI
ZE

S

195/50/15 £35.26
205/45/17 £79.00
225/40/18 £81.25

Prices are
per tyre

TOYO
PROXES R888

DMAK
TRACK DAY

FALKEN
FK453

YOKOHAMA
AD08R ADVAN NEOVA

YOKOHAMA
ADVAN SPORT 195/50/15 £41.88

205/40/17 £66.88
225/40/18 £89.92

PROXES T1R PARADA Spec-2ROAD LEGAL TRACK DAY TYRES

YOKOHAMA PARADA SPEC 2TOYO T-1R

Largest specialist high performance tyre stockist in the UK

N
EW

Wheels and Tyres BBS
CH

17”, 18”,
19”

WOLFRACE
Scorpio

18”

ROTA
Flush

8x15” ET20
4x100

ROTA
Grid Drift

16”, 17”, 18”,
19”

3SDM
0.01

8.5/9.5x18”,
8.5/9.5x19”,

8.5/9.5/10x20”

TEAM
DYNAMICS
Pro Race 1.2

13”, 14”, 15”,
16”, 17”, 18”

Full range of Eibach
spacers now available.
Visit demon-tweeks.co.uk
or call for details.

from £34.78

N
EW

From
CORRADO £35.97 
GOLF £32.39 
LUPO GTi £35.98 
SCIROCCO £35.97 
UP! £45.59

Discs From Pads From
CORRADO £148.07 £55.88
GOLF £148.07 £59.23
LUPO GTi £101.84 £48.90
SCIROCCO £164.80 £66.58
UP! £79.56 £58.93

Exhausts Air Filters TuningDetailing

Filters from BMC, Green,
ITG K&N, Pipercross,
and Revo. Call or visit
www.demon-tweeks.co.uk

25% OFF
K&N

UP TO

Brakes

Suspension

Full systems, cat-backs, back boxes,
manifolds and sports cats available.
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Pat Holden’s VR6 is more than just a well thought-out Mk3 build: it’s motivation, fulfilment,
camaraderie and excitement, all rolled up into an eye-catching Rallye green package. 

Words: Daniel Bevis   Photos: Anna Taylor

STRANGE BREW
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D
iversity. That’s a word that neatly
describes the nature and culture of
New York City. The term ‘melting pot’
has been spoken in the same breath
as the city’s name since the early

1900s, the disparate elements of countless
global cultures bubbling away together to create
a rich stew of humanity. The Big Apple’s brew is
an effervescent miasma of flavours and textures,
from the primary colours of Chinatown to the
Beastie Boys’ Brooklyn and the ravenous gulls
over the Staten Island Ferry; the metropolis
teems with vitality, and it’s all thanks to a rich
history of smooshing lots of different ideas
together and making the culture clash work.

Expanding this line of thinking out into the
greater New York State, we find these historic
ideals neatly mirrored in the eye-searingly green
Golf that you see before you, spread
mischievously across these pages like
Ghostbusters’ Slimer slithering down Central
Park West. Pat Holden’s Mk3, packing a
muscular VR6 and a pocketful of attitude, is the
epitome of fusion and diversity; it draws ideas
from all around, and they coalesce into
something glorious.

But let’s not get ahead of ourselves. Just
what is Pat’s deal with VWs in the first place? “I
fell in love with Volkswagens when I was ten and
my dad brought home a new big-bumper Jetta
Diesel in 1991,” he reminisces, somewhat

misty-eyed at the whimsy of it all. “I later learned
to drive in that car, and eventually got my own
VW – a Mk3 Golf four-door. Some years later I
moved on from that to an Audi Avant; with both
of these cars I’d travel around to various VAG
shows. By 2007, though, I was too busy with
work and life to keep going to shows – I held on
to the A4 during this time but it mostly just sat.
Finally my wife got me to sell it, and soon
enough I felt a void, no longer having a second
car around.”  

And that handily brings us to the beginning of
the VR6 story. Back in 2011, Pat was getting
restless: “That August my wife went to visit her
parents for a couple of weeks, and I had the itch
to buy a Mk3,” he says matter-of-factly. “I
started to search the web to see what was out
there; there was plenty of choice, but a lot of
the cars in my price range were rusty four-
cylinder models. I just didn't want a car that felt
as though it needed to be completely
resurrected from the dead! But eventually I
found a black VR6 that was listed within my
budget – it looked decent so I called the owner,
who told me that it was a Florida car; bad paint,
no rust, but with slight damage on the rear
quarter. But the real reason the car was a little
on the cheaper side was that the true mileage
was unknown… the odometer at that time read
66k, but running the VIN through CARFAX
showed mileage at least up to 140k. Whatever,

though. I grabbed some cash and took a ride to
Pennsylvania the next day with a dealer plate.”

Questionable provenance aside, the VR6
looked to be a pretty stand-up proposition – it
was exactly as the vendor described, and it
didn’t take long for Pat to strike a deal, with a
spare set of OEM rims thrown in for good
measure – if you don’t ask, you don’t get! And
so, with the Mk3 itch scratched, he headed
home in his new motor, ready for a fresh new
modifying odyssey to begin.

The honeymoon period lasted all of a few
hours before the VR decided to widdle its
coolant out all over a buddy’s driveway, but it’s
better to get these foibles to the forefront at the
start of a relationship, isn’t it? Saves any gaping
holes of buyer’s remorse later on if you can just
regret it slightly right from the start and then
forge purposefully onward. The leaky Golf was
duly despatched to the guys at SpeedSport who
patched it all up and got it running like
clockwork. No biggie.

With the car back home and running happily,
Pat could really see the potential in his new
purchase. “The seats were old and dirty, and the
bumpers had cracks,” he recalls. “The hatch
was rusty too, but this was all potential rather
than pitfalls. I sourced a full leather interior, a
solid black hatch and a set of new black
bumpers, which transformed the car.” Now,
you’ll have presumably spotted that the car you
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“I mostly take the car to shows, but every weekend 
with decent weather I like to take it for a ride 

around the country roads near my house”
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see here is neither black nor lined with succulent
cowhide. Patience, reader, patience – there’s far
more to this tale of evolution…

“The paint was pretty faded, so whatever
happened next, it was always going to need a
paint job,” Pat continues. “And it needed a bit of
bodywork on the rear quarter. And a bunch of
‘while you’re in there’ jobs, and…” We have to
cut him off at this point, as it’s an age-old story
of bodywork obsession. You people out there,
you’re all such perfectionists. And what does
this always lead to? A plan, that’s what.

“I started to piece together a plan,” Pat goes
on (see? Told you). “A friend helped me draw up
a spreadsheet to keep track of it all, as every
time I had an idea for the car I had to note it
down and think about the costs. I got a rough
vision together, and then called Straight Line
Auto Works (SLAW) and spoke to my now good
friend Dave Paster – given that he’d got two
PVW magazine feature builds under his belt, I
trusted him to be able to provide the sort of
finish I was after! I sent him my outline and he
just said ‘yeah, we can do all this’.”

Things don’t always go to plan though, do
they? This supposedly infallible schematic called

for a black car, trimmed in black, with black
Recaros and black Euro accents. But then the
creeping spider of indecision crawled its way
into Pat’s creativity lobe. “I started to doubt the
black,” he remembers. “Through my research I’d
been looking into retro Golfs and Sciroccos for
inspiration, aiming to backdate my car a little,
and it made sense to go for a Mk1 colour.
Green has always been a favourite of mine, so
Rallye green it was.” It’s certainly taken the build
in a different direction, and we can thank that
confusing fictional spider for that – as greens
go, this is definitely one of the more eye-jabbing.

“I didn’t do an awful lot of work on the car
myself,” Pat explains. “Aside from lacking any
significant mechanical ability, due to multiple
sclerosis I don’t have the energy to do a lot of
the work on my own – the diagnosis is basically
the catalyst behind the build. For a long time
one of my hobbies was go-karting; nothing
serious, just a bit of indoor racing and couple of
kart rentals at an outdoor track. Anyway, I was
diagnosed in 2010 and a year after my
diagnosis it was becoming too physically
demanding for me to continue karting, so I
bought the GTI as a new distraction. You can

Dub Details
ENGINE: OB1 2.8-litre VR6, Swoops shortened oil pan, R32 oil pump, battery relocated, tool kit in place of battery, Mk1 coolant bottle, OEM Golf Syncro engine cover,
intake manifold and alternator powdercoated to match engine cover, BFI stealth mounts and engine spacers, five-speed manual, Neuspeed short shift, transmission painted
to match engine cover
CHASSIS: 8x16” BBS E26 5x120, 205/45 Falken Z12s, 42 Draft Designs adapters, custom centre cap adaptors, ST coilovers, OMP front and rear strut braces, all new
OEM bushes, stock ’95 brakes with Brembo discs and Mintex pads 
EXTERIOR: Bare-shell respray in VW Rallye green, OEM Euro-spec bumpers, plate access and bumper line deleted, bumper tops retextured, textured side mouldings, early
A4 door handles, all Euro Hella lighting with French fogs, Passat B3 duckbill spoiler, shortened Eurovan wing vent, smoothed and extended rocker panels, deleted washer
nozzles, Wolfsburg wing emblems, powered Projektzwo mirrors, roof panel replaced to delete sunroof and antenna, Mk1 fuel filler custom fitted to C-pillar, rear seams
shaved, deleted exhaust cut out, Euro-spec hatch with Cult Society plinth, CL glass and shaved wiper
INTERIOR: NOS dash, Mk1 Scirocco Wolfsburg steering wheel, custom Wolfsburg wood gear knob, Euro VDO bubble cluster, Tillett W2 front seats fitted to Mk3 bases,
rear seat delete with storage for battery etc, custom door panels with Mk1 GTI arm rests, custom headliner covered to match seats, custom carpet, deleted centre
console, custom shifter and handbrake bases and boots, shaved C-pillars, body-colour Weichers four-point roll-cage with x-brace, relocated front window switches to dash
using Jetta rear window switch, relocated mirror switch to knee panel, 3.5 cabrio hazard switch
SHOUT: My wife Milena, Dave Paster and SLAW, Matt Morrison of Eurokraft, Jamie Orr and Orchid Euro, Ethan at 8380 Designs, Ana and Sam from More Than More,
Justin Welty and Urotuning, Zeb Foster from 1stvwparts, FoundationBlue, Tommy Albano, Mike Calicchia, Erkin Grigoriev, Chris Holt, Gary Lewis, Chris Mammano, Robin
Roemisch, Chris Smith, Nick Storm, Fawt, and the internet
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Above: It’s so refreshing
to see such a minimal
Mk3 in these pages

Left: Don’t look so
worried Pat, these big
scene fish won’t bite! 
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probably see now the inspiration for the project -
it’s the closest I can get to a Mk3 go-kart!”

Inspirational stuff, and a lot of the styling cues
and engineering solutions start to make sense –
the racy low-back Tillett buckets, for example,
the Tarmac-troubling stance and the rear seat
delete. It’s a little road-racer, this, and one that
can feasibly be used every day too.

“One of the biggest helps in building the car
was Matt Morrison from Eurokraft in Woodbine,
New Jersey,” says Pat. “Matt did all of the wiring
for me and got the car back up and running; he
is the guru when it comes to VW wiring and was
able to tackle everything I wanted while getting
rid of the things I didn’t. I’m lucky Dave at SLAW
was able to set me up with him!” This is a
sentiment we find time and time again with

feature car owners – the process pulls people
together, it forges friendships as well as
automotive connections.

The finished product, then, is a usable
example of a beautifully-executed vision; not the
most outrageous build to feature in these
pages, but it doesn’t need to be. This Golf was
built to fulfil two primary functions; to fill a
gaping chasm in Pat’s show-going social
calendar, and to provide a workable alternative
to the go-karting that, through reasons beyond
his control, was off the agenda. The fact that
he’s combined a hot VR6 and a competent
chassis with a staggering finish and a plethora
of Euro mods is testament to his planning skills.
That old spreadsheet really came into its own.

“I mostly take the car to shows, but every

weekend with decent weather I like to take it for
a ride around the country roads near my house,
or drive up through the Catskill Mountains,” he
says with a whisper of well-deserved pride.
“People’s reactions are always awesome; they
often comment on the colour and the seats, and
many ask if track it, which I sadly haven’t but I
would like to one day.” 

With the sort of forthrightness and tenacity
that he’s displayed so far, we don’t doubt that
he will. This diverse, disparate melting pot of a
car proves that real life needn’t get in the way 
of your modifying dreams, be it work, family, ill
health, or any combination thereof. And once
you have made your dream car a reality, 
you might as well paint it bright green. You only
live once, right? ●
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We just love the
retro Mk1 wheel
that ties in with
the old-skool
Rallye green, plus
the kart seats and
race touches!
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Download

We’ve teamed up with the tech wizards at pocketmags to
offer more interactive content than ever before, available on
more platforms than ever before!

All of our digital magazine subscriptions and issues can be
downloaded from anywhere in the world and read on PC,
Mac, iPad, iPhone, Android devices, Kindle Fire, Windows 8
devices and the BlackBerry Playbook.

From just

£2.99 per issue!

Like to read your magazines digitally?

No problem!

Now available on:

www.pocketmags.com/pvw
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Performance Exhausts…
 …Driven to be Better

 Over 40 Years Experience in Designing Sports Exhausts

 Cutting Edge Engineering Technology 

 T304 Stainless Steel & TIG Welded Systems 

cobrasport.com +44 (0) II4 244 7I23

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

UK MANUFACTURER
TIG

WELDED

T304
STAINLESS STEEL

NOW ANYTIME CAN BE GO-TIME. 
K&N® high-flow air filters are designed to increase
horsepower with up to 50% more airflow.
And with five-minute installation, better performance
doesn’t get much easier. Order yours online today.

KNFILTERS.COM SUPERIOR AIRFLOW. SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE.™

EVERYONE
LOVES THAT 
FAST CAR 
SMELL.
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Want to build a car that’ll stand out and be remembered from
one show to the next? Then you might want to take a lesson
from Elijah Stillittano here. Go big, go hard or go home…

Words: Tony Saggu   Photos: Josh BrownGOHARD
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T
here’s been a palpable air of
complacency in the US Dub scene
over the last few years. The rest of
the world hasn’t escaped it, but for
now we’ll focus our attention on the

Yanks. The American scene has got soft, lazy
and fat-like-Elvis, with switch-hitting stanced
rides fresh out of the cookie cutter becoming
something of a depressing reality. The
bandwagon has been on bags and big money
rollers, cambered to within an inch of its life and
balling out of control. The internet, that sharpest
of all double-edged swords, should have lifted
the blinkers and cast a light on that huge and
varied custom car cornucopia out there, maybe
it did, but most couldn’t see further than the end
of their eBay spoilers. The scene that had given
us some of the world’s cleanest, fastest and
most ground-breaking Wolfsburg products was

72 Performance VW
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in severe danger of being found face down in
the smallest room choked on its own self
satisfaction. Mercifully there is slow but steady
change afoot, a resurgence of free-thinking that
hasn’t been stifled by the Instagram pandering
and Facebook validation of recent times. The
Americans, a growing number of them at least,
have found their second wind and are getting
back to building cars like they mean it. Minds
are open and very few f*cks are being given. 

“I don’t know or really care what style people
think it’s supposed to be,” explained Elijah
Stillittano with a confidently nonchalant air. “I
built the car based on what I like. There have
been a few ideas I’ve wanted to try out on a
newer VW swimming around in my head for a
while, this car is the result.” Now, we’re certain
Elliott’s inbox is filling up as we speak with
confused purist and Hellaflush haters

questioning his sanity and demanding
explanations as to why he’s featured such a car,
but blending styles and creating something new
and fresh have always been the hallmark of the
most talented of modders. Too many so-called
car guys have forgotten or never learnt that
simple truth, but thankfully enthusiasts like Elijah
are still able to go against the grain and pull the
ace out of a well-worn deck. 

Throwing weird and wonderful ingredients
together to create a masterpiece is all in a day’s
work for the New Jersey native though,
Stillittano earns a crust to feed his car habit as a
private chef, and he’s not slapping up plates of
pie and mash either, our man creates
gastronomic delights for a very select clientele.
“It’s all about cooking and cars for me,” he
assured us. “Both are an absolute passion and I
don’t do either by halves.”

June 2015    73

The story of how Elijah arrived at a point
where he could successfully integrate elements
from near and far to produce something pretty
damn special is a familiar one. “I owned a
bunch of VWs before this one, some good,
some awful, plenty of mistakes and bad
decisions, a few lucky breaks and some real
disasters,” he smiled summarising. 

“My first car was a Jetta, a real POS Mk2 I
bought for $350. I put some Weitec springs and
big bumpers on it and thought I was pretty cool
back then,” he laughed. A couple of troublesome
Corrados followed, neither ever ran right
apparently, despite serious cash infusions. “I
sold one with a BBM Stage 3 kit for some
tickets to Mexico,” he recalled chuckling. 

As knowledge, experience and cash flow
increased over the years, Elijah reckons he
burned through a dozen or so Dubs, each one a

I don’t really care what style

it’s supposed to bepeople think
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to ever build another car. “I was devastated and
was going to give the whole car game up… until
this R32 came along.”  

The roasted Rabbit’s replacement was to be a
‘sensible’ car, with little or no modifications, just
a reliable, fun and practical daily driver. “I test
drove a Mk5 R32 just because it was new at the
time,” Elijah told us. “It ticked most of the boxes
and I had every intention of buying one, but
found this Mk4 on Craigslist for a lot less
money.” Elijah wasn’t too fussed with the age of
the car, Mk4 or Mk5 was all the same, it was
the ‘R’ on the hatch that mattered. The ad
promised a well-kept 2004 R32 with 78k on the
clock and not a hint of aftermarket tomfoolery.

“It was at a dealership in Pennsylvania about
five hours away,” recalled Elijah. “I called the
team there and told them to clean it up and if it
was in the condition they said it was I would

drive out there and buy it… it was and I did.”
The Reflex silver three-door stayed showroom

stock for just over a week… the no-modding
mantra was, after all, more of a guideline than a
promise: “Well, wheels and suspension are not
really modding are they!” grinned Elijah
sheepishly. “Originally I didn’t plan on going as
crazy as I did with it,” he assured us. “The first
major mods were Bilstein PSS9s and OZ Canyon
II wheels, then things kinda got away from me!” 

The addition of a Stage 3 VF Engineering kit
spelled the beginning of the end for Elijah’s
savings account. “Me and a bunch of my friends
installed the kit in my garage,” he recalled. The
stock engine put up a valiant fight, but a lead
foot and extreme boost had the internals
meeting in ways they really shouldn’t have and
the VR blew up in spectacular fashion after just
300 miles. The exploding six was a hard lesson

little better than the one before. “Yeah, I burned
through a few, the last one quite literally,” he
shrugged. “I had a Mk5 Rabbit with all the Jetta
chrome accents, Schmidt TH lines and Mason
Tech air-ride. We put a lot work into that car;
widened all the fenders one inch with a full
respray and custom peanut butter interior.” 

The righteous Rabbit had been a labour of
love and was to be debuted at the Waterfest
show. “We had just put the air-ride in and it still
needed a little fine tuning and setting up before
the event,” explained Elijah. “To cut a long story
short, it was the day before the show, the
interior was freshly out of the shop and the
whole car still smelled of upholstery glue. Then
the air-ride compressor decided it didn’t want to
shut off, overheated and… did you know
upholstery glue is extremely flammable?” The
resulting inferno claimed the car and Elijah’s will
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in knowing his limitations. Elijah admits he’s no
mechanic and so enlisted James Castelano from
Caste Systems Performance to do the rebuild. 

If you’ve been paying attention you’ll already
be familiar with CSP, its 1000 plus horsepower
Mk3 scorched the pages of this very magazine
only last month. “It is kind of a big deal out
here,” Elijah assured us. “We ordered a ton of
parts through USP Motorsports in Florida and
went balls out on it!” 

The heart of the new setup was a sizeable
Precision turbo replacing the ill-fated Vortech
supercharger, with everything else aside from
the block and head coming from the new parts
catalogue. Famous names such as JE Racing,
Schrick, ARP, and Integrated Engineering also
sent their best bits to the party. “The rebuild
was based around a CTS Stage 3 kit,” revealed
Elijah. “CSP played with it a little and added a
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I didn’t originally plan on

as I did with itgoing as crazy 

“I don’t know or really care what style people
think it is supposed to be,” said Elijah. In a

sea of cookie-cutter cars, that kind of
attitude is refreshing don’t you think? 

Japanese Wascht carbon fibre front
lip is as rare as it gets and looks
the business too – just be careful
over speedhumps Elijah please!
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only 200 made) is a proper piece of kit. The front
bumper above it also features a lot of home
brewed cutting and reshaping: “That was a busy
weekend in the garage with a sheet of Lexan, a
jigsaw and a grinding wheel,” he told us. 

With a built-to-the-hilt turbo’d VR breathing hot
and heavy under the bonnet, additional cooling
and cold air intake became something of a
necessity. But rather than go for the usual
bonnet scoop, Elijah fashioned a custom vent
over the intake: “It made a huge difference to
the airflow,” he insisted. “You can see the heat
rising out when it’s cold outside. Did you notice
it’s cut in the shape of the VR6 cylinder layout?”
he winked. 

From the custom canards on the front to the
home-brewed diffuser on the rear, this Jap-
inspired street racer is a breath of fresh air in a
sea of mediocre motors, and a lesson in mixing,
matching and taking chances. Isn’t that what
modded custom cars are all about? ●

as they would on a Datsun Z car. “They took a
lot of trial and error to get them to fit,” revealed
Elijah. “The fenders and quarter panels had to
be cut and modified to make it work. Just flaring
the fenders in metal like everyone else does
might have been easier, but getting that perfect
look is never easy.” The heavily fettled fenders
frame a set of equally tough looking Mtechnica
Aero alloys, the sexy splits, though brand-new,
just ooze vintage race car charm.

Whereas it would have been easier and
cheaper to look up the usual suspects for body
parts, Elijah’s been more creative than most:
“The rear spoiler is from a DTM E30 M3,” he
explained. “It’s the centre section, cut down with
Bonrath front splitter struts added. It’s fully
functional, the struts compress nicely when
you’re doing over a hundred… on the track that
is.” The front end features a Wascht front lip –
not a household name in Dub circles outside of
Japan, but Elijah reckons the rare spoiler (one of

few custom parts. The custom injectors, 
four- inch exhaust a few other tricks have it at
around 400 horsepower at the moment.”

Big power wasn’t the only thing on the cards
as part of the rebuild, though, Elijah had a very
particular look he was going for – a makeover
that would set the hot hatch apart from the
crowd. “I like a lot of different styles, but the
JDM stuff has always been something I’ve
gravitated towards,” admitted Elijah. “I’ve grown
up with VWs and I love them, but you have to be
open to everything out there, you’re missing a
lot of really great cars if you don’t.”

While the Recaro and Momo appointed
interior is fairly universal, the exterior treatment
is the closest thing to classic Zokusha style
we’ve seen on a Dub to date. Elijah has carefully
cultivated the Japanese street racer look from
inside out with a host of mixed, matched and
custom-made parts. The modified ZG arches
look as at home bolted to the shell of the R32

Dub Details
ENGINE: 3.2-litre, JE forged pistons, stock bore, Schrick cams 264/260, block honed and painted black, head decked, compression 9.1:1, IE forged rods, Calico
bearings, ARP head studs and hardware. Precison 67/66 ball bearing, CTS Stage 3 kit, custom intercooler piping, 650 CTS core, customised 550cc injectors, 3"
downpipe, 40mm wastegate, 3" to 4" fully custom stainless steel exhaust, Turbonectics boost controller, SAI delete, CAT delete, Bluewater block off plate, Southbend
Stage 3 clutch, BFI Stage 2 mounts, VF stage dog bone mount, HPA clone SRI ported, 24v coil packs, fully custom solid rear by SSP through USP 50/50
CHASSIS: 9.5x18 (ET15) and 10.5x18 (ET5) Mtechnica Aeros with 215/40 and 245/35 tyres, Stoptech brakes, Slam XL fronts and Air Lift rears with three gallon tank
and manual management
EXTERIOR: One-off pocket-style flares, custom-made front bumper grilles, carbon fibre canards, rear diffuser and side skirt runners, carbon fibre Wascht Japan front lip,
SSRR tails with lower brake light mod, flat black roof, OEM bumpers
INTERIOR: Recaro Pole Position seats, Takata four-point harnesses, planted brackets, Momo 320mm carbon fibre wheel, Eurokreations rear seat delete, JDM 
five-panel mirror
SHOUT: Danny and Tommy Paladino, James at Caste Systems Performance, Sun Gil Lee, Miggy and Nicole, Tyler and Nicole, the ‘birds’ Ant and Kristen, Chris Firbacher,
Mike and Sam @michaelbarry, Ramone and all the fellas at AUTOHAAS, Claudio ‘Claw’ Masano, Justin Kubitz, Dan HalatSkeez, RJ at TrueflowEngineering, Dan Hoffman, my
brother Zac and all at PVW
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It may have taken 11 years and a lot of patience but finally Adam Strunk

can now say he’s built himself his perfect Mk1. So much for it being 

a quick and easy project… 

Words: David Kennedy

Photos: Anna Taylor
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“I
t all started in the senior year of high
school,” Adam Strunk starts. “A kid in
my class got himself a Corrado and
when it came to getting myself a car I
started looking at Corrados too but

then ended up falling for a GTI.” 
Adam may not have known it at the time but

the Tornado red Golf he fell for back when the ink
was barely dry on his driver’s permit would not
only go on to shape his driving career but also
his working career, too. “I owned that car for
about six years and had a lot of fun with it in that
time,” Adam remembers fondly. “And it was what
turned me on to a career working on cars which
led me, eventually, to where I am now: working at
Nothing Leaves Stock in Pennsylvania.” 

For the uninitiated out there, Nothing Leaves
Stock (NLS) is one of the premier tuning houses
on the East Coast of the US with numerous cars
wearing the NLS emblem being featured over
the years. NLS is certainly a real engineering
kind of tuning shop with plenty of seriously trick
metal coming out of its doors over the years –
from the world’s first 2.5-litre five-cylinder-
swapped Mk1 Rabbit a few years back to some

hardcore Mk5 GTIs for the One Lap of America
series recently. But enough about Adam’s place
of work, what about the car we’ve got for you
here, Adam’s sweet little Mk1?

“My Mk3 made me a few friends in the local
VW community, one of which was Jay Lehrman,”
Adam explains. “This was about the time that
Jay’s Jetta was becoming the car we all know it
to be today. We were hanging out at his in-laws
and I saw the Rabbit tucked away in their barn.”
You can guess how events played out.
Eventually Jay gave in to the young Adam’s
hassling and parted with the Rabbit. “It was an
empty shell with a few boxes of parts inside,”
Adam continues. “The original black paint was in
poor shape and the engine bay was painted red,
but I didn’t care; I’d found myself obsessing over
the Mk1 platform since I’d gotten in to VWs, so
to own one was amazing.”

Originally our man Adam just wanted to rattle-
can it and fit a quick motor to basically build
something he could rag whenever he fancied
and be done with it. That plan didn’t last long
though as he soon decided if he was going to
do, it he really ought to do things properly. “The

first thing I did was build a rotisserie for the car
and strip it down, media blast it, fix the small
amount of rust that was there and then repaint it
in Por-15,” Adam recalls. “Then I put Dynamatt
on every interior surface and painted the bay so
I could fit the engine as it had been built up for a
while beforehand.”

If you haven’t figured it out yet by looking at
the pictures, the engine in Adam’s Mk1 is
something very special indeed and was actually
one of the reasons we were so keen to feature
the car in the first place. Okay, so a
supercharged 16v isn’t all that radical, although
it certainly is a rare setup these days. However,
one built using a Sprintex ’charger rather than a
tried and tested G60, now that is rare! 

“I chose the 2.0-litre 16v because I could get
my hands on one and all the necessary parts
relatively cheaply,” Adam explains. “Then I put a
Bahn Brenner supercharger on with a regular air-
to-water intercooler and Digi1 G60
management. Then the Bahn Brenner ’charger
failed after 1200 miles and left me stranded.
The company wasn’t able to supply parts to
repair it or even source a replacement so I
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Adam’s Mk1 mixes classic looks with a
purposeful stance and a serious amount
of power up front. Who wouldn’t want to
take it for a drive right now?
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Dub Details
ENGINE: 2.0-litre 9a rebuilt, ported and polished head,
VEMS standalone management, Sprintex s5-355 twin-screw
supercharger, Laminova intercooler, Autotech cam and
intermediate gears, Peliquin LSD, USRT shift linkage,
custom coolant tank and catch can 
CHASSIS: 7x16” ET35 Konig Remember wheels, Patech
coilovers, Wilwood four-pot front calipers with 11” rotors,
Mk3 rear disc upgrade, modified S&W roll-cage, USRT lower
tie bar 
EXTERIOR: Full rebuild and respray in triple gloss black
with shaved turn signals, gas door and moulding holes,
carbon fibre quarter flares, rear window louvers, smoothed
and painted bumpers 
INTERIOR: Eurojet carbon fibre bucket seats, carbon fibre
dash insert with Autometer gauges, Newton carpet kit,
Sparco five-point harnesses, custom battery box and
intercooler fluid tank, 12-gallon fuel cell 
SHOUT: Friends and family for all the help and support, 
I couldn’t have completed a car like this without all the other
people involved 

“I just wanted a 
quick street car…

it turned out to be 
so much more”
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started looking at other supercharger options
available as I didn’t want to give up and go down
the more common engine swap route. 

“I had a friend at the time who had installed a
Sprintex kit on a motorcycle and had nothing but
good things to say about the product so I got in
contact with one of the brand’s US distributors
and the guys there helped me get all the parts
together to start building the current setup.” 

For the uninitiated, Sprintex is an Australian
company that has been building some seriously
trick superchargers for the past 20 years. In
2014 it launched officially in the US with off-the-
shelf kits for various marques including Jeep,
Honda, BMW and the 86/FRS/BRZ trio, as well
as offering custom options for these, too. “The
Sprintex item is a 1.46-litre per revolution unit
that’s rated for over 500hp so the idea was that
I wouldn’t have to overdrive a smaller blower to
make the same, or potentially a lot more,
power – which equals a lot less stress on the
motor and supercharger,” he explains. 

Fitting the supercharger wasn’t an easy job
but only due to the normal kind of issues you run
in to when building something unique, namely,
lots of time spent making custom parts or
tracking down hard to find things. 

The engine itself is a fairly simple build

comprising a 2.0-litre 16v 9a block with stock
rods and shot peened rods, a mild port and
polish job on the head, and a valve job, albeit
with all-new parts top to bottom. It’s the
supercharger, and the way it’s kept cool, that’s
really clever, as Adam relates: “It started with a
Weber dual carb manifold that was modified to
fit injectors. The intake plenums on either side of
the ’cooler are custom sand-cast pieces. The
’cooler itself is a Laminova air-to-water unit that
uses tubes filled with coolant that are covered in
small fins to cool the charged air. The ’cooler
runs its own coolant circuit with another radiator
under the rear of the car, the alternator and belt
tensioner brackets are all custom and the whole
supercharger and intercooler unit is supported
from the underside with adjustable heim rods…
it’s a bit of a puzzle to assemble!”

Add VEMS standalone management, an
Autotech cam and an intermediate gearing setup
to the mix and you’ve got yourself one serious
engine in such a featherweight car. “It’s
estimated at 360hp at 19psi but it has not been
on a dyno yet,” Adam smiles. “I think it’s closer
to the high-200 low-300 range, though. The plan
is to put it on a dyno this year to find out and
complete the tune.”

With the engine sorted, Adam’s next job on his

‘to-do’ list was to sort out the rest of the
bodywork. The turn signals, the gas flap and the
side mouldings were all removed and smoothed
over before a fresh coat of triple gloss black was
applied. “I spent about 40 hours wet sanding the
car,” Adam laughs. “Black paint shows
everything!” We then quizz Adam about his wheel
choice. “They fitted over the 11” front discs,
that’s about it,” he laughs. “Simple really!” Inside
it’s not quite so simple with Eurojet carbon fibre
buckets, Sparco harnesses, the roll-cage and a
12-gallon fuel cell dominating proceedings.  

“It’s been a real love/hate relationship this
car,” Adam reveals. “Originally I just wanted a
quick street car and it turned out to be so much
more. I’ve met so many people because of this
car. I’ve won awards I never thought I would, and
now it’s in a magazine I’ve been following for
years, too. It’s taken 11 years to get it where it
is today. It’s funny, when I bought it I was just a
kid who liked cars but since then I’ve gone to
UTI for automotive training, worked as a tech for
VW for six years and been a professional
mechanic for nine years, culminating in being at
NLS now. It’s like I’ve grown up with the car and
nothing is more enjoyable than driving it down
the road or to a show or anywhere for that
matter after all that work!” ●

“I spent about 40 hours 
wet sanding the car. 

Black paint shows
everything!”

Flawless finish and killer attention-to-
detail hides the fact this Mk1 packs
a heavy punch from its Sprintex-
charged 2.0-litre 16v motor
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Don’t just 
upgrade 
your 
suspension.

Make the unrivalled upgrade. To ST.

KW Automotive UK Ltd - 0870 990 7536 - www.stsuspensions.co.uk “All prices inc. VAT”

699.00 899.00 1099.00
1099.00
1099.00
1099.00

699.00 899.00
699.00 899.00
699.00 899.00
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When Montreal man Flavio Marcone set out on his Mk2 journey he thought
he had planned everything from start to finish. Having to bring a car back

from the dead, however, was something he hadn’t anticipated…

Words: David Kennedy     Photos: Rick Di Corpo

RESURRECTION 
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“G
rowing up I was surrounded
by older brothers who loved
cars in general and my
father who loved American
muscle so I was destined to

be a car guy I guess,” Favio remembered fondly.
“It was when my brother got his BMW E30 that
my interest in cars grew in to an obsession
though. I was surrounded by his friends and
their builds all the time and it left a real
impression on me,” he added. “One guy had a
Mk2 16v which I just fell in love with and I knew
from that one day I’d have my own Mk2.”

By 2011 Flavio had owned and sold a couple
of decent Veedubs, a Zender-kitted Mk2 Jetta
and a Mk3 GTI on Modernlines but after selling
the Mk3 he knew he had to go back to what kick-
started his love for VWs in the first place and find
a Mk2 to build properly. “I found the car online, it
had a VR6 motor in it, had been lowered on
coilovers and had OZ Turbo wheels,” Flavio

recalled, “and it looked like it was in perfect
condition which was really important to me.” 

Unfortunately, as anybody who has bought an
old VW will no doubt testify, if something looks
good on the outside it doesn’t always mean it’s
the same story underneath: “After a while I
decided it was time to start stripping the car
down at my friend Vitali’s garage, Strasse
Autowerks, to get to work on making it my own
and that’s when we started finding the problems,”
Flavio winced. “It was one thing after another,
there was a lot of hidden rust, the floors were
rotten and the engine bay had a lot more holes in
it than it should have had, I was devastated.” 

Flavio admits that while his first thought was
to scrap the shell and find a new base car to
work with, he soon found himself digging deep
and deciding that while he might have given
himself something of a handicap with starting
with a bad shell, it was his project and he was
going to make it work whatever it took. Which,

again as most old VW owners will surely agree,
is an all-too familiar tale! Call it being stubborn or
pure bloody-mindedness if you like, sure, but old
VWs can have that effect on you even if you
know you know better!

“Once I had decided I was going to push on
with the car my first job was to start ordering up
as many repair panels and body panels as I
could,” Flavio explained, “and then once they
arrived came the long, tedious process of
cutting all the rotten metalwork out and welding
in the new panels,” he continued. “Once my
friends and I got further in to the car though I
knew I was on to a masterpiece with it.”

We’ll skip the tales of countless late nights of
cutting, welding, grinding, welding some more,
cutting some more, welding some more,
swearing at it and repeating the process over
and over that no doubt dominated Flavio’s life at
that point. Anybody who’s done that kind of work
on a car knows it’s no fun at all and even the
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most die-hard of enthusiast can find themselves
struggling for motivation at times. “What kept
me going was the vision I had in my head for
what the finished car would look like, a black GTI
with a Rallye front end, on air and with a VR6 in
a shaved bay,” Flavio smiled. “Not only that but I
took inspiration from other builds that meant a
lot to me, namely the cars that Unix
Performance put out and Mike McCoy’s Mk2
Jetta (PVW 12/06) which is one car I find
fascinating, not just for the way he went about
his build but also the passion he has for it.”

Finding a Rallye front end proved difficult, after
all, there were only so many Rallyes made and
none were ever officially sent to Canada but once
located, Flavio could sign off on the bodywork
mod list he had in his head. And what a mod list it
turned out to be. The BMW Ruby black is the
main attraction but look closely and you will spot
a shaved rear end, deleted front wipers, a carbon
fibre bonnet and Chinese-spec door handles.

Under the bonnet is just as impressive with the
rain tray and radiator support deleted and the
firewall, shock towers and chassis legs shaved
with all the holes filled and smoothed over. 

“Initially my plan was to put the VR6 back in
the car as that had always been my dream
motor setup for it but after we had put so much
work in to the engine bay we started thinking
that a normal VR just wasn’t enough,” Flavio
explained. “I wanted something more, something
with more power and something that wasn’t as
common.” After some head-scratching and a lot
of research, Flavio decided upon an R32 engine.
Unfortunately though, as it turned out, the fact
that an R32-swapped car was a rare sight
around him was for a good reason; specifically
how hard it was to get hold of a suitable engine
in the first place! 

“I was getting seriously frustrated not being
able to find a motor for the car and not being
able to progress any further with it,” Flavio

remembered. “Then one day, I came to the shop
after work, opened the door and saw a Mk4 R32
motor just sitting on the floor, I couldn’t believe
it!” he continued. “Thanks to a good friend of
mine I had finally got my hands on what I had
been after for so long.” 

With the six-shooter finally in his possession,
Flavio wasted no time in tearing it to bits to
check it over and place another order with his
local VW parts supplier for a full set of new
gaskets, bolts and brackets. VF Engineering
mounts were drafted in to hold the big 3.2-litre
lump in place while a trio of lightweight ECS
Tuning pulleys were bolted on. The gearbox was
stripped and in was fitted a Peloquin limited-slip
differential, a six-puck ceramic clutch and a 7lb
lightweight flywheel, while C2 Motorsports was
commissioned to run a flash through the ECU to
tie the whole lot together nicely. 

“I’m no mechanic but many of my friends are,
so over the years I’ve taught myself the basics
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It’s nice that I always get

it motivates me to strive for more
positive feedback

After putting so much work into the shell,
Flavio soon realised a stock VR6 just

wouldn’t cut it. Finding a replacement,
however, wasn’t as easy as he thought but

was well worth all the searching
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so working on the engine was no problem,”
Flavio smiled. “The best way to learn any skill is
to give it a go yourself but none of it would have
happened without my buddy Vitali watching over
me making sure I didn’t mess up too badly,” he
added with a laugh.

Keeping the big six-pot in check are new G60
brakes, new brake lines throughout and all new
chassis components on every corner. As for
suspension, Flavio went for the tried and tested
Air Lift option with V2 management. “Fitting air
was the best decision I ever made on the car,
the roads in Montreal are so bad I couldn’t
afford to keep replacing my sump,” he
explained. “But most importantly I couldn’t get in
my driveway and there was no way I was going
to let the car sleep outside during the night.” 

Wheel wise, Flavio replaced the OZ Turbos
with another set of classic old-school wheels:
15” OZ Fittipaldis. Our man Flavio didn’t want
anything too extravagant in terms of finish, just

a classic black-on-black look, although we do
like the mix of flat and gloss clear coats on the
faces and lips respectively he went for. 

Inside, it’s all nice and OEM with Mk2 16v
seats and doorcards mixing it up with Mk3
clocks and a Momo 280mm wheel – an addition
so ubiquitous now that it should almost be listed
as an OEM+ mod! What isn’t OEM inside is the
Broadway rear-view mirror, the colour-coded
half-cage and the boot build incorporating more
colour-coding in the form of the air tank.

“The car was never built to win any prizes but
it’s done really well at shows,” Flavio admitted.
“It’s won Best Mk2 for two years in a row at
Eurokracy, Best VW and Best Engine Bay at Car
Fever both here in Canada and amazingly, I got
second place in Wild Mk2 at H20 International, I
couldn’t believe it!” 

It seems that despite the success at shows,
Flavio is still a pretty grounded guy by all
accounts. “It’s been fun, of course, it’s

something I always wanted to do, something I
dreamt of,” Flavio smiled. “Not only did I get to
build something I’m passionate about but the
people I’ve met along the way are priceless to
me. It’s nice that I always get positive feedback,
it motivates me to strive for more, for bigger
and better things with the car.” 

What does that motivation mean for the car?
Flavio admits that he wants to fit a supercharger,
do some kind of custom trim job on the interior
and respray the car a different colour too, but
there’s also the small matter of the other project
he’s already planning in his head. “My next
project car will be something really out of my
comfort zone,” he smiled. “Growing up with a
father who was so infatuated with muscle cars,
I’ve told myself that one day I will build one to
honour that; a 1971 Chevelle SS to be precise.”
If it’s half as well thought out as his Mk2 is, we’re
sure we’ll have time for it whether the emblem on
the badge says VW or otherwise ●
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Dub Details
ENGINE: Fully rebuilt 2004 R32 engine, VF Engineering motor mounts, ECS Tuning
light weight crank, power steering and water pump pulley set, six-puck ceramic
clutch, Peloquin LSD, custom 3” exhaust with 2.5” downpipes, light weight flywheel,
short shift kit
CHASSIS: 9x15” ET6 (front) and 9.5x15” ET0 (rear) OZ Fittipaldis with Ruby black
faces with flat clear coat and Ruby black lips with gloss clear coat, purple gel centre
caps, chrome bolts and centre cap bolts with 195/45/15 tyres, Air Lift air
suspension with V2 management, G60 front brake conversion, Mk2 GTI rear discs,
braided brake lines
EXTERIOR: Painted XO3 code BMW Ruby black, rear badge and wiper deleted,
short aerial, Rallye front end conversion, badgeless grille, smoked indicators, 

side-markers deleted, 16v OEM arch trims and bumpers, Hella Rallye tail-lights,
carbon fibre bonnet, China-spec door handles, fully shaved bay with rain tray, heater
core, washer and coolant bottles and wipers deleted, Rallye radiator support, brake
servo, firewall and strut towers smoothed, chrome wing bolts
INTERIOR: 16v Recaro seats with matching doorcards, Corrado door pins, Momo
280mm steering wheel with Grant quick release, Mk3 GTI ‘golf ball’ gear knob,
Momo leather boot Mk3 VR6 clocks, Broadway rear view mirror, colour-coded 
bolt-on cage and air tank with boot build containing JL sub woofer
SHOUT: I would like to thank Vitali Sibilev and the whole team at Strasse Autowerks
and our crew ‘2locrew’, my girlfriend and my close friends and lastly my father for
always supporting me
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SCORPION GOLF R EXHAUST UPGRADE COMPRISES TURBO 
DOWNPIPE AND HALF SYSTEM, WITH A CHOICE OF TWO 

TAILPIPE TRIM OPTIONS - THE ‘EVO’ FOR A MORE O.E. LOOK, 
OR THE WIDER BORED ‘DAYTONA’ (PICTURED). 

FIND YOUR NEAREST DEALER AT:  WWW.SCORPION-EXHAUSTS.COM

// VW Golf R

STAY CONNECTED TO RED POWER.

THE        RIGINAL
The Original, and still the best.

In 1976, Volkswagen introduced the Golf GTI, widely regarded the first ‘hot hatch’, 

and one of the most modified cars in history.

Today’s hatches may be even hotter but Volkswagen still rules; with the thrilling 

new Golf R defined by the same irresistible mix of near supercar performance 

and super-dynamic handling as the original.

Your desire to take Golf’s performance to the very limits hasn’t changed either; 

and thankfully neither has Scorpion’s ability to deliver with this breathtaking 

NEW Golf R exhaust upgrade. 

If only everything in life was as reliable as the 

performance gains you get when running on Red Power.
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I
t’s safe to say the global VW community has
never been tighter since the internet
united/forced us upon one another but while
that’s not always a good thing (with the
constant willy-waving and ‘look at me’ attitude

on social media), there’s no denying that the likes
of Facebook can have its positive sides, too.
Here’s the story of one pretty epic Facebook
group that made a massive difference to a
certain individual and can’t fail to move you…

‘I have been conversing with the Broke.Status
guys to come up with a new shell to re-do Jay
Fay’s failing Mk2 Monstah!’ stated the opening
message on the ‘Operation save the Monstah,
Dude Guy!’ Facebook group. It had been written
by Jeffery Bynum, the driving force behind
Bynum Builds which he runs with his father,
Wayne, one of the US’s most highly regarded
water-cooled VW modifiers. The message
continued: ‘We as a collective group are banding
together to fund an effort to build Jay ‘Dude Guy’
Fay a replacement car. It is his only mode of
transportation, and he has small children that he
needs to transport. It is very important to have
safe, reliable transportation. He has given so
much to us as friends and the VW community
over the years, and we just want to give back.’
Wow, powerful stuff!

Jason Fay has been part of Club.Broke.Status
(a water-cooled VW club from the East Coast of
the US which is well known for keeping it real)
from the get-go. Jay has always been a larger
than life character on the scene; always there to
help his friends out and crack a joke no matter
what’s going on behind the scenes in his own
personal life. 

Now it’s fair to say Jay has had some pretty
rotten luck and while he was adamant he didn’t

want to make this feature about him but rather
the incredible people that made this build
possible – and we promised we wouldn’t go into
details – we’ve got to tell you this guy is a
legend for simply keeping his shit together and
holding down a regular job with Audi for 15
years to support his young family and other half
while everything around him seemed quite dark
for a while. 

Now Jay’s original flat-black ‘Monstah’ Mk2 is
no stranger to these pages, having featured in a
CBS group shoot around ten years ago and then
receiving a stand-alone feature after its VR6
swap. Believe it or not, and to give you an idea
of just how long Jay’s spell of bad luck has run,
this is actually the second time his friends have
taken it upon themselves to jump in and save
the day. The first time, when Jay was living up in
Massachusetts, they managed to kidnap his
original Mk2 and while Jay thought it was in for
some regular service work the
Club.Broke.Status (CBS) team did an entire VR6
swap over the period of a long weekend. Nuts!

Soon though, Jay found him in a position
where, for personal reasons, he had to relocate
hundreds of miles south to Florida, leaving a lot
of his original CBS friends behind. At least he
had his trusty ‘Monstah’ to take with him and it’s
not like Jay couldn’t stay in touch with his
buddies online or meet up at shows. He’s the
type of person who never struggles to make
friends either. But this move wasn’t about Jay, it
was predominately about his family, who he has
always put first. 

Having left a job at the parts desk of his local
Audi dealership, Jay soon landed a similar role
at the Orlando dealership, where he met some
cool car guys and for a short period things were

F A M I L Y  F I R S T !
When Club.Broke.Status member and all-round good guy Jay Fay had a run of
bad luck at home his ‘VW family’ decided to turn that luck around by secretly
revamping his beloved but sadly neglected Mk2 ‘Monstah’. Surprise! 

Words: Elliott Roberts  Photos: Sam Dobbins  Additional photos: James Jetton
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getting back to normal. Sadly, Jay’s partner,
Monica, became very sick and all Jay’s focus
and attention understandably switched again.
Over the following years Jay and his family were
on something of a roller coaster, with Monica
eventually getting the all clear. Then Jay himself
suffered a stint in hospital. Needless to say,
during this period, while Jay remained in touch
with his car friends, his beloved daily driver Mk2,
had been totally neglected to the point where it
resembled something Mad Max would drive. 

It was actually in early 2013 that the
Facebook page was started. Jeff Bynum and the
guys soon realised that the original car was
beyond saving this time, so version two of the
Monstah was put into effect. The rest of that
into message to the 150 or so group members
read as follows: ‘We have come up with a ’92
VW Golf GL two-door shell to use. I would like to
seek out donations to facilitate having the car
painted and serviced in preparation of the VR
transplant. I will be taking care of all logistics of
getting the car to paint and disassembly/
reassembly. The goal is to have this done by
mid-summer to then deliver the car to Florida as
a surprise to Jay. I have a list of parts needed if
any of you are interested in contributing parts to
the build.’

Talk about the scene all pulling together. The
shell itself was supplied by another familiar
name in Chris Collier of C2 Motorsport who
actually sourced and bought it out of his own
pocket. What a legend!  And while some people
offered parts or their skills, others were happy
to donate money to the cause. Some of these
guys were old-skool friends of Jay’s while many
had never even met the guy. Before Jeff knew it
he had everything from steering wheels and shift
knobs right through to control arms and
exhausts systems being offer to him. 

Now anybody that knows the Bynums will be
only too aware that these guys, based out of
Oneonta, Alabama, don’t do things by halves.
With numerous PVW covers under their belt, not
to mention a bunch of silverware from the big
East Coast Shows, these guys are about as
close to Stateside VW royalty as you’re gonna

get. And unlike with the first makeover when the
CBS guys had been up against things time-wise
while carrying out the VR6 swap, for this
transformation Jeff and the crew thankfully had a
bit more time on their hands. After all, they were
planning on building a totally new car from
scratch and one that would not only stand the
cause of time but potentially bag Jay some
trophies at shows, too. Jay has always dreamed
of owning a show-worthy Dub, being friends with
so many of the big Stateside Mk2 ballers.
Obviously he’s always loved his original flat-black
Mk2 but with the shell being really worse for
wear he was in a position where if something
radical didn’t happen soon the car would be
deemed unroadworthy. 

It was actually at SoWo 2012 where Jay’s
friends tricked him into revealing what his
ultimate Mk2 would look like, as he tells us with
a grin: “We were all sitting around shooting the
sh*t one night, talking about cars, obviously. I
was with the Bynums, Russ [Taylor], Kip [Love]
and the CBS guys and the subject of ‘your
dream Mk2’ came up. Having working at Audi for
15 years I immediately knew my dream colour
combo and everything. I’d always loved the
whole baseball glove theme from the TT and
thought that colour scheme would work so well
with Suzuka Grey Pearl on a Mk2 so I told the
guys as much.” Looking back Jay says he now
feels silly for not picking up on the fact these
guys were planning something but at the time
there was nothing odd about the conversation.
And having been lucky enough to receive one
surprise makeover, it’s safe to say he never
dreamt another would take place.

By the middle of 2013 Jeff had plenty of
parts, funding and help in the form of Mark
Taylor and Ben Hagopian who helped him
‘deconstruct’ the new shell. After stripping the
thing down the guys were stoked as it really was
as good underneath as they’d hoped. There was
just a little rust behind where one of the rear
arch spats was mounted, and on the lower rear
valance, but after the sound deadening was
removed and the wings removed they couldn’t
have hoped for a better base. “We boxed up all

the parts we could reuse and then pressure
washed and degreased the whole car,” Jeff said. 

While Jeff stepped up to do the shell prep
another well-known name in the scene offered to
take on the interior. Kip Love, known for his
unrivalled retrimming, was straight on the case
offering his services. There were others, too,
and piece by piece Jay’s dream Mk2 came
together. “Robby Hughes of Hughes Paint took
care of the bare metal respray. Bain Brown did
all the powercoating. Johnny Darabaris sorted a
fully-serviced 12v cylinder head. And Hiley
VW/Audi supplied a lot of the service parts,”
said Jeff. 

The shell itself didn’t make it into the
paintshop until the middle of September 2013
due to the fact the guys had been so busy with
insurance work but there was no rush (other
than everybody trying to ensure they could be
there for the big reveal) they just wanted it right.
The top priority on the FB page was obviously to
keep this a secret, which in this day and age is
unheard of, but somehow everyone involved
managed to do so.

By January 2014 the shell was out of paint
and finally bits of the build could commence.
However, this was around the same time Jay fell
ill and wound up in hospital although this just
spurred the guys on to get the thing done. CBS
member Craige Ohlstein spoke to his friends at
KW USA who confirmed they would supply a set
of ST coilovers for the car; it was all coming
together. In fact, it was only really the wheels
that hadn’t been finalised at this stage. “Steven
Campbell came up trumps with a set of Wagen
Wheels CS1s in 8x16” (ET25). The lack of bolts
give a hidden hardware look,” Jeff explained.
Craige O even had the idea to make custom
‘Monstah’ centre caps, which finish the new
boots a treat.

More donations arrived in the shape of a VR6
silicone hose kit from Forge Motorsport,
gaskets and service parts from Eurowise,
Techtonics exhaust from Brian at Eurotech
Performance Group, motor mounts, grille and
various other parts from Black Forest
Industries, a retro steering wheel from Orchid
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“Even now, almost a year
after the big reveal I’m
still finding new stuff I
didn’t know was there”

Jay’s friends tricked him
into revealing what his

ultimate Mk2 would 
look like…
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Euro, plus Dupont materials from O’Rielly’s in
Oneonta, NY state. “I scored the power Recaros
from an obscure junkyard in north Alabama on a
tip from Ben Hagopia,” said Jeff. It was input
like this that was invaluable for the whole
operation to run so smoothly. 

No area was left untouched and the guys
didn’t skimp on a thing. “I prepped the underside
of the car and the wheel wells. Then my friend
Brock sprayed it in commercial truck bedlining,
as it’s easy to keep clean. The bedlining will
protect it from salt and moisture and looks
great to boot,” said Jeff.

In addition to project managing ‘Operation
save the Monstah’ the Bynums also donated a
fully rebuilt VR6 from a 2001 Jetta VR6, which
had new everything including working air-con,
new gaskets, axels, chains, guides,
tensioners… basically everything. This, along
with a lot of the engine components, gearbox
and brakes, were painted by Jeff’s friend Mark
Taylor in a colour called Cayenne to match the
interior trim Kip Love had crafted. Everything,

from the perforated headlining to the custom
carpets to the dash got coated with love… Kip
Love! It was the actual installation of the interior
that completed the Monstah’s transformation
and the guys could see that the Mk2 now had
the ‘wow’ factor they had hoped for. 

The big question on everybody’s lips now
was, when was the hand-over going to be? With
SoWo just around the corner the guys thought it
might be a suitable occasion; it was just a case
of making sure the majority of people involved
could be there to see the big reveal go down.
Oh, and to make sure Jay would be there, too,
of course! Jay’s partner Monica had already met
with Jay’s boss, Chris, to get approval for him to
have time off… without him knowing, obviously.

Jeff had come up with a great plan, having
spoken to Rico at VWoA, that would see the car
presented on the official VW booth between 4pm
and 4.30pm on the Friday afternoon of SoWo.
“Everything was now in place. Even the boot of
the car was full of goodies donated by many
companies and friends just to add an extra

surprise for Jay when he checked inside,” said
Jeff. Naturally the FB group erupted with people
making plans to be there and those that couldn’t
asking for the moment to be filmed.

Come 4.30pm Friday afternoon Jay’s long-
time friend Craige O was the man on the
microphone who did the big reveal.
Understandably Jay was a mess. A happy
mess, but a mess nonetheless. If you don’t
believe us then search the internet for the video
the guys captured of Jay receiving the car. You
couldn’t make up that kind of a reaction!

“Honestly, I could go on forever about the
car. Even now, almost a year after the big reveal
I’m still finding new stuff I didn’t know was
there,” Jay told us, still clearly emotional about
the whole ordeal. “It’s just a ridiculous amount of
effort, time and selflessness from all that were
involved. I could never thank them all enough.” 

So there you have it, an incredible car
produced by an incredible group of people for
an incredible guy! We wish Jay and his family all
the best for the future ●

SHOUT OUT:
First and foremost I have to say I’ve been blessed by God and his many angels for this gift. I want to thank my family Monica Colon, the kids Lisha,Tristan, Giovante’, Adonis,
David Colon and I also wanted to thank my Nana Fay for her strength and wisdom but above all raising me after her own daughter (my mother) died, and RIP my aunt
Gretchen. For the project, Jeff Bynum and The Colonel of Bynum Builds, and his wonderful family, Kip Love and his family, the Fatman, Shawn David, Squillo, Jeff Miller,
Lenny, Hannah and the whole southern region that helped or had a part in this. Of course Club.Broke.Status, Craige O, Devron, Sammy Desmarias, the OG Get Low,
Gengstout, Mike at Eurowise, Rico at VW, Sam Dobbins for the photos, Syndicate Crew, Jesse at BanchWerks, Dave Paster at SLAW, Black Forest Industries, Momentum
Motor Parts, Chris at C2, KW USA, Forge, JJ at Dubkorps, fifteen52, Trimsport, Collective East, Wagen wheels, O’ Reilly Autoparts, Orchid Euro, Ethan at 8380 Labs, Hiley
VW, SoWo Partners, Kleen Freaks USA/UK, Russ at Klutch Republic, Sticky Business for the killa Monstah centre cap labels, Tucker Glass for new screen, 42 Daft Design,
Angel Distributing and all the others that were involved. I’m forever in your debt! Special thanks also to Jason (JKrew) and Kate Kress who started a separate fund to help my
family pay bills while I was in hospital

We often refer to the VW scene as being like one big family
but in this case, it really is just that. What a wonderful thing
for everybody involved to get behind and pull off for Jay
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VAG 2.0 litre TSI catch can kit
Now available
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R E T R O
M O D E R N
A misfit Bug it may be to some but this US project is a
hell of a lot cooler than VW’s own retro-themed Beetle
Classic edition. And that’s because it’s the vision of a

husband and wife who don’t let global trends 
dictate what they can and can’t do. 

Words: Louise Woodhams   
Photos: Sam Dobbins 
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“I
have to be honest with you,” says 33-
year-old Wesley Cardy of Omaha,
Nebraska, “I haven’t always been a die-
hard VW fan. I didn’t really start paying
attention to VW until I traded a truck for

my first Beetle. It was a 1968 1600cc dual port,
painted flat black, with red wheels and white walls.
Nothing ground-breaking but it was most definitely
an attention grabber in my part of town.” Wesley’s
wife, Allie, on the other hand has always been a
fan of the Wolfsburg-based car brand and to some
extent it’s her passion and vision that accounts for
the existence of this very car. Having grown up
with VWs, as soon as she was old enough to drive
she inherited a classic Beetle from her brother
that was bought as a restoration project from
their father. Well, that was the idea. Sadly the car
was sold before she even caught sight of the
keys. However, her parents bought her a 1998
Beetle instead, so it wasn’t all bad!

And that’s the car she owned when Wesley
came into her life. It wasn’t until they got married,
however, and purchased a 2012 Beetle that they
both got a lot more serious about VWs. And that’s
largely because of the beautifully vibrant and
diverse scene full of like-minded enthusiasts that
are friendly, supportive and encouraging. I’m sure
most of you reading this will nod your heads in
agreement when they say it’s more a family than
a community. “Some of my closest friends are
fellow modifiers that I have met after we’ve
purchased our VWs,” says Wesley. “Allie and I
have met lifelong buddies all over the country
from travelling to different shows with this car.”

As soon as VW bought out the
new Beetle replacement, specifically the Turbo
model (which as well as distinct new styling also
cranked up the attitude with a 2.0-litre turbo

pulled straight from the GTI), Allie wanted one.
Wesley, however, didn’t pay any attention to the
next generation remake until Allie dragged him to
their local VW dealership to check them out. After
hearing her ideas on what she would like to do,
he knew they had to get one and make it happen.
“We purchased the car new from Performance
VW in Omaha Nebraska on New Year’s Eve,
2012. It was the last turbo model of that year
with the LED/HID headlight option and cloth seats
– both a must on Allie’s list,” recalls Wesley. 

Now, whilst it took some convincing for Wesley
to appreciate the new Beetle, fortunately he had
good form when it came to tinkering with cars.
“My grandfather was a mechanic in the military
and my dad was a shadetree mechanic. Both
were always working on friends’ cars when I was
younger. I guess you could say it’s in the blood.
Since I’ve been old enough to find the right tool in
the tool box for them, I have been working on
cars,” he explains. 

The day after they purchased the car all of
Allie and Wesley’s friends came over to tear the
suspension apart in order to install the Air Lift
Performance air-ride. It went from a dealership
window to the corner of a workshop in less than
24 hours. And a mere two days later Wesley and
Allie had finished the setup and notched the
frame to achieve the necessary lowness. Up
front it’s running Air Lift Performance series
front struts with PowerGrid anti-roll bar end links,
whilst out back you’ll find Slam Specialties RE-6
Double Bellow bags. It’s all controlled by Air
Lift’s V2 management. 

Allie was insistent on a retro theme for their
car. The Beetle’s shape is iconic and she wanted
to carry on that design ethos, which meant a
classic colour scheme, retro wheels with wide
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we were just

to represent us

building what 
we wanted

We’ve seen some impressive PlastiDip work in
our time but this ‘fauxtina’ job is undoubtedly the

best so far. Would you believe it was made by
mixing real iron fillings in rust activator spray?
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whites and a vintage-style roof rack were a
must. In keeping with that, whenever you see
old-skool Bugs lined up on display they’re always
running crazy amounts of negative camber, so
this was the only setup for the couple. To
achieve such levels of tyre tippage was one of
the biggest challenges the Cardys faced. After
talking to Brandon at Innovative Design and
Fabrication, however, the issue was solved with
a set of rear lower and upper adjustable control
arms custom fabricated to allow for the
necessary amounts of negative camber. It does
come at the detriment of handling but it was
more important to create a throwback to the air-
cooled Beetles that they were both after. Now
that’s dedication. 

This car has actually had three different air
tank setups in it – basically whenever Air Lift
comes out with something new, it goes in the
car. The couple must be the company’s
favourite customers! As it’s a continually
evolving project, they’ll always chop and change
things. In that respect this car will never be
finished. It’s also been four different colours in
the 29 months that they’ve owned it and its
currently undergoing its fifth change. This car is
like a canvas offering endless possibilities for
creating new masterpieces. 

Sam Dobbins shot the car for PVW whilst at
Southern Worthersee (SOWO) last year during its
Mk2 phase – perhaps the most controversial in
a faux patina finish. Popular on the hot rod
scene, it’s when paint finishes are intentionally
made to look crackled, aged and patinated, to
give the car character. It’s the art of making a
silk purse into a sow’s ear, so to speak, and
whilst it’s not to everyone’s taste, a growing
number of people are working hard to make
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their hot rods look like they’ve had long, hard
lives. Or, in this case, a brand-new car. And it
works in this case as, although the second gen
Beetle is more angry than cute, the overall
design still echoes back to its Fifties roots. 

It requires quite a bit of work to reduce a
car’s factory finish to the well-worn look of your
favourite pair of jeans. In this case however,
the paint’s not been touched; it’s been
PlastiDip’d in fauxtina that Wesley mixed up
himself using real iron fillings in rust activator
spray. So, one, it’s not permanent – which
allows Wesley and Allie to change the car’s
look so easily and regularly, and, two, it’s
protecting the car’s original metalwork.  

It’s at this point we should perhaps say that
as well as being a conductor for Union Pacific
Railroad, Wesley has his own side business
called Addipted – a premier PlastiDipping
service, a trend that is catching on. It
specialises in the use and application of
PlastiDip on cars, trucks, motorcycles –
basically, if it can be painted, they can dip it.
PlastiDip is a rubberised protective coating that
can be applied to almost any surface and in
almost any colour. It’s 100% removable and
protects your car against all of the things that
can eat into paintwork; think of it as putting a
condom on your entire car! Better still it costs a
fraction of the price of vinyl wrapping. If you’re
curious about Addipted and its services email
Wesley at addipted@gmail.com. Even if you
don’t do that, check out the company’s
awesome videos on YouTube
(www.youtube.com/addipted) showing the team
go to work on various cool cars. 

With the roof rack fitted – custom-made to
resemble the classic Beetle item – the last

Custom upper and lower
adjustable control arms by

Brandon at Innovative Design
give the nu-wave Bug some

old-skool rear camber
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flourishing touch to make the exterior makeover
a success was the rolling stock. The Smoothies
wheels were custom-built by Stockton Wheel in
California to a size of 8x17” and a front offset of
ET23 and ET0 outback. The wheels have a
domestic bolt pattern so they run an Adaptec
15mm adapter on all four corners and the faces
of the rear wheels are reverse-mounted to give a
deeper dish-look. They’re actually shod in the
factory 215/55 rubber. The pair couldn’t find a
white wall in the tyre size that they needed, so
they decided to go down the DIY route and prep
and paint the tyres themselves. 

The cabin of the latest Beetle is thoughtfully
laid-out, roomy and includes well-bolstered
seats but none of these attribute exactly tick
the retro box. So the factory dashboard, which
has a carbon-look finish to it, is now vinyl
wrapped in VW-themed sticker bombing vector
art, created by their good friend and graphic
designer, Jill.  Not only is it unique but it also
helps to accentuate the retro theme, as the
position of the glovebox is one of the few
remaining touches VW retained from the
original Beetle. 

The tank setup is another area where a little
out-of-the-box thinking came into play. Pop the
boot and you can see that the three air tanks
have been custom painted with a lowrider theme
by another friend, Julio. After Wesley saw
examples of his work on Instagram he knew he
was the guy for the task.  

With 200hp the Beetle Turbo will complete
the 0-60mph sprint in 6.3 seconds thanks to
an APR Stage 2 ECU upgrade, a CTS Turbo air
intake system and a turbo back SPM exhaust
system with a cat-less downpipe. These handful
of mods have really helped wake up the

turbocharged 2.0-litre engine. 
Now it takes some guts to buy a new car and

change it almost beyond recognition. In fact, at
the SOWO event in 2013 when the car was in
its first stage (not altogether that different from
now except that it was in custom metallic Teal
with red VW Heritage wheels) that Barry
Meguiar interviewed them for an episode of Car
Crazy (on the US Velocity Channel) and
admitted that it would take you a while to
realise it was a brand-new car. 

Having since been wrapped in primer-style
grey (with the current wheels painted metallic
lime), and then satin black, it’s currently
undergoing a makeover in Dragon Fire metallic
red with a pearl white two-tone. Just like Wes’
very first creation, he had no idea how much
attention this car would get. “Allie and I were just
building what we wanted to represent us. I guess
because the majority of the people that mod the
current bodystyle Beetle do so with a modern
twist, our retro-themed Bug is a little different
and therefore stands out,” says Wesley. 

So, besides a complete exterior colour change
(including the wheels), what else is in store? “If
money were no object I would love to tackle a 3.6
VR6 AWD swap. And I might be stockpiling one or
two parts in my shop,” he chuckles. 

Once the Beetle and their daily drivers are
paid off, the couple would like an Audi A7 or A8.
First, though, they would like to finish their 1964
Beetle that has been sitting patiently waiting in
the back corner of their bodyshop. We wonder
if, being a retro, it will have a modern twist? The
couple stay tight-lipped but whatever they build
we’re sure it will be cool, simple, and  an
undeniably ‘Cardy car’ these two are not afraid
to bend the rules! ●

Dub Details
ENGINE: APR Stage 2 ECU upgrade, CTS Turbo air
intake system, a turbo back SPM exhaust system
with a cat-less downpipe Clutch Masters FX400 kit
CHASSIS: 8x17” Smoothies wheels with
Adaptec 15mm adapters custom-built by
Stockton Wheel, faces of rear wheels reverse-
mounted, front offset of ET23 and rear offset of
ET0, shod in 215/55 tyres custom painted white.
Air Lift Performance Series front struts with
Power Grid anti-roll bar end links, Slam
Specialties RE-6 rear double bellow bags
sandwiched between a custom set of IDF lower
and camber adjustable upper control arms, by Air
Lift Performance V2 management
EXTERIOR: Custom-built vintage-style roof rack,
liquid wrap in fauxtina using real iron fillings in the
rust activator spray
INTERIOR: Custom vinyl wrapped dash 
(VW-themed sticker bombing) and painted air tanks
(lowrider theme)
SHOUT: Our GOVAG (Greater Omaha Volkswagen
Audi Group) family for all the help and support; Fred
for the 96 man hours it took he and I to complete
this Fauxtina look; Kevin, John, Seth, Seth K, Sean,
Cruise and Matt for the late nights in the garage
helping to tweak and change things up; Julio for
coming through with painting and doing a
phenomenal job on the air tanks on a time
constraint; Matt, Jennifer and the rest of the
Lowered Lifestyle family for the love and exposure;
Jeremy from Air Lift for the killer hook-ups;
LowDownLabs for the video documentation of each
stage of the build

Lowrider-styled tanks
were sprayed by expert
painter Julio after Wesley
saw examples of his work
on Instagram – very cool!  
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WWW.GTIINTERNATIONAL.CO.UK
T: 01525 750 500 OR E: GTI@AUTOMETRIX.CO.UK  TRADE: SALES@AUTOMETRIX.CO.UK

PRE-SHOW FRIDAY NIGHT - HOSTED BY 
COMRADES OF VAG PLUS: LIVE BAND  
AND DJS SATURDAY NIGHT, FEATURING  
THE UB40 EXPERIENCE 

SATURDAY DJS:

UB40
THE

EXPERIENCE

NEW 
FOR 
2015

GTI INTERNATIONAL
 4-5 JULY 2015 SHAKESPEARE COUNTY 

RACEWAY CV37 8LL 
DRIVE  YOUR OWN  CAR ON  THE DRAG STRIP!

HELMETS ARE  COMPULSORY

JOIN SOME OF THE FASTEST VWS IN EUROPE ON THE MILLTEK GTI INTERNATIONAL 
SPRINT – AND HUNDREDS OF TOP SHOW CARS IN THE DIALYNX SHOW ’N’ SHINE 
PLUS: TRADE STANDS FROM THE TOP TUNERS AND 
PARTS SUPPLIERS  CLUB DISPLAYS AND INTER-CLUB 
COMPETITIONS  AUTOJUMBLE  CARS FOR SALE AREA 
 MONSTER TRUCK RIDES  DAY AND NIGHT FUN FAIR  

ON-SITE CAMPING WITH FULL FACILITIES & BAR

BOOK  NOW FOR SPECIAL ADVANCE DISCOUNT DEALS!
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INSURANCE

Call us FREE on:

0808 168 9260*
Find out more at www.principalinsurance.co.uk

Principal Insurance is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.  
Calls may be recorded for training and monitoring purposes. *Calls are free  

from a landline, mobile providers may charge.
Principal Insurance Ltd, Dalton House,  
Dane Rd, Sale, Manchester M33 7AR. 

A fresh approach 
to insurance

Agreed Value

European Cover

Club Member Discount

Limited Mileage Discount

Modifications Cover

• Have your expensive alloy wheels 
lost their showroom shine?

• Are they corroded, kerbed or 
buckled?

• Chances are we can restore them
to an almost new appearance.

• All wheels are chemically stripped, 
lathe turned to check for 
distortion,and straightened when 
possible.

• They are then electrostatically 
powdered coated and infrared 
baked.

• We offer a fast, efficient and 
friendly service to both trade & 
retail customers.

• Established 1984.

• Price on application.

Talk to the people
that care about

your alloy wheels

Tel: 01732 367771
Fax: 01732 367778

Email:
sales@spitandpolish.co.uk

Web:
www.spitandpolish.co.uk
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Because we know you’re not just  insur ing a car,

 you’re insur ing a l i festyle.

 Herts Insurance Consultants Ltd

 is authorised and regulated by the

 

Financial Conduct Authority No 309073 

hertsinsurance.com

Subject to policy selection and Terms & Conditions

0800 121 7420

Policies Can Include: 

f
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111 RCARS

120 TALK THE TALK 

122 RELOADED

124 THE REWIND

126 SPECIALIST

130 NEXT MONTH

In The REar
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UNIT 5 WINPENNY ROAD
PARKHOUSE IND EST. EAST
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME
STAFFORDSHIRE, ST5 7RH

01782 563 703

www.psituning.com

Bringing the USA to your door!

Mk4 Dogbone £75.98 Timing Kit 1.8T £175 Bonnet Pull Mk4 £24 Rear Isolators Mk4 £16.79

Hatch Pop Mk4 £150

Pulley Kit 1.8T £151.64

Wheel Centering £87 OilFilter House 2.0T £60 Shallow Sump 1.8T £144 R32 Crack Pipe £71

1.8T->2.0T Coil Pack Conversion Kit
£129.98

Flap Delete 2.0T £119 PCV Revamp 2.0T £90 Heatshield 2.0T £29.99 DV Relocate 2.0T £47

SAI Plate 24v/R32 £28 TBody Spacer 1.8T £41 Boost Tap 2.0T £41.99 High Flow Pump 2.0T £360

Turbo Outlet Pipe 2.0TFSI K04
£167.99

ICM Delete 1.8T £227 Drop-In-Rods 2.0T £343 Billet Fuel Rail 1.8T £138 Billet CamBelt Gear £162 Oversize Guides 1.8T £11

Cam Gear Kit - 1.8T £191 Boost Controller £96 Camber Plates Mk5/6 £396

Intake Manifold - 1.8T
£634.80

DashPod Mk5 £47.99 Dual ColumnPod Mk4 £42 FilterPort 1.8T/2.0l £29.99 Power Gaskets £54 Vent Pod Mk5 £35

Boost Gauge Golf 6 £59.99 ConsolePod Mk5/6 £24 VentPod Kit B6/B7 £120 BanjoPort 2.0T £15.59 Gauge Panel Mk2 £22.80

Indigo PSI Boost Gauge - Mk5 Face
£53.99
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Elliott Roberts
PROJECT: FAMILY GUY 07_B4 A4 Avant
Started: Jun 03, 2010
Comments: This might be the longest Ell’s left
the poor A4 alone in quite some time

Elliott 
Roberts

Elliott Roberts
PROJECT: GREY PRIDE 90_Golf Rallye
Started: Oct 10, 2007
Comments: The parts collecting is getting
serious. The car? Nowhere to be seen…

Dave Kennedy
PROJECT: PLUCKY 91_Mk2 Golf GTI
Started: Feb 12, 2013
Comments: Simplest conversion ever. Then
factor in Dave’s luck. Ah, classic Dave 

Mark Riccioni
PROJECT: SCENESTER 13_Mk7 Golf R
Started: Oct 13, 2014
Comments: Bought a BMW M5 V10 wagon.
Yep. Jealous, us? Can we have the Golf? 

Mark Bass
PROJECT: ULTIMATE BASS 13_T5 2.0TDI
Started: March 08, 2013
Comments: Bass has gone and bought a
Tiguan. It’s staying standard though. Boooo! 

Paul McGrath
PROJECT: YEW TREE 86_Mk2 Jetta GT
Started: Sept 14, 2013
Comments: Paul’s off to the US and we wish
him all the best! What about the Jetta? 

Ryan Stewart
PROJECT: CHRISTINE 05_Mk5 Golf GTI
Started: Nov 15, 2011
Comments: Rebuilding the Golf ready for the
summer track season. Big turbo is BIG 

Jamie Orr
PROJECT: SUPER JAMIE 16, yes 16, cars
Started: Jun 10, 2014
Comments: Army trucks, European picking,
shells, Wolfsburg tours, cuddling bumpers 

Rob Waite
PROJECT: JOKER 07_Skoda Fabia VRS
Started: May 14, 2015
Comments: Stuff is happening! Rob’s got
himself some snazzy ST coilovers, go Rob

Dave 
Kennedy

Mark 
Riccioni

Mark 
Bass

Paul 
McGrath

Ryan 
Stewart

Jamie 
Orr

Rob 
Waite

RCars
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M
y last major instalment in Rcars
was way back in PVW 3/14 where
I confessed to removing the
helper springs and perches from
the rear Eibach coilovers on my

Audi A4 only to have one of the rear springs
literally fall out of place when I entered my drive
from an angle, resulting in the car lifting a rear
wheel and the spring itself no longer being
under load. It only took a split second for it to
happen and the car effectively collapsed on
itself. Luckily this happened at home and at very
low speed. I only had myself to blame, too,
going completely against what Eibach and the
guys at Studio InCar (who fitted the coilovers in
the first place) suggested. Thankfully no damage
was done, other than that to my pride, and with
the help of Shakey and the Studio InCar team
the spring was soon back where it belonged
(along with the helper springs and platform). 

The next addition to the car was the custom
painted Rotiform BTHs which had gone from a
stealthy black on black finish to a gold face with
black insert and polished lip. This was the look
I’d originally wanted when I first took delivery of
the wheels to really give a nod towards the

1970s BBS turbo fans they were inspired by,
but sadly there hadn’t been enough time the first
time around. Now fitted the wheels popped
without looking too over-the-top and the car in
general had a super-classy look to it. Not for
long, though. Things were soon about to change
far more radically as Ultimate Dubs approached
and we entered the ‘look at me’ phase. First
came the matte red wrap with Hawaiian Tropic
livery and six months later those graphics were
swapped for yet a another cult race car look in
the BASF design (as seen on the BMW M1 Pro
Car of Hans Stuck). 

During the first of those makeovers I also
decided to make the switch from coils to bags,
having heard so many good things about Air Lift’s
Performance kit which features a threaded strut
body up front to allow a more tailored ride. Having
seen numerous videos of cars with this kit fitted
being hoon’d around Air Lift’s local race track I
was itching to first see how well it performed on
the road (compared to the Eibach coils they we
replacing) but also look at taking things to the
next level a little further down the road by fitting
uprated anti-roll bars and polybushes.   

By late last year it’s safe to say I had tired of

the awkward looks I’d been getting when
dropping the kids off at school or while parking
up at the local supermarket. The amount of
times I’d wondered WTF somebody was looking
at, forgetting for a second that what I was
driving was about as subtle as a hungry Jeremy
Clarkson in Speedos. The wrap had to go! 

Let’s just say removing the wrap itself was just
as stressful as it had been to apply. I would now
always suggest leaving both application and
removal to the experts! With the car back to
black I was far happier with the stealth look
(especially as we’d de-chromed the roof bars,
window surrounds and grille) and I could focus on
finally getting the uprated Eibach anti-roll bars
and SuperPro polybushes fitted. It wasn’t that I’d
been disappointed with the Air Lift kit’s
performance so far, quite the contrary. I guess I
just wanted to see how far I could take things
with air-ride and if the kit was that good with
stock bars and bushes I was itching to see how it
performed with both those areas upgraded, too.
Before fitting I thought I’d better ask Air Lift’s
Corey Rosser whether this was something the
company recommended and whether it would be
beneficial and he was very positive about it. 

After two full-on motorsport-inspired makeovers and getting bullied at the school gates (by the other
parents), Elliott decided it was time to go all classy with Project Family Guy. Here’s how…

NOTHING TO SEE HERE

byRCars
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Before I could fit the coils I had some other
not-so-exciting things to address, the first being
a long overdue service which the guys at The
Phirm were only too happy to take care of.
Thankfully Euro Car Parts managed to supply all
the necessary bits including the oil, oil filter,
pollen filter, fuel filter and performance BMC
upgraded panel filter. These parts were all
reasonably priced and relatively straightforward
to fit. In fact, I was starting to feel pretty smug at
just how well things were going, until the lads
discovered practically every quadralink bush was
shot in my front suspension, meaning these all
had to be replaced immediately. Again Euro Car
Parts came the rescue but the price of replacing
these bits certainly wiped the smug smile off my
face. That said, in the five years I’ve owned the
car amazingly these were the first major parts to
need replacing. Unfortunately the quadralinks
weren’t so easy to replace largely because one
of the fixings refused to come undone. Jay and
Damon at the Phirm pulled out all the stops to
not only get those replaced but also fitted the
Eibach anti-roll bar kit (around £350) and
SuperPro bushes at the same time.  

I’ve used this tried and tested combo of

products on numerous cars before and the
results have always been extremely dynamic.
I’m relived to confess the same can be said in
this instance. There may be some negativity
from the die-hard coilover fans or people that
haven’t experience good quality air suspension
saying that it is wallowy and just a gimmick but
I can honestly say that the Air Lift Performance
setup is a pleasure to drive on and even with
the factory ARBs and bushes they outperform
the regular factory suspension with ease. That’s
with the added bonus of being able to drive low
but then tackle speed bumps and dodgy road
surfaces at the touch of a button. Throw the
upgraded bars and bushes into the mix and,
well, I guess I could go on for ages about how
great they are on B-road blasts etc, but then I’m
a believer already. However, taking a bunch of
hard-slam friends for a blat around some local
lanes soon resulted in some positive feedback.
“You would never know you’re on bags!” one
commented. Most of the lads likened the ride
and handling ability to that of high-end
coilovers, which is probably about as good as it
gets. If you’re still not completely convinced
then head over to YouTube and search ‘air

suspension vs. coilovers’ for a look at how the
same car performs using both options on a
closed race track.       

With winter just around the corner (and having
had a string of issues with leaking split-rims and
tyres not seating correctly) I decided I wanted a
set of off-the-shelf single-piece wheels I could
use throughout the winter months without
worrying too much about them. The brief was
simple: they had to look good, be a direct fit
single-piece wheel, not cost the earth but be
produced to a high standard. 

At the time, having been really taken by the
killer design the Cast13 RB1 wheel offered I
decided to look into the fitments and production
side of the wheel a little more. We knew that
none other than Richard Baron (RB) of Venom
Motorsport fame was behind this exciting new
wheel brand, which was reassuring. Having
spoken to Rich he was keen to point out that
despite the very reasonable pricing (around
£200 per wheel for the 19”), all Cast13 wheels
are not only put through numerous quality
control tests before leaving the factory but
most of its design will have to pass the strict
TÜV test in order to be sold in Germany,

Big up to ‘Top Fuel Puel’
and Chinese Ryan for the
wrap removal. Legends!

Parked outside the 
kids’ school. Nothing to see 

here at all. What mid-life crisis? 
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Contacts:
Cast13 (cast13.com), Toyo Tyres (toyo.co.uk),

Eibach (eibach.com), Super Pro (superpro.eu.com),
Air Lift (airliftperformance.com), 

Euro Car Parts (eurocarparts.com)

Switzerland and Austria. And I soon discovered
the 5x112, 19” application I was interested in
was also available in a staggered fitment. It’s
great to see how a few switched on wheel
companies run by actual car people really are
aware of what their customers want. To think
you can buy a set of staggered 19” wheels in
direct fitment with (in most cases) TÜV approval
for around £800 off-the-shelf (17s are also
available at £135 a pop) is amazing. 

I guess it’s safe to say I was sold, especially
as I loved the design and the machine-polished
face. The simple six-spoke ‘star’ design reminds
me of a modern adaptation of the classic Borbet
C or those found on the iconic Mercedes 190
Evo – both wheels I’ve always loved. And the
fact there was the option of running them in a
8.5x19” and 9.5x19” configuration sealed the
deal really. Unlike staggered split-rims which will
often have the same centre ‘face’ design but
with larger baskets/dishes, being staggered
means the faces of these single-piece wheels
are slightly different due to the increased
concave effect from the wider rear. What this
means is that when bolted up to the car, if
viewed directly from the side (profile), the
wheels look identical but when viewed from an
angle the front wheel is quite flat-faced whereas
the rear takes on a far more concaved look. If

you’re still wondering what I’m banging on about
then take a closer look at the photos. 

When it came to tyres, having tested a
number of brands recently I decided to revert
back to the trusty Toyo Proxes I’ve always been
a huge fan of. The T1Sport Proxes are a well-
priced tyre and they feature a nice-looking tread
pattern (it matters, honestly) and, most
importantly, they’ve never failed to keep me and
the car attached to the road, come rain or
shine. You can’t really put a price on that,
although if you had to, in this instance you’d be
looking at around £160 per corner.

I can’t tell you how nice it has been to fit up
the tyres then bolt up the new rollers to the car
with no hassle at all. No adapters, no leaks, no
problem. At the time of writing the wheels have
been on the car for around six months and,
thanks to the great quality and the fact I applied
a protective wax before winter, after a quick
wash they look as good as the day I fitted them.

Obviously I chose the staggered fit, which on
the Audi means the rear wheel sits perfectly in
the arch, even with the car aired out. I
appreciate this won’t be to everybody’s taste
due to the amount of tuck and arch gap up front
but I’ve always liked that ‘air-cooled’ look. That
said, I’m pretty confident 9.5s would squeeze
under the front arches if you were more

interested in filling them out. I’ve actually been
meaning to try a rear wheel on the front for
some time but haven’t got round to it yet. 

Future plans, you see, include possibly fitting
new aftermarket front wings from Germany,
which feature wider arches that are flared but
still give a factory look. If I go down this route
then I may well have to switch out the 8.5s and
run 9.5s all-round. We will see…     

I’m pleased to report that thankfully the car
sailed through its recent MoT, although I’ve got
a funny feeling my spending spree isn’t over yet.
The clutch has been giving the first tell-tale signs
it may need replacing in the not-so-distant future
and I’d really like to upgrade the brakes at some
stage as the stock setup just looks so small
peering sadly through the spokes of the new
wheels. Then there’s my idea to replace the shot
OEM engine mounts with super hardcore
aftermarket items,  but that’s another tale for a
different day. Modified cars… you’ve got to
wonder why we do it sometimes!  ER

We were keen to see how 
Eibach ARBs and SuperPro bushes 
would work alongside Air Lift air suspension…

That’s more like it… for now! 
Cast13 RB1 wheels offer a quality finish 
and staggered fitment for incredibly reasonable money 
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uroJam 2015 is a prime example of
the strength of the European car
community and its vast support in
Florida. On 21 February 2015,
Orlando became home to European

car enthusiasts from all over the US, Canada
and even someone from Mexico.  

EuroJam has grown in just three years from a
local event hosting only 36 cars to a nationally
recognised show. Hosted by the staff of LKQ
Potomac German South, the event was initially
put together to help grow and bring together the
local car clubs in Orlando and with this year
seeing over 2000 people and over 700 cars it
seems it has done just that! 

EuroJam 2015 had an outstanding line-up of
vendors, with some of the top motorsports
vendors in Florida and the country showing up to
attend, including: Active Autowerke; BC Racing;
Precision Sport Industries aka PSI; Forge
Motorsport; WTF Motorsports; Uro-Tuning; FS
Tuning; LKQ; Keystone; Wanda Paint; David Maus
VW; Mercedes-Benz of Maitland; Met-tech; Darth
Shader Window Tinting; DXT Automotive; Truly
Nolan; Rite Now Auto Detailing; Dent Shepard;
Candy Wraps; Headliner Express; and Eurotripper
Promotions. With all the vendors offering raffles
and giveaways throughout the day, over 120
people walked away with prizes ranging from a
VW bike, to a TV, to performance software. 

The gates opened early to allow for one of

February might be a cold and miserable month here in the UK but over in
Florida things were heating up just nicely with the third annual EuroJam event.

WE’RE JAMMIN’
the largest BMW clubs to enter all at once.
Florida Bimmer came out in full force, bringing
chapters from all across Florida and even some
chapters from Georgia and the Carolinas. By
8:15am the streets of downtown Orlando were
roaring with the sound of BMWs waiting to enter
the early registration gates. Shortly after
8:30am vehicle owners from central Florida’s
largest all European club, The Euro Alliance,
began their short cruise to the event, spanning
nearly a mile stretch with some the nicest
Volkswagens and Audis in Florida. 

At 9am the gates opened for all-car entry with
examples ranging from Austin Healys;
Maseratis; Ferraris; Opels; Jaguars; Porsches;
Alfa Romeos; Mercedes; and Volvo all making an
appearance. If you were a car lover of any kind,
you couldn’t help but be taken aback by the
quality of cars at this event. The variety of cars
ranged from custom-wide bodies to completely
restored classics, air-cooled goodness, exotics,
track cars and virtually everything in-between. 

The European car community is a family and
we experienced that at EuroJam this year. No
matter what badge you wore, everyone was up
for hanging out, showing off their car and sharing
their experiences since last year’s event. By the
looks of things, EuroJam is set to continue to
grow in to one of the US’ premier events. We
can’t wait for the staff at LKQ to announce next
year’s event dates – we’ll keep you posted ●

NAme: EuroJam 2015 
Date: 21/02/15
VENUE: Orlando Festival Park
Orlando, Florida
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MAY
13-16th
WÖRTHERSEE TREFFEN
Reifnitz am Wörthersee
Austria
www.woertherseetreffen.at

15-17th
SOUTHERN WÖRTHERSEE
Helen, Georgia, USA
www.southernworthersee.com

17th
ALL TYPES VW SHOW
Bodelwyddan Castle 
North Wales
www.dubshows.co.uk

22th
VW & AUDI 
FESTIVAL RUSSIA
St Petersburg, Russia
www.vwfestival.ru

24th 
THE KNEBWORTH 
VW & MINI SHOW
Knebworth Park
Hertfordshire
www.classicshows.org

24th
UNPHASED 
Longridge Showground
Preston, Lancashire
www.un-phased.co.uk

24th
LIMERICK CLASSIC 
MOTORING EVENT
Limerick Racecourse
Ireland
www.limerick-classic-car-club.com

31st
STONOR PARK/VW EXPO
Henley-on-Thames 
Oxfordshire
www.advwc.com

31st
NEW ENGLAND DUSTOFF
Thompson, Connecticut, USA
www.nedustoff.com

JUNE
5-7th 
BIG BUG RUN FUN
Mantorp
Sweden
www.bugrun.com

7th
DUBS MANIA/RETRO MANIA
Weston Park
Shropshire
www.dubshows.co.uk

7th
EUROSUNDAY
Lommel, Belgium
www.eurosunday.be

12-14th
VW TUNING SHOW
Karlovac, Croatia
www.vwtuningshow.com

13th
PLAYERS CLASSIC
Goodwood, West Sussex
www.players-show.com

14th
BHP FUEL FEST
Westpoint
Exeter 
www.bhpfuelfest.com

14th
VAG NATION
Lebbeke, Belgium
www.vagnation.be

19-21st 
CUMBRIA VAG
Westmorland Showground 
Cumbria 
www.cumbriavag.co.uk

20-21st
VW DAYS
Saint Quentin
France
www.clubgolfidf.com

21st
RETRO SHOW
Santa Pod Raceway
Northants
www.retroshow.co.uk

26-27th
BUG RUN WET
Strängnäs
Sweden
www.bugrun.com

26-27th 
EUROHANGER
Holland, Michigan
USA
www.eurohangar.net

27th 
EUROKRACY
Napierville Dragway 
Montreal, Quebec
Canada
www.eurokracy.com

27-28th
VWRDC ROUND 4
Santa Pod Raceway
Northants
www.vwdrc.com

28th
CULT CLASSIC
Coopersburg
Pennsylvania
USA 
www.nothingleavesstock.com

JULY
4th 
CASTLEWELLAN 
Castlewellan
County Down, NI
www.gtini.com

4-5th
GTI INTERNATIONAL
Shakespeare County Raceway
Stratford-upon-Avon  
www.gtiinternational.co.uk

10th
Mk1 MADNESS
Mohnton, Pennsylvania, USA

10-12th
DRAGSTALGIA
Santa Pod Raceway
Northants
www.dragstalgia.co.uk

11-12th 
FUELED SOCIETY 
The Tetley, Leeds 
www.fueledsociety.com

11-12th
VAG UNITED
Kortruk Xpo, Belgium
www.facebook.com/vagunited

12th 
Mk2 OWNERS’ CLUB 
NATIONAL MEET
Bromsgrove
Worcestershire
www.vwgolfmk2.co.uk

17-19th
BUG JAM 29
Santa Pod Raceway
Northants
www.bugjam.com

17-19th
VWDRC ROUND 5
Santa Pod Raceway
Northants
www.vwdrc.com

19th
DUB FICTION
Bakewell Showground
Derbyshire
www.dubfiction.co.uk

118 Performance VW
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24-26th
SUPER VW FESTIVAL
Le Mans Circuit, France
www.supervwfestival.com

26th 
EUROWERKS
Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA
eurowerks.org

26th 
SCOTTISH VAG
Chatelherault Country Park
Hamilton
www.scottishvag.net

26th
FITTEDUK
Wetherby Race Course
West Yorkshire
www.fitteduk.com

26th
WAXSTOCK
Ricoh Arena, Coventry
www.waxstock.com

31st
ULTIMATE STREET CAR
Santa Pod Raceway
Northants
www.ultimatestreetcar.com

31st-August 1st 
BUG RUN CLASSIC 
TIERP Arena
Sweden 
www.bugrun.com

AUGUST
1st 
MIVW
Leiden, Holland
www.mivw.nl

2nd
VWNW TATTON PARK
Tatton Park, Cheshire
www.vwnw.co.uk

9th
CLEANFEST
Fife Airport, Scotland
www.keepitclean.uk.com

9th
VOLKSFEST 
Embrun, Ontario, Canada
thevolksfest.ca

9th
AUDIS IN THE PARK
Billing Aquadrome
Northampton
www.audisinthepark.co.uk

14-16th
VW FESTIVAL
Harewood House, Leeds
www.vwfestival.co.uk

15th
VW GROUP 
TRACK DAY
Castle Combe race circuit
Wiltshire
www.autometrix.co.uk

15-16th
DUBS ALONG 
THE ROCKIES
Colorado 
www.dubsalongtherockies.com

16th
VOLKSTYLE BASE 
PART 3
Airport Weeze, Germany
www.volkstylebase.com

21-23rd
VW ACTION
Santa Pod Raceway
Northants
www.vwaction.co.uk

23rd
SHOW AND GLOW
The Leisure Pavillion
Sittingbourne
www.showandglow.co.uk

30th
THE BIG MEET
Uttoxeter Racecourse, Staffordshire
www.facebook.com/events/
715745795213111

29-31st
VWDRC ROUND 6
Shakespeare County Raceway
Stratford-upon-Avon 
www.vwdrc.com

31st 
THE EAST MIDLANDS
VW & MINI SHOW
Thoresby Park, Nottingham
www.classicshows.org

SEPTEMBER
4-6th
EDITION 38
Overstone Park
Northampton
www.edition38.com 

5th
THE STYLE’D SHOW
Gadki Air Por, Poland
www.stylepoznan.com

6th
VAG DATE 3
Rethel, France

11-13th
TOTALLY V.A.G SHOW
Royal Cornwall Show Ground
Cornwall 
www.totallyvagshow.com

13th
LOWCOLLECTIVE
Stonham Aspal
Suffolk
www.lowcollective.com

19-20th
VWDRC ROUND 7
Santa Pod Raceway
Northants
www.vwdrc.com

26th 
TITANIC DUBS
Belfast, NI
www.gtini.com

OCTOBER
3-4th
H20 INTERNATIONAL 
Ocean City
Maryland 
www.h2ointernational.com

4th
GTI FESTIVAL 
Santa Pod Raceway
Northants
www.vwaction.co.uk

17th
AUDI DRIVER 
INTERNATIONAL 
Castle Combe Circuit
Wiltshire
www.audidriverinternational.co.uk

17-18th
NOLA SPEED 
& STYLE
New Orleans
www.nola-speedandstyle.com

24th
DUBRUN TO 
THE POCONOS
Tannersville, Pennsylvania, USA 
www.gardenstateeuros.com/dubrun

NOVEMBER
1st
ULTIMATE STANCE
Telford International Centre
www.dubsshows.co.uk

28 November-6 December
ESSEN MOTRSHOW
Messe Essen
Germany
www.essen-motorshow.de
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Talk the talk 

Main man behind specialist wheel finishing company Felgen Werkes and
one of the friendliest faces you’ll ever see on a showfield anywhere. 

Indy Singh 

Favourite issue of PVW?
It has to be Fowl Play issue with the Mk5 from
Chris Peacock and TUK Customs. I was just
getting into the VAG modified scene then and
this issue was the turning point for me. 

Favourite PVW feature car?
Mike Charalambous’ Mk1 from PVW 11/13.
That’s such an epic car – so much attention to
detail has been put into it and it took over ten
years to build! I love long-term builds, it gets all
too generic with financed ‘show cars’. Mike’s is
the standout for me. 

Worst modded VW you’ve ever seen?
I’ve seen a few. It wouldn’t be right to say which
one, the owner probably thought it was the
dog’s danglies though… 

Favourite car you’ve been involved with?
I’m going to be sad and say my Passat; the Taxi
(PVW 10/14). It has taken me on a journey I

never imagined I’d have when I bought it as a
mile muncher for work. But she’s just ticked
over 170,000 miles and there’s still so much 
left in her. 

What are your views on the current VW scene?
A lot of us may moan about our scene, but in my
opinion, it’s what makes it for me. I’ve met some
really good people through it, but on the flipside
met some of the most ignorant too. As long as
we collectively have the same goal, the modified
VAG scene will only keep growing and
friendships will continue to be made.

How long have you been involved in the scene?
I’d probably say about six years now. 

If you didn’t drive a VAG what car would
you drive? 
A BMW 7 Series F02. All I talk about in the office
is getting one and dropping it… on air. Yep I
said it *hangs head in shame*.

Favourite VAG model of all time?
Being a saloon guy, the VW Santana. If I ever
wanted to build an old-skool retro car, it would
have to be a Santana. 

What trends do you think we will see emerging
in the scene over the next few years?
I think at the moment everyone is trying new
things and trying to be different and bringing
something original to the table. Originality is key.
Long may it continue if you ask me.

Favourite show/meet? 
Edition 38 as a show has everything; the
atmosphere, the people and the best VAG cars.
As a meet I really liked SoGa in Italy around Lake
Garda. Bringing it back local, DubClub in
Coventry on a Wednesday night is the spot
where you’ll fine me.

Favourite alcoholic tipple?
Much beer. Much Jägermeister.

These views are not necessarily shared by the magazine

everyone is trying

Long may it continue new things. “
”
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01273 444 042
VWHERITAGE.COM

Hella headlamp RHD 
£38.95

Front wishbone kit 
£49.70

Jetex race system
£322.20

FREE
UK DELIVERY
ON ALL WEB

OVER £35
ORDERS

SHOW CAR OR DAILY DRIVER
WE HAVE THE PARTS YOU NEED FOR YOUR VW PROJECT

Tailgate gas strut
£13.45

Dash vent insert kit 
£15

Front wing
Genuine VW £175

Headliner,
UK made, top quality £97.25

Front windscreen seal,
German quality £32

Chrome grille trim,
4 piece set £85 Door seals,

Genuine VW £48 each

“Without VW Heritage this car simply wouldn’t exist”.
Car built by Jay McToldridge, 
Organiser of Players Classic / The Players Show.

Metal bumper kits
with end caps and fi xings

Bare metal  £309
Sunny climate chrome £409
Black powder coated £409
Best quality UK chrome £509
Add rubbing strips for £60
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ReLoaded

YEAR: 2000
ISSUE: June
FEATURE: Hans Dahlbäck’s Mk4 Golf 
FEATURE WRITTEN BY: Elliott Roberts
PHOTOS TAKEN BY: Max Earey
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Y
ou will have to forgive us for skipping
a few months in the PVW timeline
from last month’s Reloaded car to
this one but, well, when we were
putting this month’s issue together

and saw this particular car come up, we knew it
had to be done. The car in question, as if you
needed telling, is Hans Dahlbäck’s Mk4 Golf.

Now, the name Dahlbäck Racing was, and still
is, synonymous with insane Audi Quattros and
the world of Audi motorsport. So when we heard
Mr Dahlbäck was building himself a Mk4 Golf we
couldn’t have been more excited to see it.
Although we didn’t just see it, on the shoot Hans
took a then fresh-faced Elliott out for the ride of
his life, a ride he still talks about to this day! You
won’t be able to see it in the photos here but you
could in the mag; the opening shot of Hans

getting the four-wheel drive Golf sideways has
Elliott opened mouthed in the passenger seat
while Hans remains perfectly calm! 

So what was it that left our Elliott so amazed?
Well, Hans had taken everything he knew about
building killer monster Audi Quattros and
squeezed it all in to a Mk4 Golf. Up front a
massive 2.1-litre Audi Quattro five-pot had been
fitted longitudely which had been developed in
conjunction with German mega-tuners MTM to
produce some 900bhp thanks to a top-secret
spec and a giant KKK turbo with a R8R Le Mans
car turbine… yeah, that kind of thing! The reason
for the top secret spec? The car was built to, as
Hans put it, put some other tuners in their place
at the annual inter-tuner competition at
Hockenheim. We love that! 

The rest of the car was just as crazy as the

engine build as you might expect. The four-wheel
drive system was built from an Audi RS2 rear
subframe, the boot was filled with twin fuel tanks
(one for road and one for race fuel) and the car
wore 10x19” Racing Dynamics RGQ wheels. The
huge wheels and tyres meant the original Golf
shell (a lowly 1.6-litre originally!) was chopped
within an inch of its life to accommodate huge
VW Motorsport F2 steel arches and carbon fibre
splitter, along with a carbon fibre bonnet and
doors. Inside there was more carbon, a huge
cage and a pair of Recaro buckets and not much
else, although we did like the fact it still had the
stock VW wheel, albeit with a carbon centre! Our
favourite bit though? The fact Hans wasn’t afraid
to beat the hell out of the car and his other
projects for our photographer – you don’t really
get that these days! 

If we owned it we would die. In such a
massive, massive way. So much fire… 

- POINTS

It’s a 900bhp Audi Quattro-powered 
Mk4 monster Golf. What isn’t there 

to like?

These views are ours and ours only, it’s all for a bit of fun etc

+POINTS

Welcome to PVW Reloaded. You see, judging by
the 90sVWShowScene group on Facebook
that’s getting bigger and bigger by the month,
it’s clear that there are a lot of people out there
who are still in love with the early days of the

water-cooled VW scene. You see, PVW’s been
going now since all the way back in October
1996. And while we know there are a good
amount of people out there who’ve picked up
the mag since day one, there are plenty out

there who won’t be too familiar with the mag’s
early days. Which is what Reloaded is all about.
Every month we’ll be taking a standout car from
back in the day and revisiting it to see what
made it so special.

Word is that Dahlbäck still has the Golf in his
possession although he hasn’t been resting on his
laurels, far from it! Since then he’s built an equally
mind-bending 990bhp and 1220Nm Polo 9N
which was powered by a single-turbo Audi RS4
engine, was also four-wheel drive and sported a
full carbon fibre body and reportedly weighed just

913kg. Which, if you can’t do the maths, means it
has a power-to-weight ratio of 1084bhp per ton!

Dahlbäck’s wonderfully dated website (who’s
got time to design websites when you’re building
cars like these?) says the next project will be a
mid-engined twin-turbo V8-powered Audi A4. If we
find out more we’ll let you know! 

where are they now?

June 2015    123
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REWIND
we may not have always been so finely
POLISHED, but we’ve always been at the
forefront of the modded dub scene. 
ah the good ol’ days…

1 year ago

JUNE 2015
This time last year we kicked things off with Roberto Tasca’s
incredible 2.0-TFSI DSG-powered Lupo closely followed by Jason
Debono’s Audi A4 RS4 lookalike and Steve Fraser and Kat Giles’
Mk6 and Mk5 Golf pairing. Inside the mag we caught up with
Wolfgang Rudolf and his awesome Rallye VRT and got to know
Black Forest Industries’ Mk6 Jetta demo car – an awesome
German Audi RS2.

5 years ago

JUNE 2010
Back in 2010 it was the turn of G-Werks to take the cover slot
with its brilliant Mk4 on what was the first set of Rotiforms in the
UK. Shame Rotiform never took off really… Inside the mag we
checked out Jim Toohug’s New Beetle, Neal Williams’ Mk2 Golf
and caught up with Steve Denton and his Mk3. Jeff Jacobson’s
Mk4 R32T and a, erm, Gumpert Apollo finished us off.  

10 years ago

JUNE 2005
Pete McGinley took the cover with his timeless green Mk3 VR6,
we checked out the legendary ‘Vorsche’ – a rear-wheel drive Mk2
powered by a Porsche 944’s 2.5-litre lump mounted longitudely.
Later, Glen Broadhead showed us his stunning OEM+ Mk2 1.8T,
we pitted a Lupo 1.8T against a Mk1 1.8T and a new Mk5 GTI
against a Leon Cupra R and checked out Chris Garcia’s Audi TT. 

15 years ago

JUNE 2000
Dubbed the ‘Mk4 Madness’ issue and with good reason… well,
one good reason: Hans Dahlbäck’s legendary 900bhp four-wheel
drive 2.1-litre Audi 20v. What a car and what a ride we got in it!
Later on, Premier showed us its new Mk4 show car, we checked
out a Mk2 VR6 twin-turbo from Germany and met up with a pair
of lovely UK Mk2s to round the issue off nicely.  
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WANT A QUALITY DAILY DRIVER PAD?
Try the new Ul�max 2 premium replacement pad.
✓ The world’s first and only true ECO friendly pad
✓ Great brake feel for everyday driving and
✓ A new lower price point

THREE SPORT DISC CHOICES
GD series slo�ed and dimpled (black)
for fast street, USR fine slo�ed (black)
or new high carbon BSD series BLADE
discs (silver) for fastest street and
track day use. For daily driver cars the
EBC premium OE replacement discs
are a great choice with a superb price
point and great value for money.

BRAKE PADS  Choose from grippy Greenstuff for spirited use on lighter hot hatches, 
Redstuff for fast street on medium weight cars, Yellowstuff for all out grip and track use on
lighter cars or Bluestuff for the ul�mate street and trackday pad that has set the Impreza 
and EVO community buzzing. Latest compound is the Orangestuff full race grade pads.
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Specialist
AD AUTOTECHNIK
Unit 51c, Hobbs Industrial Estate
Newchapel, Surrey, RH7 6HN
Tel: 01342 837083
Web: www.adautotechnik.co.uk
Fabrication, engine tuning,
conversions and management
mapping, parts restoration,
polishing, plating and coating
services available

AmD TUNING
Unit 6, Cliffside Trade Park
Motherwell Way, West Thurrock
Essex, RM20 3LE
Tel: 01708 861827
Web: www.amdessex.com
VAG tuners, performance parts,
styling, fitting service, rolling road,
software specialist 

APR MOTORSPORT
Awesome GTI Ltd, Unit 1 Siemens
Road, Manchester, M44 5AH 
Tel: 0333 240 6823
Web: www.goapr.co.uk
VW Group OE Supplier and
Motorsport Company that
develops and distributes VAG and
Porsche ECU upgrades for petrol
and diesel engines. Turbo,
exhaust, intercooler, brake and fuel
pump upgrades through its UK
European HQ

AT AUTOMOTIVE
Northcott Road, Netherton
Dudley, West Midlands, DY2 9PR
Tel: 01384 243004
Web: www.atautomotive.co.uk
Servicing and repairs. Audi specialist

AUTO GLYM
Letchworth, Herts
Tel: 0845 130 4536
Website: www.autoglym.com
Car cleaning products, car care
products, car valeting, car detailing

AUTOLOGIC
Autologic House, London Road 
Wheatley, Oxon, OX33 1JH
Tel: 0845 338 1992
Email: info@diagnos.co.uk
Web: www.diagnos.co.uk
Independent vehicle diagnostics

AUTOPART WHEEL & TYRE 
Prestige House, Sopwith Crescent
Wickford, Essex, SS11 8YU
Tel: 01268 560126
Email: sales@autopartuk.com 
Web: www.autopartwheels.co.uk
Suppliers of trade alloy wheels

AUTOTECH SPORT TUNING
29 Journey, Aliso Viejo
CA 92656, USA
Tel: (949) 362-8700
Email: sales@autotech.com
Web: www.autotech.com
VW performance and OEM parts

AVONBAR
Unit 1, Bullocks Lane, Takely
Bishops Stortford, CM22 6TA
Tel: 01279 873428
Fax: 01279 873427
Web: www.avonbar.com
Racing parts and tuning equipment

AWESOME
Unit 1, Siemens Road
North Bank Business Park
Irlam, Manchester, M44 5AH
Tel: 0161 776 0777
Web: www.awesomegti.com
VAG servicing, ECU upgrades,
performance parts, styling,
diagnostics, rolling road

BAHN BRENNER
MOTORSPORT
62958 Layton Ave
STE 2, Bend, Oregon 97701, USA
Tel: (001) 541 388 1202
Web: www.BahnBrenner.com
VW/Audi parts and performance
specialising in forced induction

BM TOWN
Liverpool 
Tel: 0151 548 8565
Email: bmtown@aol.com
web: www.bm-town.com 
Audi parts & accessories specialist

BRANDZ
1522 Pershore Road
Birmingham, B30 2NW
Tel: 0845 180 1245
Email: sales@brandz.co
Web: www.brandz.co
Graphic wraps, colour changes

CHESHIRE AUTOBODY
Unit A, Longdridge Trading Estate
Mobberley Road, Knutsford
Cheshire, WA16 8PR
Tel: 01565 652817
Email:
andrew@cheshireautobody.co.uk
Web:
www.cheshireautobody.co.uk
Accident repairs, bodystyling 
and modification, custom paint 

C & R ENTERPRISES
Units C1-C4, Lake Street 
Nottingham, NG7 4BT
Tel: 0115 978 5740
Email:sales@candrenterprises.co.uk
Web: www.candrenterprieses.co.uk
VW, Audi, SEAT & Skoda specialist

CUSTOM-CODE
Whitting Valley Road
Old Whittington, Chesterfield
Derbyshire, S41 9EY
Tel: 01246 455 004
Web: www.custom-code.co.uk
Chip tuning/remapping specialist

CVP SERVICES
Unit 15, Edgwick Industrial Estate
Canal Road, Coventry, CV6 5RB
Tel: 0247 668 4302 or 
0247 668 4372
Email: sales@cvpservices.co.uk
Web: www.cvpservices.co.uk
Audi, BMW, SEAT, Skoda and 
VW breaker

DC CUSTOMS 
Unit 12B Central Park Ind Est
Halesowen Road, Netherton
Dudley, West Midlands,DY2 9NW
Tel: 01384 636459
Web: www.dccustoms.co.uk
Custom and standard paint and
body work, custom fabrication,
mechanics and restoration

DEMON TWEEKS
75 Ash Road South
Wrexham Industrial Estate
Wrexham, North Wales, LL13 9UG
Tel: 0844 375 4431
Web: www.demon-tweeks.co.uk
Performance and tuning equipment

DESIGN 2 SHINE
AUTOMOTIVE
156 Lincoln Road
North Hykeham 
Lincoln, Lincolnshire, LN6 8PE
Tel: 07939 936640
Email: design2shineautomotive@
yahoo.co.uk
Web: www.design2shine.co.uk
Custom automotive interior and 
audio design

DPM PERFORMANCE
Oakwell Court 
Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE17 7BD
Tel: 01207 561606
Web: www.dpmperformance.co.uk
Email:
damian@dpmperformance.co.uk
VAG specialist 

DUBZ-BY-DAN
Gould Farm, Duckend Green
Rayne, Essex, CM77 6DF
Tel: 07939 305341
Web: www.dubz-by-dan.co.uk
Specialist in bodywork, custom
fabrication, general mechanics 
and Mk4 chassis chops

EIBACH SPRINGS
25 Swannington Road
Broughton Astley 
Leicester, LE9 6TU
Tel: 01455 285852
Email: sales@eibach.co.uk
Web: www.eibach.co.uk
Wheel alignment, wheel-spacers,
suspension systems, performance
springs and performance 
stabiliser bars

ELITE DIRECT
136/138 New Road
Rainham, Essex, RM13 8DE
Tel: 01780 525577
Web: www.elitedirect.com
Tyres, wheels, suspension,
exhausts, brakes  

EURO CAR PARTS
Fulton Road 
Wembley Ind Est, Wembley
Middlesex, HA9 0TF
Tel: 0208 956 5049
Web: www.eurocarparts.com
Tyres, wheels, suspension, 
exhausts, brakes

EUROTEK
Unit 1-187, Parchmore Road 
Thornton Heath, Surrey, CR7 8HD
Tel: 0208 771 9878
Email: sales@eurotek-online.com
Web: www.eurotek-online.com
Exclusive UK importer for Stroeve
Motorsport and DSP

FORGE MOTORSPORT
1A, Ashville Trading Estate
Bristol, Gloucester, GL2 5EU
Tel: 01452 380999
Web: www.forgemotorsport.com
Alloy parts and tuning accessories

GERMAN, SWEDISH AND
FRENCH CAR PARTS
The Planet Centre 
Armadale Road, Feltham
Middlesex, TW14 0LW
Tel: 080 8917 3899
Mail order, parts and styling

GSF CAR PARTS
Tel: 080 8917 3800
Web: www.gsfcarparts.com
Independent seller of car parts,
service and accessories

INTEGRATED ENGINEERING
Salt Lake City, UT, 84115, USA
Tel: (001) 801 484 2021
Web: www.intengineering.com
Connecting rod and engine
component specialist

JANSPEED
Castle Works, Castle Road 
Salisbury, Wiltshire, SP1 3RX
Tel: 01722 321833
Email: enquiries@janspeed.com
www.janspeed-bhp.com
Bespoke high performance products

JBS AUTO DESIGN
Whitting Valley Road
Chesterfield, Derbyshire, S41 9EY
Tel: 01246 455005
Web: www.jbsautodesigns.co.uk
Big turbo specialist, VAG servicing
and diagnostics, online shop for
performance parts, Custom Code HQ

JETEX EXHAUSTS 
Unit 25, The Waterways –
off Birmingham Road (A3400)
Stratford-Upon-Avon
Warwickshire, CV37 0AW
Tel: 01789 298989
Web: www.jetex.co.uk
Exhaust systems

KW AUTOMOTIVE
Tel: 0870 990 7536
Email: info@kwautomotive.co.uk
Web: www.kwautomotive.co.uk
Suspension supplier

MAXX AUTOSPORT
Unit 11, Twigden Barns
Brixworth Road
Creaton, Northampton, NN6 8NN
Tel: 0845 060 3020
Web: www.v-maxx.co.uk
Sports suspension

MEGUIAR’S
Daventry, Northants
Tel: 0870 241 6696
Web: www.meguiars.co.uk
Automotive surface care products

MILLTEK SPORT
Units 1-3, Belfield Industrial
Estate, Ilkeston, Derbyshire
Tel: 0845 200 8150
Email: info@millteksport.com
Web: www.millteksport.com
Performance exhausts

MJ INTERIORS
Unit 2, Brewery Works
Powell Road, Shipley 
West Yorkshire, BD18 1BD 
Tel: 01274 533370
Web: www.mjinteriors.co.uk
Custom leather interior retrimming

MJM AUTOHAUS 
10740 Hillpoint #
San Antonio TX 78217
Tel: (001) 210 382 7278
Web: www.mjmautohaus.com
Email: sales@mjmautohaus.com
Authorised stocking warehouse
distributors for Autotech, ARP, APR,
B&G, EBC Brakes, Eibach, Forge
Motorsport, H&R, Hawk
Performance, JE Piston,Koni,
Magnaflow, Neuspeed, Power Slot,
StopTech, Techtonics and more!

MT RE-FINISHING 
BODY SHOP
Unit 4, 755 Thornton Road
Bradford, West Yorkshire 
BD13 3NW
Tel: 01274 834222 
or 07989 354730
Specialist in custom paint cars and
vans, accident and repair

MV DEVELOPMENTS
Unit A, Brook Orchard Brook Road
Bassingbourn Herts, SG8 5NS
Tel: 01763 241188
Web: mvdevelopments.co.uk
Email: sales@mvdevelopments.co.uk
Engine conversions, servicing,
maintenance, roll-cages, welding,
bodywork and resprays

NEWTON COMMERCIAL
Eastland’s Industrial Estate 
Leiston, Suffolk, IP16 4LL
Tel: 01728 832880
Web: www.newtoncomm.co.uk
Original Mk1 and Mk2 Golf
interiors. Mail order

NOTHING LEAVES STOCK
5780 Main Street Center Valley
PA 18034, USA
Tel: (001) 610 282 5487 
Web: 
www.nothingleavesstock.com

NS TUNING
Suite 7, Gable House
239 Regents Park Road
Finchley, London, 
N3 3LF
Tel: 020 8346 8999
Email: sales@nstuning.com
Web: www.nstuning.com
Supercharging and performance
tuning specialist

ONLY CHARGED DUBS
Unit 2B Railway Court, Sandal
Stones Road, Kirk Sandall Ind. Est.
Doncaster, DN3 1QR
Tel: 07950008980
G60/G40 specialist, VAG
specialist, air-ride/boot installs,
engine conversions

ORCHID EURO
Pottstown, PA 19464, USA
Tel: +1 484 483 4636
Email: sales@orchideuro.com
Web: www.orchideuro.com
USA-based import/exporter of
European and US-spec VAG parts

PIPERCROSS
Web: www.pipercross.net
Tel: 01604 707750
UK manufacturer of high
performance air filters and 
air intakes

PSI TUNING
Unit 5, Winpenny Road
Parkhouse Ind. Est. East
Newcastle-under-Lyme
Staffordshire, 
ST5 7RH
Email: info@psituning.com
Web: www.psituning.com
Engine tuning, bespoke engine
conversions, custom fabricated
parts, ECU upgrades,VAG
servicing and diagnostics, rolling
road, four-wheel alignment,
performance parts and retail shop

RETRO CUSTOM 
3, Radwell Grange Farm 
Radwell Baldock, Hertfordshire 
SG7 5EU
Tel: 01462 732182
Email: info@retrocustom.com
www.retrocustom.com
VW servicing, modification,
restoration, detailing, ICE, electrics
and track day preparation

RACE POWER 
MOTORSPORT
Unit 8, Gasoline Alley 
London Rd, Wrotham, 
Kent
Tel: 01732 780111
Email: racepowermotor@aol.com
Specialist engineering, lightening 
and balancing

REVO TECHNIK
37 Lanchester Way 
Royal Oak Ind. Estate
Daventry, Northants, 
NN11 8PH
Tel: 01327 301901 (UK)
Tel: (001) 770 271 4726 (USA) 
Web: www.revotechnik.com
Performance software specialist,
automotive software tuning,
performance and service centre
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REGAL 
AUTOSPORT
72-82 Belgrave Road
Southampton, 
SO17 3AN
Tel: 02380 558636
Email: sales@regal-auto.co.uk
Web: www.regal-auto.co.uk
Performance tuning, servicing and
MoT centre. REVO software agents
and KW Suspension preferred
partner. European importers for
EVOMS, AWE, Dbilas, Wavetrac,
Fifteen52, Podi, BSH and Black
Forest Industries. 4x4 Mustang
Dyno and on-site nitrous filling

RICCI CONCEPT
Unit 11, South Orbital Trading
Estate, Hull, HU9 1NJ
Tel: 01482 322446
Email: 
enquiries@ricci-concept.com
Web: www.ricci-concept.com
VAG performance mods and
engine building, remapping 
and servicing

RIMSTYLE
Tel: 01474 814469
Email: sales@rimstyle.com
Web: www.rimstyle.com
Automotive styling and tuning

STEVENS VOLKSWAGEN
DISMANTLERS 
Drakes Lane Industrial Estate
Chelmsford, Essex, CM3 3BE
Tel: 01245 362020
Email: info@vws.me.uk
Web: www.vws.me.uk
VW spare parts and vehicle
breaking, specialist vehicles
bought and sold

STUDIO INCAR
Sheardley Lane, Drotford
Hamps, SO32 3QY
Tel: 01489 877987
Web: www.studioincar.com 
ICE specialist and full-car
signature builds 

SWG MOTORSPORT
Old Engine House 
Dolcoath Camborne 
Cornwall, TR14 8RR
Tel: 01209 613033
Web: www.swgmotorsport.com
Exclusive automotive styling

SWT
Britannia Way, Clevedon, 
North Somerset, BS21 6QH
Tel: 0870 428 5050
Web: www.wheelsworldwide.co.uk
Alloy wheel specialist

THE ENGINE 
SHOP
Unit 2A, Darenth Works
Ray Lamb Way, Erith
Kent, DA8 2LA
Tel: 01322 350022
Email: info@theengineshop.info
Web: www.theengineshop.info

THE PAINTBOX
Rayne Croft Farm, Colchester
Road, Coggeshall, Essex 
CO6 1RP
Web: www.thepaintbox.co.uk
Tel: 01376 563859
Email: info@thepaintbox.co.uk
25 years of custom paint and
bodywork. Straight paint and
insurance work

THE PHIRM
Unit 2, Winkworth Business Park
Hartley Wintney
Hook, Hampshire, RG27 8WP
Tel: 08454 505760
Email: boss@thephirm.co.uk
Web: www.thephirm.co.uk
Engine tuning,conversions, servicing

TH PERFORMANCE
Pendle Performance Main Agent
17 Bridge Industries, Broadcut,
Wallington, Hampshire, PO16 8SX
Tel: 02392287127 or
07765918384
Email:
thperformanceltd@gmail.com
Web: www.thperformance.co.uk
Remapping specialists, servicing,
MoTs, TDi conversions,
diagnostics, dealer for Forge
Motorsports, Wolfrace Wheels,
PPTuning and Miltek exhaust
systems. Discounts for forum/club
members. The south coast’s
leading T4, T5 and Caddy 
tuning specialist

TOYO TIRES
Toyo House, Shipton Way 
Rushden, Northants, NN10 6GL
Tel: 01933 411144
Web: www.toyo.co.uk
World-beating tyres from a
world-leading company

TUNING SOLUTIONS
Unit 1, Gasoline Alley, London Rd
Wrotham, Kent, TN15 7RR
Tel: 07866 600948
Web: www.tuningsolutions.biz
APR dealer

TUNINGWERKES
40 Haling Road, South Croydon
Surrey, CR2 6HS
Tel: 020 8681 0208
Email:
enquiries@tuningwerkes.com
Web: www.tuningwerkes.com
Cult society and DSP importer

UROTUNING
9832 Currie Davis Dr 
Tampa, FL 33619, USA
Tel: (001) 813 319 5483
Web: www.urotuning.com
Email: info@urotuning.com
Performance and OEM parts 
for VW/Audi

VENOM MOTORSPORT
Unit 1, Clarendon Garage 
Church Street, Ribchester
Lancs, PR3 3YE
Tel: 01254 8250005
Fax: 01254 820006
Web: www.venommotorsport.com

WHEEL POWER 
Unit 2, Magdalene Road
Torquay, Devon, TQ1 4AF
Tel: 01803 293139
Web: www.wheel-power.co.uk
Alloy wheels bought, sold 
and exchanged, Eurostyles 
wheel specialist

VAGNOSTICS LTD
Unit 4A, Roxby Road Ind. Estate
Winterton, North Lincolnshire
DN15 9SU
Tel: 01724 854769
Email: sales@vagnostics.co.uk
Web: www.vagnostics.vo.uk
Servicing/repairs, retrofitting (cruise
control, multi-function steering
wheel, navigation, bluetooth etc),
VW T5 tailgate conversions, pendle
performance agents

VARA TECHNIK
Spelthorne Lane
Ashford, Middlesex, TW15 1UX
Tel: 01784 557010
Tel: 07985 423810
Web: www.varatechnik.com
VAG restoration, modification,
servicing, repairs and engineering

VOLKS BITS
800 Pershore Road, Selly Park
Birmingham, B29 7NG
Tel: 0121 472 4285
Hotline: 0870 5143 397
VW styling products

VOLKSMINE
Unit 1, Crusader Works
Elder Road, Burslem
Stoke-on-Trent, ST6 2HD
Tel: 01782 833585
Email: sales@volksmine.co.uk
Web: www.volksmine.co.uk
Quality new and used VW parts

VOLKSPARES
104-106 Newlands Park
Sydenham, London, SE26 5NA
Tel: 020 8778 7766
Email: sales@volkspares.co.uk
Web: www.volkspares.co.uk
Volkswagen, Audi, SEAT and 
Skoda specialist

VW HERITAGE
47 Dolphin Road, Shoreham-By-
Sea, West Sussex, BN43 6PB
Tel: 01273 444000
Email: esales@vwheritage.com
Mk1, Mk2, Scirocco, T4 
and everything air-cooled 
parts specialists, VW Classic 
Parts stockist

VWS
111c Fulham Palace Road
Hammersmith, London, W6 8JA
Tel: 020 8735 9996
Web: www.vw-s.co.uk
VW/Audi specialist, parts, servicing

VW 2000
1 Mill Close, Peakirk
Peterborough, PE6 7PA
Tel: 01733 253362
VW breakers, old and new models

YOUNGS GARAGE
Unit 1, Gasoline Alley
London Road, Wrotham
Sevenoaks, Kent, TN15 7RR
Tel: 01732 887000
Web: www.youngsgarage.biz
VW, Audi, SEAT and Skoda 
service and repairs

XTREME TUNING
Nieuweweg 11
2685 AP Poeldijk, Holland
Tel: 0031 (0) 174 246482
Email: info@xtreme-tuning.nl
VAG tuning, conversions, servicing

INSURANCE

ADMIRAL
Tel: 0800 052 4448
Web: www.admiral.com

ADRIAN FLUX
Tel: 0800 505 3000
Web: www.adrainflux.co.uk/pvw

BARRY GRANGER
5 Chapman Way 
Tunbridge Wells
Kent 
TN2 3EP
Tel: 0800 781 9559
Web: www.barrygranger.co.uk

BRENTACRE
Tel: 01792 650933
Web: www.brentacre.co.uk

DIRECT LINE
Tel: 0845 246 9045
Web: www.directline.com

ELEPHANT
Web: www.elephant.co.uk

GREENLIGHT
Web:
www.greenlightinsurance.com

HERTS INSURANCE
2 The Causeway 
Bishop’s Stortford 
Hertfordshire 
CM23 2EJ
Tel: 08448 884888
Web: www.hertsinsurance.com

INSURANCE 
FACTORY
Markerstudy House
108-112 Main Road 
Sundridge, Kent 
TN14 6ES
Tel: 0800 440 2024
Web:
www.insurancefactory.co.uk/car

NEED VW QUOTE
Tel: 0844 557 3054
Web: www.needvwquote.co.uk

SKY INSURANCE
56 Southberry Rd
Enfield 
Middlesex
Tel: 03303 331250
Web: www.skyinsurance.co.uk

For only £25 a month your business
could be listed in this section!

Contact Sarah Halls: 
shalls@unity-media.com

GET LISTED

Specialist
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50% DISCOUNT 
ON YOUR FIRST EBLAST

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR EBLAST SERVICE, CALL SARAH HALLS ON 

01732 748057 OR EMAIL SHALLS@UNITY-MEDIA.COM

Advertisers
These potential customers
have specifically requested 
to hear about your offers,
and within seconds your
promotion can land in 
their inboxes.

Not only that, we can also
gauge the effectiveness
of your campaign by
measuring the response.

Here at PVW HQ we
hold a database of over 
15,000 readers’ active
email addresses.

Do you have a special
offer or service you’re 
looking to promote?
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130 Performance VW

NEXT MONTH

If you can’t always find a copy of this
magazine, help is at hand! Complete this
form, hand it in at your local store, and
they will arrange for a copy of each issue
to be reserved for you. Some stores may
even be able to arrange for it to be
delivered to your home. Just ask!*

*Subject to availability

Please reserve/deliver my copy of PVW magazine on a regular basis, starting with issue:
Title        First name
Surname
Address

Postcode
Tel

Love Performance VW magazine? To ensure you never miss an issue again

What is it about Americans
and awesome engine bays?

Maybe it’s all that hot rod
history or maybe they’ve just

got the balls to tear in to
bays more often. We’ll

see what Walt
Henkles has

to say…

On sale 11 June
Available to download from 08 june
 (don’t worry guys, i’ll get a team on it, a whole team)
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email: support@caraudiosecurity.com Bilton Way, Hayes, Middlesex, UB3 3NF 020 8561 9485

AIR RIDE KITS

0% Finance

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

020 8561 9485

NOW Available

THE UK'S NUMBER 1 CAR AUDIO & AIR RIDE DEALER

VW - Golf Mk1 Mk2 Mk3 Mk4 Mk5 Mk6 - Scirocco - Corrado - Bora
AUDI - A3 A4 A5 A6 Including Rs Models

BMW - E30 E36 E46 E90/91/92 & 1 Series Including M Models
SUBARU, SEAT & HONDA also available

THE BIGGEST
BRANDS, THE
BEST DEALS &

THE BEST SERVICE
ALL UNDER
ONE ROOF

5 MINUTES FROM HEATHROW AIRPORT  AMPLE CUSTOMER PARKING
FULL FITTING SERVICE AVAILABLE  WORLD WIDE DELIVERY  TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

EVERYTHING FROM A SINGLE COMPRESSOR OR TANK TO A FULL AIR RIDE KIT IN STOCKConnect online with
CarAudioSecurity

IND
SILVER WITH

POLISHED FACE

19x8.5 5x112 ET 45 £999.99
19x10 5x112 ET 35 £1099.99
19x8.5 5x100 ET 35 £999.99

Staggered Fitments
(5x112 ONLY) £1049.99

NEW FOR 2015
SILVER WITH

POLISHED
FACE

PRICES FROM
£829.99

BLQ-2
NEW FOR 2015

SILVER WITH
POLISHED

FACE

PRICES FROM
£829.99

NEW FOR 2015
SILVER WITH

POLISHED
FACE

PRICES FROM
£999.99

NUE-2

SPF
DOUBLE 

DARK TINT

PRICES FROM
£829.99

BLQ-2
DOUBLE

DARK TINT

PRICES FROM
£829.99

DOUBLE
DARK TINT

PRICES FROM
£999.99

NUE-2
NEW

DIRECTIONAL
DESIGN

COMING SOON

IND-T
NEW

DIRECTIONAL
DESIGN

COMING SOON

TMB

Purchase any
combination of an Airlift

Air Ride Kit together with
any set of Rotiform

wheels & receive a 10%
Discount on the package

Email:
airlift@caraudiosecurity.com

for more details

SPF

UK DISTRIBUTOR
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SPRING SEASON SALES ACTION - 
20th MARCH - 20th JUNE 2015

AVAILABLE ONLINE AT:

www. KWautomotive.co.uk 
and from participating 

KW dealers

Manufacturer / Vehicle; (type) 2015 SPRING 2015 SPRING 2015 SPRING
 Variant 1 SALES Variant 2 SALES Variant 3 SALES

AUDI
A3/S3; (8P) without electronic dampers £920 £670 £1.183 £920 £1.470 £1.220
A3/S3; (8P) with electronic dampers £1.096 £840 £1.359 £1.090 £1.638 £1.380
A4 (B6, B7); (8E, 8H, QB6) £990 £740 £1.254 £990 £1.537 £1.280
A6; (4F) £1.026 £750 £1.571 £1.320
TT; (8J) without magnetic ride £920 £670 £1.183 £920 £1.470 £1.220
TT; (8J) with magnetic ride £1.096 £840 £1.359 £1.090 £1.638 £1.380
SEAT
Altea, Altea XL; (5P) £920 £670 £1.183 920 £1.470 £1.220
Leon; (1P) £920 £670 £1.183 £920 £1.470 £1.220
Toledo; (5P) £920 £670 £1.183 £920 £1.470 £1.220
SKODA
Octavia; (1Z) £920 £670 £1.183 £920 £1.470 £1.220

Manufacturer / Vehicle; (type) 2015 SPRING 2015 SPRING 2015 SPRING
 Variant 1 SALES Variant 2 SALES Variant 3 SALES

VOLKSWAGEN
Eos; (1F) without DCC £920 £670 £1.183 £920 £1.470 £1.220
Eos; (1F) with DCC £1.096 £840 £1.359 £1.090 £1.638 £1.380
Golf V, Golf Plus, Cross Golf, Golf V Variant; (1K, 1KP, 1KM) £920 £670 £1.183 £920 £1.470 £1.220
Golf VI; (1K, 1KM) without DCC £920 £670 £1.183 £920 £1.470 £1.220
Golf VI; (1K) with DCC £1.096 £840 £1.359 £1.090 £1.638 £1.380
Jetta V; (1KM) £920 £670 £1.183 £920 £1.470 £1.220
Jetta VI; (16) £920 £670 £1.183 £920 £1.470 £1.220
Passat; (3C, 3c) without DCC £920 £670 £1.183 £920 £1.470 £1.220
Passat; (3C, 3c) with DCC £1.096 £840 £1.359 £1.090 £1.638 £1.380
Passat CC; (3CC) without DCC £920 £670 £1.183 £920 £1.470 £1.220
Passat CC; (3CC) with DCC £1.096 £840 £1.359 £1.090 £1.638 £1.380
Scirocco; (13) without DCC £920 £670 £1.183 £920 £1.470 £1.220
Scirocco; (13) with DCC £1.096 £840 £1.359 £1.090 £1.638 £1.380

All prices include VAT - Further applications available

www.KWautomotive.co.uk/springsales

SPRING SEASON 
SALES!

   SAVE UP TO 
£269!
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